1347460  29/03/2005
BASU IMPEX
trading as ;BASU IMPEX
NAMBLABAL PAMPORE SHRINAGAR-192121, KASHMIR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAURAV KUMAR ADVOCATE,
A-43, LAJPAT NAGAR-II, NEW DELHI - 110024.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SAFFRON

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "NATURAL".
ASHEESH JHA
trading as ;RIYA MANUFACTURING & MARKETING CO.
G-48, SWAYAMBU APARTMENTS, BEHIND SAHAJANAND COLLEGE, AMBAWADI, AHMEDABAD-380015.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
GOODS LIKE SATTU, ATTA, MAIDA, CHAWAL, SOOJI, DALIA, BESAN, MASALA.
1800831  28/03/2009
DEVENDRA NATH SHUKLA
LAXMI KANT JI KA MANDIR, BERAJ ROAD, TIPTA (RAJ)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DINESH AND COMPANY
110, SONAL AMIT SHOPPING CENTER, NALLASOPARA ( W ), MUMBAI - 401 203, INDIA.
Used Since: 12/04/2008

AHMEDABAD
SAUCE (TOMATO) INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
for State of Rajasthan only. Also subject to no exclusive right over the word TOMATO KETCHUP and other descriptive matters.
1874070  16/10/2009
MR. MOHD. VAZID
trading as ;MR. MOHD. VAZID
MOHALLA ALLKALAN BEHIND KOTWALI TOWN KAIRANA DISTT MUZAFFAR NAGAR
.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
ICE-CREAM,BUTTER MILK, MILK AND FLAVORED MILK
1920090 09/02/2010
JANAKBHAI BABUBHAI SAVALIYA
trading as; M/S. GONDAL MASALA
27, KEWAL PARK SOCIETY, VIBHAG -1, PUNA - SAROLI ROAD, PUNA GAM, SURAT GUJARAT INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since: 27/11/2005

AHMEDABAD
PICKLES MASALA, PAPAD, FARSAN INCLUDED IN CLASS-30.
subject to no exclusive right over the words GONDAL MASALA...
1933594  10/03/2010
ASHOKBHAI MANEKLAL RATHI
ASHOKBHAI MANEKLAL RATHI
CHETANBHAI MANEKLAL RATHI
trading as ;M/S.SHREE RATHI RICE MILL
24/25, SUBH LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, VIRAMGAM ROAD, SANAND- 382110, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 15/04/2003
AHMEDABAD
RICE, WHEAT AND GRAINS INCLUDED IN CLASS-30.
subject to no exclusive right over the word MAN PASAND..
1953761  20/04/2010
SHRI RAJ GOVIND SONI
trading as : SHRI RAJ GOVIND SONI
A-14, GOVERDHAN PURI, GALTA GATE JAIPUR (RAJ).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
GLUCOSE FOR FOOD, INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
1965472   14/05/2010
MADHAV PRASAD SHARMA
trading as ;SHRI JAHARVEER FOOD PRODUCT
851/6 AMEEN COLONY SADAR BAZAR MATHURA U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ DARGAR MAHESHWARI & CO
B-363, INDER ENCLAVE, PHASE-II P.O. SULTANPURI MUBARAKPUR ROAD NEW DELHI-86
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
SWEETS, MUMMUR, PUFF, RINGS & BALLS (FOR THE USE IN THE STATE OF UTTAR PRADESH ONLY)
1968289    19/05/2010
SHRI MUKESH KUMAR
trading as; PAWAN SALT WORKS.
NEAR RAILWAY STATION, NAVA CITY, DISTT. NAGORE (RAJASTHAN).
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 01/04/2008
AHMEDABAD
SALT.
1974948  03/06/2010
SHRI SIDDHARTH AGARWAL
L 3/2 NEHRU NAGAR AGRA
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARK PRIVATE LIMITED, ANAND VRINDAVAN, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA - 282 002 (U.P.) INDIA

Used Since :01/04/2008

DELHI
POWDER SPICES, MIXED SPICES, PASTE SPICES OF ALL KINDS. HING (ASAFETIDA). COMPOUND HING COFFEE, TEA,
COCOA, SUGAR, RICE ,TAPIoca, SAGO ,ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR. AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS,
BREAD, PASTRY, AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES ,HONEY .TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD,
VINEGAR, SAUCES, CONDIMENTS, SPICES, ICE.
SHREE LALAJI

2012314  20/08/2010
SHRI NAESH KUMAR AGARWAL
POST CHAKSU THE CHAKSU, DIST JAIPUR.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 01/04/2001
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF NAMKEEN, BHUJIA, SUGAR, BAKERY PRODUCTS, CONFECTIONERY, PULSES, SPICES, MAIDA, SUJI.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 30

2021588 10/09/2010

SHRI CHANDRA BROS.

trading as ;Shri Chandra Bros.

Monalisa Complex, Opp. Income Tax Office, Amber Cinema Road, Jamnagar, Gujarat, INDIA.

Manufacturer & Merchant

An Indian Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PARKER & PARKER COMPANY.

A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009. INDIA.

Used Since :22/11/1993

AHMEDABAD

Tea and tea-based beverages; coffee and condiments; coffee-based beverages; ganoderma condiments; ganoderma sugar, mirchi masala, all type of garam masala, flour, wheat, rasam powder, jaljira masala, salt, jeera, sauff, tilly, rai, methi, ajma, suva, poppy seeds and isapgul, bhushi, amchoor, all kind of Flour, Aata and Beasn; Dryfruits, Roasted and Coated Dryfruits and all types of snacks included in class 30.
2045632  28/10/2010
NARAYANBHAI NARSINHBHAI CHAUDHARY
trading as ;CONTACT INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURE / MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SALTS BACKING POWDER AND VINEGAR ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS-30
2063901 06/12/2010
DILIPBHAI V. KANABAR
PARESH V. KANABAR
NITISH V. KANABAR
BHARAT V. KANABAR
RUHSHMANIBEN V. KANABAR
SAROJBEN V. KANABAR
VIVEK D. KANABAR
HARSHA D. KANABAR
JALPA P. KANABAR
trading as ;M/S. AGRIBASE COMMODITIES
RAJPAR ROAD, SANALA, MORBI - RAJKOT HIGHWAY, TAL : MORBI, DIST : RAJKOT - 363641. GUJARAT - INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :25/11/2010

AHMEDABAD
RICE PULSES GRAINS AND SPICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-30.
subject to sale area restricted to State of Gujarat only..
2091040  28/01/2011
KEVALCHAND HAMIRMAL NAHTA
NAHTA HOUSE, B.B.Z. NORTH -56, ZANDA CHOWK, GANDHIDHAM- KUTCH (GUJRAT) - 3700201
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :17/12/2008
AHMEDABAD
SALT
subject to no exclusive right over the word FRESH..
HEALTHY DAY

2116708   17/03/2011
MR.ROOP CHAND DEVDA
trading as ;M/S.NARESH AND COMPANY
# 15-8-119 / 5, BEGUM BAZAR, HYDERABAD-500 012.
MARKETERS AND TRADERS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM UNDER INDIAN LAWS.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SYNERGY PERSPECTIVES
11 - 6 - 837, 1ST FLOOR, SANA COMPLEX, ROAD 1, RED HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 004.
Used Since :20/01/2010

CHENNAI
SPICES, CEREALS, PULSES, RICE AND WHEAT.
2144432  16/05/2011
HIRARAM
PAMPAN GOWDA
SRIKANTH REDDY
trading as ;BHAGYODAYA RICE INDUSTRIES
ARALIGANUR ROAD, SIRUGUPPA - 583 121, BELLARY (DIST), KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPTURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/12/2009
CHENNAI
RICE
2155332  06/06/2011  
K.P. RAJEEVAN  
trading as; K.P. RAJEEVAN  
VALIYANORE, VARAM POST, KANNUR DISTRICT, PIN-670594, KERALA.  
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES  
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.  
Used Since : 15/03/2004  

CHENNAI  
FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; BREAD; TOASTED BREAD AND CRISP BREAD; BUNS; CAKES; RUSK; TAPIOCA CHIPS AND CHIPS MADE FROM CEREALS; CONFECTIONERY AND ALL BAKERY FOOD ITEMS COMING UNDER CLASS 30.  
Subject to restricting the area to Kerala..
2178499  21/07/2011
VIMAL PROTINS INDUSTRY (JUNAGADH) PVT. LTD.,
RAJKOT ROAD, DOLATPARA, JUNAGADH - 362001, GUJARAT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :31/01/2001
AHMEDABAD
BESAN GOODS INCLUDED IN CL-30
subject to association with 675470.
2182967  29/07/2011
AADHARSH FOODS
#432, LIG - 4TH Phase, Near Balmuri Vinayaka Temple, Yelahanka New Town, Bangalore - 560 106
Food Products
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
1380, 9th F Cross, Sarakki Gate Main Road, JP Nagar 1st Phase, Bangalore-560 078
Used Since :15/10/2009
CHENNAI
Manufacturing of ready mix masala and condiments
PRINCE
2185553  04/08/2011
PRAHELADBHAI N. PATEL
trading as ;AMEE ENTERPRISE
13, SANSHKAR SOCIETY, OPP.PURSHOTTM NAGAR, NR. NAVJEVAN ENGLISH MED. SCHOOL ROAD, UNJHA, - 384 170 Dist-MEHNSANA, (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SAFFRON, SILVER LEAVES, SOUFF AND CUMIN INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
subject to sale of goods in the state of Gujarat.
2194848  24/08/2011
A.V. THOMAS AND CO. LTD
trading as ;A.V. THOMAS AND CO. LTD
P. B. NO. 4260, PANAMPILLY NAGAR P. O., COCHIN - 682 036
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINDHU KRISHNA CS. ADVOCATE.
TC 1/1414, SREESANTHAM, KUMARAPURM, MEDICAL COLLEGE. P.O. TRIVANDRUM - 695011. KERALA
Used Since :01/01/1989
CHENNAI
TEA.
Association to Application no.1199067.
2194850 24/08/2011

A.V. THOMAS AND CO. LTD
trading as ;A.V. THOMAS AND CO. LTD
P. B. NO. 4260, PANAMPILLY NAGAR P. O., COCHIN - 682 036
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARKS & TRADE
NEW NO. 72, OLD NO. 95, 5TH STREET, PADMANBHA NAGAR, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020.
Used Since :01/01/1989

CHENNAI
TEA.
YELLOW

2195157  25/08/2011
KANJIBHAI J. BHIMANI
MAHENDRA BHIMANI
trading as ;SHREE GAJANAN INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Aaents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/2000
CHENNAI
RICE OF ALL KINDS WHICH INCLUDE RAW, BOILED AND BROKEN, RICE PRODUCTS AND GRAINS
GREEN

2195158   25/08/2011
KANJIBHAI J. BHIMANI
MAHENDRA BHIMANI

trading as ;SHREE GAJANAN INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :01/01/2000

CHENNAI

RICE OF ALL KINDS WHICH INCLUDE RAW, BOILED AND BROKEN, RICE PRODUCTS AND GRAINS
BLUE
2195159  25/08/2011
KANJIBHAI J. BHIMANI
MAHENDRA BHIMANI
trading as ;SHREE GAJANAN INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/2000
CHENNAI
RICE OF ALL KINDS WHICH INCLUDE RAW, BOILED AND BROKEN, RICE PRODUCTS AND GRAINS.
ASSOCIATED WITH APPL.NO.1046008.
RED
2195160   25/08/2011
KANJIBHAI J. BHIMANI
MAHENDRA BHIMANI
trading as ;SHREE GAJANAN INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/2000
CHENNAI
RICE OF ALL KINDS WHICH INCLUDE RAW, BOILED AND BROKEN, RICE PRODUCTS AND GRAINS.
ASSOCIATED WITH APPL.NO.1046007.
2203782  12/09/2011

VINOD KUMAR

trading as ;MUKESH TRADING COMPANY

NO.09, DARJIPET, R.T. STREET CROSS, HURIYOPET, BANGALORE-560053, KARNATAKA

MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

A. ARIVAZHAGAN

38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 600 026.

Used Since :19/12/2004

CHENNAI

SPICES, MASALA INCLUDING KASURIMETHI AND CONDIMENTS

Subject to restricting the area to South India..
ANNA

2205688  15/09/2011
K.V. MANJUNATH
K.M. INDRANI
K.M. SANDEEP
K.M. SHRAVAN
trading as ; SRI MARUTHI RICE MILL
NO. 93/A, KIADB INDUSTRIAL AREA, NH. 04, SIRA ROAD, TUMKUR - 572 106, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since : 16/06/2011

CHENNAI
RICE AND BROKEN RICE
Subject to restricting the area to Karnataka...
K.G.N. GOLD

2205695   15/09/2011

K.G. NAGARAJ
K.N. SUNIL
D.G. GAYATHRA
T.N. MAMATHA

trading as ;SHIVA RICE TECH
NO. 769/501, INDUSTRIAL AREA, LOKIKERE ROAD, DAVANAGERE - 577 005KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Used Since :01/09/2010

CHENNAI

RICE AND BROKEN RICE

Subject to restricting the area to Karnataka.
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ADINATH AGRO PROCESSED FOODS PVT. LTD
trading as ;Adinath Agro Processed Foods Pvt. Ltd
A-12, MIDC,Jejuri, Taluka Purandar, District-Pune-412313
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.

Used Since: 21/02/2012

MUMBAI
CHILLI VINEGAR, SYNTHETIC VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS) LIKE TOMATO SAUCE (ONION AND GARLIC), SOY-SAUCE, CHILLI SAUCE, GREEN CHILLI SAUCE, RED CHILLI SAUCE, GARLIC CHILLI SAUCE, SHENZEN SAUCE, JAIN-SHENZEN SAUCE, PIZZA-PASTA SAUCE, MAYONNAISE (EGGLESS), WHOLE MUSTERED, ENGLISH MUSTERED, PANIPURI PASTE, WORCHESTER SAUCE, DATE TAMARIND SAUCE, COOKING SAUCES, CANNED FOOD - BAKED BEANS IN TOMATO SAUCE, TOMATO KETCHUP (NO ONION NO GARLIC), TOMATO KETCHUP (WITH ONION AND GARLIC), TOMATO CHILLI SAUCE, YEAST, AROMATIC PREPARATION FOR FOOD, BARLEY MEAL, BEAN MEAL, CONFECTIONERY, COOKIES, CORN ROASTED, CORN POP, CORN FLAKES, CURRY SPICE, FRUIT JELLIES, NOODLES, NATURAL SWEETENERS, THICKENING AGENT FOR COOKING FOOD
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 , 09/01/2017 Class 30

ADINATH AGRO PROCESSED FOODS PVT. LTD trading as ;Adinath Agro Processed Foods Pvt. Ltd
A-12, MIDC, Jejuri, Taluka Purandar, District-Pune-412313
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHUNATH SARASWAT, ADVOCATE
OFFICE NO.1&2, SATYAM ARCADE, RAMWADI, NAGAR ROAD, PUNE - 411 014.
Used Since :01/08/2009

Mumbai
CHILLI VINEGAR, SYNTHETIC VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS) LIKE TOMATO SAUCE (ONION AND GARLIC), SOY-SAUCE, CHILLI SAUCE, GREEN CHILLI SAUCE, RED CHILLI SAUCE, GARLIC CHILLI SAUCE, SCHEZWAN SAUCE, JAIN-SCHEZWAN SAUCE, PIZZA-PASTA SAUCE, MAYONNAISE (EGGLESS), WHOLE MUSTERED, ENGLISH MUSTERED, PANIPURI PASTE, WORCESTER SAUCE, DATE TAMARIND SAUCE, COOKING SAUCES, CANNED FOOD - BAKED BEANS IN TOMATO SAUCE, TOMATO KETCHUP (NO ONION NO GARLIC), TOMATO KETCHUP (WITH ONION AND GARLIC), TOMATO CHILLI SAUCE, YEAST, AROMATIC PREPARATION FOR FOOD, BARLEY MEAL, BEAN MEAL, CONFECTIONERY, COOKIES, CORN ROASTED, CORN POP, CORN FLAKES, CURRY SPICE, FRUIT JELLIES, NOODLES, NATURAL SWEETENERS, THICKENING AGENT FOR COOKING FOOD
2315823  16/04/2012
MD. MURTUZ ALI
MD.SAHABUDDIN
MD. AMIR HOSSAIN
MD. SANAULLAH
trading as ;AMIR BIRI FACTORY
VILL.BHULKI,P.O.DOMOHANA,DIST.UTTAR DINAJPUR,W.B.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/12/2011
KOLKATA
NAMKIN, SPICES, PAPAD, PRESERVED PICKLES, FARSAN, SNACKS WAFFERS,
CHOCOLATES, SWEETS & FOOD PRODUCTS, CAKES CONFECTIONERY BAKERY PRODUCTS,
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, CEREALS,
BREAD, PASTRY, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, ICE CREAMS, SALT,
MUSTARD, VINEGAR & SAUCES IN CLASS 30.
PRAKASH KHUSHALCHAND LODHA
trading as ;HIRA INDUSTRIES
PLOT NO. 14, VIMAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PATONADA, TAL AND DIST. NANDURBAR STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :28/04/1997
MUMBAI
CHILLI POWDER, TURMERIC POWDER, CORIANDER POWDER AND MIX MASALA, YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS), PAPAD, PICKLE, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS JAI GURU HASTHI ASHIRWAD BRAND EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Schezwan Chutney
2431851  22/11/2012
CAPITAL FOODS LIMITED
Villa Capital, Sadhana Compound, S.V. Road, Jogeshwari (West), Mumbai - 400102
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956. Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since : 30/07/2012
MUMBAI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice cream, ice cream powder, snack food, farsan, wafer, biscuits, cakes, chocolates, jam, powder milk, noodles, pasta, pulses, foods seasoning, deserts, papad, ketchup, edible articles for human consumption, masala, squash, fruit juice, chutneys, salad dressings, instant tea, ready to eat, samosas, sauce & soup mixes, entrees.
2543225  04/06/2013
ANOOP KUMAR JAIN
251 ANANDPURI KIDWAI NAGAR O BLOCK KANPUR UP
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMAJI & COMPANY
111/29, ASHOK NAGAR (BEHIND G.T. ROAD), KANPUR.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PREPARATIONS MADE FROM FLOURS, CEREALS AND RICE INCLUDING DALMOTI, BHUNJIYA, KACHERI, PUFFS, FRIEDS, WAFERS, FLAKES, CHIPS (FRIES), PASTA, MACRONI, NOODLES, VERMICELLY, PAPAD AND SNACKS; TEA, COFFEE AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, COCA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, BREAD, PASTRY, SWEATS, CONFECTIONARY (NON-MEDICATED), ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, BAKING POWDER, YEAST, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), SPICES AND ICE ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-30
2543231  04/06/2013
GODFREY PHILLIPS INDIA LIMITED
FOUR SQUARE HOUSE, 49, COMMUNITY CENTRE, FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110065.
MANUFACTURER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :13/05/2013
To be associated with:
470721, 639454, 1772828
DELHI
TEA AND PREPARATIONS CONTAINING TEA, COFFEE, SUGAR AND CONFECTIONARY GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.480341, 1075904 and 1607561.
2543232  04/06/2013
GODFREY PHILLIPS INDIA LIMITED
FOUR SQUARE HOUSE, 49, COMMUNITY CENTRE, FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110065.
MANUFACTURER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRE & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :13/05/2013
To be associated with:
470721, 639454, 764203, 1607561, 1772828
DELHI
TEA AND PREPARATIONS CONTAINING TEA, COFFEE, SUGAR AND CONFECTIONARY GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.480341, 1075904,1607561 and 2543231.
JEE BHAR SHARARAT

2544649  06/06/2013

JRB FOODS PVT.LTD.
C-7 3RD FLOOR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI 17
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Used Since: 01/05/2013

DELHI

PREPARATIONS MADE OF PULSES, FLOUR, MOONG DAL, BHUJIYA, MIXTURE, NUT CRACKERS, SALTED PEANUTS, POTATO WAFERS, NAMKEEN, BISCUITS, CAKES, PASTRIES, SNACKS PRODUCTS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
2544650 06/06/2013

JRB FOODS PVT.LTD.
C-7 3RD FLOOR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI 17
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since: 01/05/2013

DELHI
PREPARATIONS MADE OF PULSES, FLOUR, MOONG DAL, BHUJIYA, MIXTURE, NUT CRACKERS, SALTED PEANUTS, POTATO WAFERS, NAMKEEN, BISCUITS, CAKES, PASTRIES, SNACKS PRODUCTS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2544649
SMARS AGRO PRODUCT PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SMARS AGRO PRODUCT PVT. LTD.
C/O KAMAL MAHTO, RAMBHADRA, ANCHAL-HAJIPUR-844101, DISTT. VAISHALI, BIHAR
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201, 2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET, EXHIBITION ROAD, PATNA 800 001, BIHAR, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, flour, Sattu, Besan, Maida, Suji, Dalilva and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices being included in class 30.
2546292  10/06/2013
M. RIYASUDEEN
trading as ;NEW MALABAR TEA AND COFFEE
TC.11/503-1, KESAVADASAPURAM, PATTAM P.O, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM-695004, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIVINE LOGICS
SUDHAMANDIRUM, SREE NAGAR - 5, PARUTHIPPARA, TRIVANDRUM - 695 025.
Used Since :24/08/2012
CHENNAI
TEA AND COFFEE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD MALABAR
EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2547052  11/06/2013
A.V.THOMAS AND CO. LIMITED
trading as ;A.V.THOMAS AND CO. LIMITED
P.B. NO.4260, PANAMPILY NAGAR P.O, COCHIN-682036, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY, INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINDHU KRISHNA CS. ADVOCATE.
TC 1/1414, SREESANTHAM, KUMARAPURM, MEDICAL COLLEGE. P.O. TRIVANDRUM - 695011. KERALA
Used Since :01/01/1989
To be associated with:
869854, 869855, 1288321, 1288322, 1441964, 1441965, 1441966, 1441967, 1441968, 1441969, 1441970, 1441971, 1696805, 1696806, 1696807, 16!
CHENNAI
TEA
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION
NO.869854,869855,1288321,1288322,1441964,1441965,1441966,1441967,1441968,1441969,1441970,1441971,1696805,1696806,16
2547053    11/06/2013
A.V.THOMAS AND CO. LIMITED
trading as A.V.THOMAS AND CO. LIMITED
P.B. NO.4260, PANAMPILY NAGAR P.O, COCHIN-682036, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY, INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINDHU KRISHNA CS. ADVOCATE.
TC 1/1414, SREESANTHAM, KUMARAPURM, MEDICAL COLLEGE. P.O. TRIVANDRUM - 695011. KERALA
Used Since :01/01/1989
To be associated with:
869854, 869855, 1288321, 1288322, 1441964, 1441965, 1441966, 1441967, 1441968, 1441969, 1441970, 1441971, 1476852, 1696805,
1696806, 1696807, 1696808, 1696809, 2194846, 2194847, 2194848, 2194849, 2194850, 2194851, 2194852, 2194855, 2194856, 2194857,
2194858, 2194859, 2511088, 2547052
CHENNAI
TEA
2547055  11/06/2013
A.V.THOMAS AND CO. LIMITED
trading as : A.V.THOMAS AND CO. LIMITED
P.B. NO.4260, PANAMPILY NAGAR P.O, COCHIN-682036, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY, INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINDHU KRISHNA CS. ADVOCATE.
TC 1/1414, SREESANTHAM, KUMARAPURM, MEDICAL COLLEGE. P.O. TRIVANDRUM - 695011. KERALA
Used Since :01/01/1989
To be associated with:
869854, 869855, 1288321, 1288322, 1441964, 1441965, 1441966, 1441967, 1441968, 1441969, 1441970, 1441971, 1696805, 1696806, 1696807, 1696809, 2194846, 2194847, 2194848, 2194849, 2194850, 2194851, 2194852, 2194854, 2194855, 2194856, 2194857, 2194858, 2194859, 2511088

CHENNAI
TEA
2547313   12/06/2013  
SHRILDIPAKKUMAR MANUBhai SAVALIYA  
SHRILSHAILESKUMAR MANUBhai SAVALIYA  
SHRILGUNVANT PARSHOTAMBhai SANGANI  
trading as ;SHREE RADHA RAMAN INDUSTRIES  
NEAR GUJKO MARSHAL, SAVARKUNDLA ROAD, AMRELI - 365601 - GUJARAT  
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
VIPUL J. HINDOCHA, ADVOCATE  
9, SWASTIK APPARTMENT, DAWN ROAD, CREASCENT, BHAVNAGAR - 364 001, GUJARAT  
Used Since :30/03/2013  
AHMEDABAD  
BESAN, SUJI, MAIDA, ALL TYPE OF FLOURS, MAMRA, POHA INSTANT MIX INCLUDED IN CLASS 30  
THE CHARACTER APPEARING ON THE MARK REPRESENT THE WORDS "VARNI BESAN"
ANETIC BIOPHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
B/5, NILHARSH APPARTMENT, NEAR ANJALI CINEMA, BHATTHA, PALDI, AHMEDABAD - 380007, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
PROTEIN POWDER INCLUDING IN CLASS 30
2548232  13/06/2013
SMT. SARLA OJHA
trading as ;OJHA MASALA UDYOG
VILLAGE RAGHAIPUR POST RATAPUR DISTT AMETHI BHADAR SULTANPUR 227406 UP
MANUFACTURING, TRADING & MARKETING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :27/05/2013
DELHI
SPICES (MASALE)
2548329   13/06/2013
PARIYANI ABDULSATAR JABBARBHAI
trading as ;MEERA KIRAN STORES
20/2, Bharvad Vas, PiplajGam, Pirana Road, Ahmedabad-382405-Gujarat (India)
MERCHANT (TRADING)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJESH RATILAL SONI, ADVOCATE.
A-2, CHANDRALAYA APPARTMENT, NARANPURA, CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABD 380 013.
Used Since :10/06/2013
AHMEDABAD
TEA
2548330  13/06/2013
PARINYAN ABDULSATAR JABBARBHAI
trading as ;MEERA KIRAN STORES
20/2, Bharvad Vas, Pipulja Gam, Pirana Road, Ahmedabad-382405-Gujarat (India)
MERCHANT (TRADING)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJESH RATILAL SONI, ADVOCATE.
A-2, CHANDRALAYA APPARTMENT, NARANPURA, CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABD 380 013.
Used Since :10/06/2013
AHMEDABAD
TEA
2549633  17/06/2013
HARMEET KHANNA
AMARJEET SINGH KHANNA
trading as ; A.S. INDUSTRIES
C -49 LAWRENCE ROAD INDL AREA NEW DELHI 110035
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :02/04/2004
DELHI
FLAVOURING ESSENCE, FLAVOURS & COLOURS AND FLAVOURING COMPOSITIONS OF NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL ORIGIN TO IMPART TASTE TO FOODSTUFFS AND BEVERAGES PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 30.
MR. ABDULRAHIM ALLAUDIN KADIWAL
trading as ;SAGAR BAKERY
THARADARA NAGAR, PO.KANODAR, TAL.PALANPUR, DIST.BANASKANTHA, GUJARAT. PIN-385520
MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TECHNOLEG-IPR (ADVOCATES)
8, SAHARA SOCIETY, NEAR MALARPURA, BARKOSHIA ROAD, NEAR MARIDA BHAGOL, NADIAD - 387 001
Used Since :01/06/1993
AHMEDABAD
BAKERY PRODUCTS OF ALL KIND INCLUDED IN CLASS 30 FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY
2550609  18/06/2013  

ITC LIMITED  
VIRGINIA HOUSE, 37 J L NEHRU ROAD, CALCUTTA - 700 071, WEST BENGAL.  
Manufacturers, merchants and exporters.  
AN INDIAN COMPANY  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.  
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.  
Used Since :11/02/2013  

KOLKATA  
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice and preparations made therefrom such as rice cakes, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals including ready to eat snack foods made from flour, atta, maida, rice, gram, corn, wheat including pasta, macaroni, pizzas, noodles, papad, wafers chips, crispy snacks, rice cakes, popcorn, cornflakes, maize flakes, oat flakes, vermicelli, spaghetti, tortillas, tacos, semolina, bread, gingerbread, cookies, biscuits, ultra thin biscuits, malt biscuits, crackers, pastry, and confectionery, lozenges, mint for confectionary, bubble gum and chewing gum, pepper mint sweets, marzipan, pralines, puddings, tarts, ices, honey, treacles, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (condiments), spices, ice
WEDGWOOD

2550938 19/06/2013

WWRD IPCO LLC
2711 CENTERVILLE ROAD SUITE 400 WILMINGTON DELAWARE 19808 USA
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
PLOT NO. A-8 SECTOR-4 NOIDA 201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, COFFEE SUBSTITUTES; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; BREAD, BISCUITS, CAKES, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, MUSTARD, VINEGAR.
2551727  20/06/2013
MARS TEA (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
"SUMAN TEA",S.P. MUKHERJEE ROAD,KHALPARA,SILIGURI 734 005,WEST BENGAL
Manufacturer & Merchant
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Used Since :01/04/2010
KOLKATA
TEA & PACKET TEA
2551753  20/06/2013

GOPAL CHANDRA GHOSH
trading as ;GITA FOOD PRODUCTS

PLOT NO.27A/2,DR. MEGHNATH SAHA ROAD,KALYANGRAM,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
DASWANI HOUSE, GREEN ARCES, 23B, AHRIPUKUR 1ST LANE, KOLKATA - 700 019.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals including atta, maida, besan, sattu, suji, soya bean chunk, bread, cakes, biscuits, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (except salad dressings); spices, pulses, ice and Indian snacks.
BARKIMS
2551942   20/06/2013
Sukhwant Singh
trading as ;Mangat Trading Co Bijnor (UP)
Village Meerpur Ghassi ,(Agwanpur) Distt BIJNOR(UP)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :14/03/2013

DELHI
TEA, RICE , SUGAR
2552204    21/06/2013
MEYER ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT.NO.A-177, ROAD NO.16-Z, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE-400 604
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BISCUITS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, HONEY, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, CONDIMENTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 30

MEYER ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT.NO.A-177, ROAD NO.16-Z, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE-400 604
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
BISCUITS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, HONEY, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, CONDIMENTS
2552699  21/06/2013

S. VIJAYA  
trading as: VS. RICE INDUSTRIES  
NO. 112/3, SALEM MAIN ROAD, AMMAIYAGARAM -PO, VILLUPURAM, TAMILNADU, INDIA.  
MANUFACTURERS  
PROPRIETOR  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
C. MANGAYARKARASI  
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.  
Used Since : 06/05/2013  
CHENNAI  
RICE  
RICE
NAVALADIYAN RICE MILL

2586173  27/08/2013
P. KARTHIKEYAN
S.P.SHANMUGAM
trading as ;NAVALADIYAN RICE MILL
NO: 83 B, EB ROAD, SALAI PUTUR POST, KODUMUDI - VIA, ERODE - 638151, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS
A CONCERN UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNER ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :07/12/2010

CHENNAI
MANUFACTURING RICE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
2674469  07/02/2014
SHIV NARAYAN BAJAJ
trading as ;SHIVA TEA COMPANY
DEV DUNGARI KE NICHE, WARD NO. 17, KISHANGARH, DIST. AJMER (RAJASTHAN)
MANUFACTURER, PACKER AND REPACKER, TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALL INDIA PROFICIENT CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.,
11, GURU GORAKH COLONY, NEAR NAGAR NIGAM STADIUM, SANGANER, JAIPUR - 302029 - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :02/01/2011
AHMEDABAD
TEA, PACKED TEA, COFFEE
STAPLES FUTURE OFFICE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
6th Floor, D wing, Trade World, Kamla Mill Compound, Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel Mumbai-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TEA, COFFEE, AND RELATED GOODS-INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
RAEES
2822211 07/10/2014
SUPPLE TEK INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
VILLAGE CHABBA TARN TARAN ROAD, AMRITSAR PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
RICE
2880772  10/01/2015
CHRISHIV MANJHI
Bangalore -73, Karnataka
FMCG
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SPICES (MASALA)
2949262  24/04/2015

MRS. BECTORS FOOD SPECIALITIES LTD.
THEING ROAD, PHILLAUR-144410 PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Used Since :01/01/2008

To be associated with:
2321167, 2949260

DELI

BISCUITS, RUSKS, BUNS, BREADS, FLOUR BASED WAFERS AND ITS CONCOCTIONS, FLOUR BASED CONFECTIONARY
AND OTHER BAKERY PRODUCTS
3009756  16/07/2015
MAHESH BASAVANNA
SURVEY NO: 180/4, SIRMAHALLI, THENKAHALLI VILLAGE, KUNDUR POST, MALVALLI, MANDYA - 571 430,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :02/06/2015
CHENNAI
BISCUITS, CONFECTIONERY, INSTANT FOOD MIXES, PASTA, NOODLES AND PAPPADS, ALL MADE OF MILLETS
3048085  02/09/2015
AP MAHILA GRUH UDHYOG
Pinal Chirag Patel
Aradhana Sandeep Gandhi
trading as ;AP Mahila Gruh Udhyog
74, Amitnagar, VIP Road, Vadodara 390022
Manufacturer and traders in Farsan and Sweets khakhra, mathiya, chorafally, namkeen, wafers, chutneys, papad.
Parthneship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHMDSAIF HAKIM, ADVOCATE
502, SUHANA APARTMENT, OPP. MANSURI SOCIETY MASJID, JIVRAJPARK (JUHAPURA), AHMEDABAD - 380051, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/09/2015
AHMEDABAD
khakhra, mathiya, chorafally, namkeen, wafers, sweets, chutneys, papad, farsan and eatable ready to serve being all goods included in class 30.
AJAS A.A.
ASVASS BUILDING, CIVIL LINE ROAD, S.N.JUNCTION, PALARIVATTOM, COCHIN, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T,ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2,CC44/2476,SANTHIPURAM ROAD,COCHIN-682025,KERALA, INDIA

Used Since :19/01/2015

CHENNAI
MEAT TENDERIZERS, FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; SANDWICHES; MEAL; MEAT GRAVIES; SEASONINGS; SPRING ROLLS; CURRY [SPICE]
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
SUKHMAHAL

3096669 12/11/2015
MATESHWARI FOOD STUFF PVT.LTD
C/O MADAN GOPAL SHARMA, HOUSE NO. - 29/32, INDIRA COLONY, NEAR SWAMI VIVEKANAND SCHOOL NAINWA ROAD, BUNDI - 323001, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/1988

AHMEDABAD
RICE, WHEAT, AND SPICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
3162693  19/01/2016
DAKKUS INDIA FOOD CHAINS PRIVATE LIMITED
SHIVAJI NAGAR, MM-22, MANSAROVAR COMPLEX, 7 NO. STOP, BHOPAL-462 016, MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :09/07/2015
To be associated with:
3162665, 3162669, 3162673, 3162677
MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, CHICORY, BISCUITS, BREAD, BUNS, CAKES, CANDY, CHOCOLATE, COOKIES,
CONFECTIONERY, ICE CREAM, MEAL, PANCAKES PASTA, PASTRIES, SANDWICHES AND SAUCES, INCLUDED UNDER
CLASS-30.
GOLIO SPARK
3186306  15/02/2016
MAPRO FRUIT BAR LLP.

trading as ;Mapro Fruit Bar LLP.

Kushal Kunj, 3, Chesson Road, Tal Mahableshwar, Panchgani- 412 805. Satara.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A Limited Liability Partnership registered under the LLP Act, 2008.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since : 01/02/2016

MUMBAI
Candies, herbal candies, confectionery products (fruit & other flavours), chocolates, toffees, non-medicated confectionery; sugar boiled confectionery, peppermint sweets; fruit jellies, lozenges and herbal honey lozenges being goods included in class 30.
3186866  16/02/2016
ANWARKHAN ALAMKHAN
trading as ;ANWARKHAN AND SONS
CHAWAL MANDI, POST : ACHALPUR, PINCODE-444806, DIST-AMRAVATI, MAHARASHTRA STATE
MANUFACTURER/ MERCHNATS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKKAR ASSOCIATE.
TRIBHOVAN GIRDHAR NIWAS, BLOCK NO. 25, 1ST FLOOR, L. L. ROAD, VILE PARLE (W), MUMBAI-400 056.
Used Since :12/01/2014
MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, ARTIFICIAL COFFEES, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, GARAM MASALA, CHUTNEY, MASALA, PASTA, PUDDINGS, PROCESSED FOODS, READY TO EAT SNACKS, NAMKEEN, CHIWADA, SURUP, PAPAD, ICE CREAM.
3240112    21/04/2016
JAIN JAINAM MILLS
DEEPAK KUMAR JAIN
PRAGYESH JAIN
ASHIMA LUHADIA
trading as ; JAIN JAINAM MILLS
E-110, AMBABARI, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
SPICES, POHA, MANGODI, NAMKEEN, CHIPS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, CEREALS,
FLOUR, BREAD, PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY, ICES, ICE CREAM, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT,
MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, SPICES AND FOOD PREPARATIONS THEREOF WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
3258016   13/05/2016
ASHA RAM AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ASHA RAM AND SONS PRIVATE LIMITED
3496, DARIBA PAN, D B GUPTA ROAD, PAHARGANJ, NEW DELHI-110055.
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIGMA LEGAL SERVICES LIMITED
407-408, B-8, GD-ITL TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, NEW DELHI-110 034
Used Since :01/05/2015
DELHI
BAKERY PRODUCTS AND OTHER ALLIED SUBSTANCE.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
FOCUS CORPORATE ALLIANCE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;manufacturer
205 RED ROSE BUILDING 49-50 NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI
SPICE
Used Since :26/07/2016
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
3328732  05/08/2016
RAVI KALRA
trading as R K NAMKEEN
PLOT NO. 64, OPP COMMUNITY CENTER, PUNJABI COLONY, NARELA, DELHI-110040.
TRADING
Used Since 11/06/2015
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGA-, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE, NAMKEEN, BAKERY PRODUCT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 , 09/01/2017 Class 30

3341028  22/08/2016
RIA GIRRI
R/O C6, CROSSWINDS 8-2-317/1, ROAD NO.14 BANJARA HILLS HYDERABAD - 500 034
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ORIENT LAW FIRM
PLOT NO.43, UBI COLONY , RD NO.3 , BANJARA HILLS , HYDERABAD - 500 034. TELANGANA (ST)
Used Since :01/01/2016

CHENNAI
BAKED GOODS, CONFECTIONARY, CHOCOLATE AND DESSERTS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS PRCAFE & PATISSERIE EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
INSTAMOND

3341240   19/08/2016

SHRI NARAIN AGARWAL
E/08, Venus Apartment, 48, R. G. Thadani Marg, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai – 400018 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Almond confectionery; Almond paste; Artificial coffee; Chocolate, cocoa, tea based Beverages; Biscuits; Bread; Cake paste; Cake powder; Cakes; Cocoa, coffee beverages with milk; Coffee, Coffee (Artificial); Coffee flavourings; Vegetal preparations for use as Coffee substitutes; Unroasted Coffee; Confectionery; Cookies; Crackers; Ice creams; Curry [spice]; Decorations for cakes (Edible); Dressings for salad; Essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; Ferments for pastes; Flavorings, other than essential; Flavorings for beverages, cakes, other than essential oils; Frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; Fruit jellies [confectionery]; Garden herbs; preserved [seasonings]; Ginger [spice]; Gingerbread; Halvah; Jellies (Fruit - ) [confectionery]; Marzipan; Pancakes; Pastes (Farinaceous food); Pastilles [confectionery]; Pastries; Pastry; Puddings; Rusks; Sandwiches; Seasonings; Sherbets [ices]; Snack food (Cereal-based); Sorbets [ices]; Sugar confectionery; Tea ; Tea (Iced)
JADIBUTI

3341862    20/08/2016
RANVIR SINGH BIJARNIA
trading as ;Ranvir Singh Bijarnia
B-50/200, Siddha Co-Operative Housing Society, Best Colony, Siddharth Nagar Part II, Goregaon (West), Mumbai – 400104
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRANAY MANGHARAM
MZD Legal Consultancy, Office No. 216, 2nd Floor, Dalamal Towers, 211, Free Press Journal Road, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Allspice; aromatic preparations for food; essences for foodstuffs; flavourings; flavourings, other than essential oils for beverages; other than essential oils for beverages; garden herbs; preserved [seasonings]; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; seasonings; spices; tea; tea-based beverages;
3342715  22/08/2016

JAGAT SINGH

trading as ; ORGANIC FRUIT JAM AND PRODUCTS ENTERPRISES

H NO 279 RANGE COLONY BHARTOUL, PO PAC NAKATIA, BAREILLY-243001

TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN

No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

GREEN TEA, JAM, SAUCE, HERBAL TEA.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
BEN & CHERRY'S

3342914    22/08/2016
BHARRAT GAKHAR
SURINDER KUMAR
trading as ;LUXMI INDUSTRIES
E 25, 26, INDUSTRIAL GROWTH CENTRE, MANSA ROAD, BATHINDA-151001 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/10/2012
DELHI
Ice Creams, Tea, Coffee, Sugar, Rice, Besan, Maida, Dalia, Suji, Flour & preparations made from Cereals; Bread, Biscuit, Pastry & Bakery Products; Confectionery, Salt, Vinegar, Sauces & Spices.
SATVANSH

OM AHINSAK PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NEXT TO AVSAR BANQUET, JYOTI STUDIO COMPOUND, NEAR KENNEDY BRIDGE, NANA CHOWK, GRANT ROAD, MUMBAI: 400007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since: 04/06/2016

MUMBAI

COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; RICE; TAPIOCA AND SAGO; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; BREAD, PASTRIES AND CONFECTIONERY; EDIBLE ICES; SUGAR, HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
KINGS CUP

3345874   24/08/2016

DUNCANS TEA LIMITED
Duncan House, 31 Netaji Subhas Road, Kolkata-700 001, West Bengal, India
Manufacturers, Merchants and Traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since :23/11/1990

To be associated with:
540421

KOLKATA
Tea and Packaged Tea being in Class-30
TILLA
3349571  30/08/2016
EBRO INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;EBRO INDIA PVT. LTD.
807, NEW DELHI HOUSE, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110001.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice.
3350656 31/08/2016
MR. ASHISH A. PANJWANI
trading as; PRIYA GRUH UDYOG
Manufacturers & Merchants.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since: 01/01/2016
AHMEDABAD
NAMKEENS, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS INCLUDING SNACKS, FARSANS, FRYUMS, KACHRI, MACRONI INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
1. REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS FRYUMS EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION. 2. THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3350871  31/08/2016
ROHIT BANSAL
House No. 370, Phase-7, Mohali, Punjab-160055
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAARTHI BHATIA
5/19, Kirti Nagar Industrial Area, New Delhi-110015.
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3352398  02/09/2016

A.D.PADMASINGH ISAAC,
trading as ;AACHI SPICES AND FOODS
NO.18/1, 6TH AVENUE, THANGAM COLONY, ANNA NAGAR (W), CHENNAI - 600 040,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLO PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNIQUE TRADE MARK SERVICE CENTRE
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since : 30/03/2016

To be associated with:
838786, 1025303, 1025304

CHENNAI
CHICKEN KABAB / 65 MASALA BEING FOOD PREPARATION

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS Chiken Kabab/65 Masala EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.838786,1025303,1025304.
A.D.PADMASINGH ISAAC, trading as AACHI SPICES AND FOODS

NO.181/1, 6TH AVENUE, THANGAM COLONY, ANNA NAGAR (W), CHENNAI - 600 040,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLO PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNIQUE TRADE MARK SERVICE CENTRE
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since: 01/04/2016

To be associated with:
838786, 976559, 1595537

CHENNAI

LEMON RICE POWDER BEING FOOD PREPARATION

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS Lemon Rice Powder EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.838786,976559,1595537.
A.D. PADMASINGH ISAAC,
trading as; AACHI SPICES AND FOODS
AT NO.181/1, 6TH AVENUE, THANGAM COLONY, ANNA NAGAR (W), CHENNAI - 600 040,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLO PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNIQUE TRADE MARK SERVICE CENTRE
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.

Used Since: 09/04/2016

To be associated with:
838786, 976559, 1025303, 1025304, 1025305, 1595537

CHENNAI

GOBI MANCHURAIN MASALA BEING FOOD PREPARATION

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS Gobi Manchurian Masala EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
838786, 976559, 1025303, 1025304, 1025305, 1595537.
3352401  02/09/2016
A.D.PADMASINGH ISAAC,
trading as ;AACHI SPICES AND FOODS
NO.181/1, 6TH AVENUE, THANGAM COLONY, ANNA NAGAR (W), CHENNAI - 600 040,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNIQUE TRADE MARK SERVICE CENTRE
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :30/03/2016
To be associated with:
838786, 976559, 1025303

CHENNAI
BIRYANI MASALA BEING FOOD PREPARATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS Biryani Masala
EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.838786,976559,1025303.
A.D.PADMASINGH ISAAC,
trading as ;AACHI SPICES AND FOODS
NO.181/1, 6TH AVENUE, THANGAM COLONY, ANNA NAGAR (W), CHENNAI - 600 040
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNIQUE TRADE MARK SERVICE CENTRE
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :04/04/2016
To be associated with:
838786, 976559, 1595537
CHENNAI
FISH CURRY MASALA BEING FOOD PREPARATIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS Fish Curry Masala EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.838786,976559,1595537.
3352403  02/09/2016
A.D.PADMASINGH ISAAC,
trading as ;AACHI SPICES AND FOODS
NO.181/1, 6TH AVENUE, THANGAM COLONY, ANNA NAGAR (W), CHENNAI - 600 040,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNIQUE TRADE MARK SERVICE CENTRE
III FLOOR, Y.M.C.A. BLDG., 223, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :08/04/2016
To be associated with:
838786, 976559, 1318494, 1595537

CHENNAI
CURRY MASALA BEING FOOD PREPARATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS Curry Masala
EXCEPT, SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.838786,976559,1318494,1595537.
VYAPAK

3353391  03/09/2016

A. R. FOODS (P) LIMITED
H-884, PHASE IIIrd, OPP. NEW ESIC HOSPITAL GATE NO. 05, BHIWADI, ALWAR RAJASTHAN

Manufacture and merchants trading as

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD

Sawaiyan, Dried pasta, Vermicelli and soyabari, macaroni (flour and preparations made from cereals) Coffee, tea, Rice, bread, pastry and confectionery, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice in class 30.
Cream Centre
3354496  06/09/2016
PRINCE CUISINES PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO.1, VASANT NIWAS NO.1 MORVI ROAD, CHOWPATTY SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400007
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PVT.LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :08/10/1953
To be associated with:
638514, 1568343, 2042227, 2638474
MUMBAI
READY TO EAT FOOD DISHES, BAKERY PRODUCTS, CONFECTIONERY, CHOCOLATE, ICE-CREAM, HONEY, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SWEETMEATS, FOOD PRODUCTS, PUDDINGS, EDIBLE ARTICLES FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION, GLUCOSE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.638514, 1568343, 2042227, 2638474
SANJU SELLAM
3356347  07/09/2016
J.THULASIMANI
trading as ;SELLAM MILLS
AMARAVATHI PALAYAM, MUTHUR (PO), KANGAYAM TK, TRIPUR DT-638105, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :27/06/2016
CHENNAI
RICE
GOLDEN DRONGO

3356592   07/09/2016

SH. CHITRANJAN SHARMA.

trading as ;MANSA DEVI TRADERS.

C-67, INDIRAPURI, LONI, GHAZIABAD-201002, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA.

Merchants & Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/07/2016

DELHI

MR. SANJAY KUMAR NANDKISHOR ASATI
trading as ;Ambika Rice Mill
Dharamkanta Chowk, Main Road, Amgaon-441 902 (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :01/04/2007
MUMBAI
Rice
3365527  19/09/2016
MR. JITENDRA LALCHAND RAMTRI
trading as ;ANIL FOOD PRODUCTS
PLOT NO - 28, ROAD NO - 53, BEHIND MODI HEALTH CARE, GIDC ODHAV, ODHAV, AHMEDABAD - 382415, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
MFG. OF BISCUIT, CHOCOLATE, TOFFEE, NAMKEEN, PICKELS, BAKERY ITEMS, CONFECTIONARY ITEMS, PAPAD, FRYMUS, MATHIYA AND CHOLAFALI INCLUDED IN CLASS-30.
3365642  19/09/2016
TATA GLOBAL BEVERAGES LIMITED
1, BISHOP LEFROY ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 020, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS.
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEENERGI IPR
7K TANGRA 2ND LANE, KOLKATA 700 046, WEST BENGAL, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2238558

KOLKATA
TEA, TEA EXTRACTS, GREEN TEA AND OTHER TEA-BASED PRODUCTS FALLING IN CLASS 30.
3366474    19/09/2016
P.M.N. HOME FOOD PRODUCTS
M.B. Zakir Ahmed
NAJMUNNISA P.M.
1st Cross, Ghandhi Bazaar, Karidevara Keri, Shivamogga-577202, Karnataka
Manufacturers And Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/12/2004

CHENNAI
Spices, flour and preparations made from cereals.
3367929    21/09/2016
PUNJAB SIND DAIRY PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED.
AG-2, CAMA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WALBHATT ROAD, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, PACKER, TRADER, EXPORTER, IMPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GURPREET SINGH HARPAL SINGH SAHNI
04, GOMANTAK SAMAJ SADAN, 345, V. P. ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 004.
Used Since: 01/04/2016
To be associated with:
2564904
MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 , 09/01/2017  Class 30

3369018  21/09/2016
NARESH KUMAR BAJAJ

trading as ;SHREE PRODUCTS

68, TRIVENI COLONY MAIN, INDORE - 452 002, M.P.

MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Used Since :01/09/2016

To be associated with:

2321777

MUMBAI
CONFECTIONERY; CHOCOLATE; BISCUITS; CANDY FOR FOOD; CEREAL-BASED SNACK FOOD; CHIPS [CEREAL PRODUCTS]; COOKIES; CRACKERS; FLAKES; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; JELLIES; SNACK FOOD; MEAL; NOODLES; PEPPERMINT; BONBONS COMPOSED OF NUTS OR FRUITS, BISCUITS; CANDY FOR FOOD; CEREAL-BASED SNACK FOOD; CHIPS [CEREAL PRODUCTS] CHUTNEYS; SAUCES; SPICES.
3369551  21/09/2016
GREEN CANTEEN PVT LTD
trading as ;GREEN CANTEEN PVT LTD
B-19, VINAYAK APARTMENT, SARDAR PATEL MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR (RAJ)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :23/02/2016
AHMEDABAD
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice under class 30.
3371092  26/09/2016
RNM CATERING PVT. LTD
trading as ;RNM CATERING PVT. LTD
#15, INDUSTRIAL LAYOUT, MONOTYPE (BEHIND KRISHNA GRAND RESTAURANT), BSK 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE-560070, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since :15/09/2016
CHENNAI
PREPARED SNACKS AND FOODS HAVING BASE OF RICE, FLOUR OF CEREALS, MEALS PREMIXED AND READY TO COOK, PREPARED SOUPS, CURRIES OR GRAVIES PREMIXED IN POWDER OR PASTE FORM AND READY TO COOK, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), CHILLI POWDER, SPICES IN POWDER FORM, CONDIMENTS, PICKLES, PAPPAD.
VARGHESE PAUL
trading as : PREMIER AGRO INDUSTRIES
XVI/442, KAITHARAVU, VANDITHAVALAM, PALAKKAD, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA
Used Since : 23/08/2016

CHENNAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
KCR

3371396    24/09/2016
KOINONIA COFFEE PVT. LTD.
Shop no 56, D Wing, New Elco Arcade, Off Hill road, Bandra (W), Mumbai - 400050
Manufacturers And Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/06/2016

MUMBAI
Coffee, Tea beverages, Chocolate beverages, Coffee-based beverages, Cocoa beverages, Coffee beverages with milk, Coffee flavorings [flavourings], Unroasted coffee.
3371398  24/09/2016
KOINONIA COFFEE PVT. LTD.
Shop no 56, D Wing, New Elco Arcade, Off Hill road, Bandra (W), Mumbai - 400050
Manufacturers And Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/06/2016
MUMBAI
Coffee, Tea beverages, Chocolate beverages, Coffee-based beverages, Cocoa beverages, Coffee beverages with milk, Coffee flavorings [flavourings], Unroasted coffee.
3373455    27/09/2016
MR. MAHAVIRSINGH NARAYANSINGH RAJPUROHIT
A/1, G/1, Industrial Society, Abhilasha Char Rasta, New Sama Road, Vadodara- 390 024, Gujarat, India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT
Used Since :10/10/1998

To be associated with:
2611706
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURER OF SWEETS, FARSAN AND NAMKEEN INCLUDING IN CLASS 30.
3376453  30/09/2016
VINEET KUMAR
trading as ;PANCHSHEEL FOODS
826, TYAGI NAGAR, SWARG ASHRAM ROAD, HAPUR, UP.
MANUFACTURING, TRADING
Used Since :01/05/1998
To be associated with:
1008453
DELHI
NAMKINS & BHUJIA.
3376597  30/09/2016
PRAKASHSINGH B. CHAUHAN
trading as ;STARWOOD CATERING SERVICES
Mina Meridian Banquet Hall, Pushkardham Main Road, Opp. Allap Avenue, Rajkot-360 005. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JIGNESH K. MAJITHIYA, ADVOCATE
Used Since :11/08/2016

AHMEDABAD

FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, ICE CREAM, SAVOURIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-30.
3379300  03/10/2016
MR. HARESH SHAH
trading as; Spice Goa Restaurant & Bar
Shop No.3, Satt-Adhar Complex, Opp. NH-17, Caraswada, Mapusa, Goa-403507.
Manufacture & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since : 12/09/2000
MUMBAI
FLOUR & PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, CONFECTIONERIES, PATISSERIES SAVORY, CAKES & PASTRIES, BREAD, SAUCES CONDIMENTS SPICES & MASALAS, READY TO EAT SNACKS & FOOD HAVING BASE OF RICE & OTHER CEREALS, READY TO SERVE MEALS, GRAVIES & SOUPS & READY TO COOK CURRIES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3379757   04/10/2016
P.NATARAJ
P.SEENIVASAN
N.THANGAMANI
S.ANNAPOORANI
trading as ;JAYAKRISHNA MODERN RICE MILL
NO - 199/3, KADAIYUR, KOVAI ROAD, KANGAYAM - 638 701, TIRUPUR DIST, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :19/11/2013
CHENNAI
RICE
3380439  04/10/2016
GOKUL
trading as ; VALARMATHI SPICES AND SEASONINGS
61D, VALARMATHI THOTTAM, KATTUKOTTAL, ODUVANKURICH, RASIPURAM TALUK, NAMAKKAL DISTRICT-637406
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :18/04/2016
CHENNAI
Spices and spices powder
SPERMIQ+

3380739  04/10/2016
ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD.
ALKEM HOUSE, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Manufacturers and Trading Merchants
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING. 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, Dawood Baug, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1996713

MUMBAI
Biscuits, cookies, meal replacements not for medical purposes, dietetic food and substances not for medical purposes, health supplements not for medical purposes, dietary supplements for humans not for medical purposes, nutritional supplements for humans not for medical purposes
3380873  05/10/2016
MANOJ KUMAR MAHAPATRA
SAROJ KUMAR MOHAPATRA
trading as ;SRI KRISHNA FOODS
PLOT NO. 18/H, OLD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, JAGATPUR CUTTACK, PIN-754021, ODISHA.
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK BUREAU
PLOT NO.360,ICE FACTORY ROAD,MANA VILLAS,COLLEGE SQUARE,CUTTACK 753 003,ODISHA,INDIA
Used Since :01/01/2014
KOLKATA
BAKERY PRODUCTS & CONFECTIONERY ITEMS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
KARMPATH AGROTECH PRODUCER COMPANY LIMITED
1177-W2, BASANT BIHAR, NAUBASTA, HAMIRPUR ROAD, KANPUR (U.P), INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since: 20/05/2015
DELHI
WHEAT PRODUCTS, ATTA, BESAN, MAIDA, SUJI, DALIYA, RICE, SPICES, SUGAR, SAUCES, HONEY PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, NAMKEEN, BISCUITS, BREAD, RUSK, PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY, TOFFEE, CANDY TABLETS, CHOCOLATE, TOFFEE, TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, TAPIoca, POWDER MILK, CHEWING GUM, JEERA, SOURF, ILAYACHI, HING, PEPPER, YEAST, SALT, ICE CREAM, VINEGAR, HONEY, BAKING POWDER, KACHARI, CORN, PUffS, SNACKS, NOODLES, BAKERY, SWEETS, CHURAN INCLUDED IN CLASS-30
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3381332    05/10/2016
MR. DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL A KARTA OF DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL H.U.F.
trading as ;M/S.GANGARAM LALLUDAS PATEL
GANJ BAZAR, UNJHA - 384 170, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/01/1993
To be associated with:
1146807, 1457640
AHMEDABAD
AJWAN AND SPICES
3381333  05/10/2016
MR. DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL A KARTA OF DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL H.U.F. trading as ;M/S.GANGARAM LALLUDAS PATEL
GANJ BAZAR, UNJHA - 384 170, GUJARAT MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/01/1993
To be associated with:
1146807, 1146808, 1146810, 1146813, 1457640

AHMEDABAD
SPICES FOR MAKING CURRY; SPICES FOR CONSUMPTION OR CONSERVATION AS WELL AS AUXILIARIES INTENDED FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE FLAVOUR OF FOOD.
3381334  05/10/2016
MR. DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL A KARTA OF DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL H.U.F. trading as ;M/S.GANGARAM LALLUDAS PATEL GANJ BAZAR, UNJHA - 384 170, GUJARAT MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/01/1993
To be associated with:
1146807, 1457640
AHMEDABAD
GARAM MASALA, SPICES, INSTANT POWDER FOR CONSUMPTION OR CONSERVATION AS WELL AS AUXILIARIES INTENDED FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE FLAVOUR OF FOOD AND DRINK.
3381335 05/10/2016
MR. DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL A KARTA OF DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL H.U.F.
trading as ;M/S.GANGARAM LALLUDAS PATEL
GANJ BAZAR, UNJHA - 384 170, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/01/1993
To be associated with:
1146807, 1457640
AHMEDABAD
JEERA AND SPICES
3381336  05/10/2016
MR. DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL A KARTA OF DHANJIBHAI GANGARAMBHAI PATEL H.U.F.
trading as ;M/S.GANGARAM LALLUDAS PATEL
GANJ BAZAR, UNJHA - 384 170, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/01/1993
To be associated with:
1146813, 1457640
AHMEDABAD
SPICES FOR MAKING CURRY; SPICES FOR CONSUMPTION OR CONSERVATION AS WELL AS AUXILIARIES INTENDED FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE FLAVOUR OF FOOD
3381405  05/10/2016
PRABHDAYAL SINGH
Khalsa Store, 354-L, Model Town, Near Char Khamba Chowk, Ludhiana, Punjab - 141002
Manufacturer And Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :05/10/2016

DELHI
Spices, flour and flour preparations.
3381509    05/10/2016
DAGA BROTHERS
KISHOR S CHANDAK
AMEY K CHANDAK
PADMAJA KISHOR CHANDAK
589, LAXMI ROAD SHAGUN CHOWK, PUNE - 411030
Manufacturer & Trader
Addres for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :01/07/2016

MUMBAI
Spices, Condiments, Masalas & their Powders, Pastes & Mixes; Flour & Preparations made from Cereals; Honey, Treacle, Yeast, Baking Powder, Salt, Mustard, Vinegar, Sauces; Pulses, Breakfast Foods, Instant Food Mixes, Noodles, Wafers, Chips, Savory Items, Papad, Chivda, Farsan, Snack Foods, Energy & Granola Bars, Chikkies, Ice Cream & Cake Mixes, Biscuits, Cookies, Chocolates & Confectioneries; Coffee, cocoa, Tea & Tea based savory beverages, herbal tea, fruit tea & aromatic tea
STAR FIELD

3381532  06/10/2016

NATURES MIRACLE LLP

H. NO. 4872, 1ST FLOOR, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI-110006.

MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

AN INDIAN LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP INCORPORATED UNDER THE LLP ACT.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

CANDY, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
AGAIN
3382482  06/10/2016
BIMLA
trading as ;M/S SANJAY MALL
VILL.-KATHGHARIA NO.01, NEAR AMRITSAR ASHRAM, HALDWANI, NAINITAL, UTTARAKHAND-263139
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :15/03/2016
DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice
ABHISHEKH BAGARIA
Bagaria Group, Shyamkunj, 12C, Lord Sinha Road, 6th Floor, Kolkata-700071, West Bengal.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER, EXPORTER.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
TEA & COFFEE.
3383454 10/10/2016
DEVESH PANCHARIYA
trading as ;GREEN INDIA AGRO VENTURES
HALL NO. 2, PADAMSHREE, AWANTI NAGAR MAIN ROAD, SOLAPUR - 413002.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A INDAIN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/10/2016
MUMBAI
TEA, COFFEE, RICE, SUGAR, FLOUR, FLOUR PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, SPICES, PULSES, SAUCES, CONDIMENTS, FLAVORING VERMICELLI
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3383525  10/10/2016
RAJMAN YADAV
trading as ;YADAV NAMKEEN BHANDAR
S.10/9B-1K, HUKULGANJ, VARANASI U.P
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (MLG.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since :01/04/1987
DELHI
NAMKEEN INCLUDED IN CLASS-30
3383667  09/10/2016

GODFREY GLOBAL VENTURES LLP

trading as; GODFREY GLOBAL VENTURES LLP

1257/1, OPP. THAMAN GAS SERVICE, MAIN ROAD, LUDHIANA-141007 (PB.)

MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :05/08/2014

DELHI

Tea, Coffee, Sugar, Rice, Besan, Maida, Dalia, Suji, Flour & preparations made from Cereals; Sweets, Namkeens, Bread, Biscuit, Pastry & Bakery Products; Confectionery, Honey, Salt, Vinegar, Sauces & Spices.
3383690   07/10/2016
NANDKISHOR PANCHAL (HUF)
trading as ;M/S. VISHWAKARMA GRAH UDHYOG
102, NANDLALPURA (SABJI MANDI), INDORE, M.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice
3383742 10/10/2016
MR. VIPULBHAI HASUBHAI ADATIYA
trading as ;JASRAJ FOOD PRODUCTS
BHAVANI ESTATE, SABALPUR, JUNAGADH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL IPR ASSOCIATES
717, STAR CHAMBER, 7TH FLOOR, HARIHAR CHOWK, RAJKOT - 360 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2006
AHMEDABAD
CHIKKI CONFECTIONERY, NAMKEENS, BAKERY ITEMS, CHOCOLATE, CONFECTIONERY.
ANJAPPAR

3384012 07/10/2016

A. RENGASAMY

NO. 15, KARPAGAM GARDEN, 2ND CROSS STREET, 3RD FLOOR, ADYAR, CHENNAI-600 020, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. SWAMI CO.

NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since: 01/04/1964

CHENNAI

BIRYANI (RICE BASED COOKED FOOD); COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; RICE; TAPIOCA AND SAGO;
FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; ICES; SUGAR, HONEY,
TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE; BISCUITS;
COOKIES; BUNS; CAKES; SANDWICHES; CHOCOLATE; COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES; ICE
CREAM; CRACKERS; RUSKS; FARINACEOUS FOODS; DOUGH; CEREAL-BASED SNACK FOOD; FLOUR-MILLING
PRODUCTS; CURRY [SPICE]; FLAVOURINGS, OTHER THAN ESSENTIAL OILS; SEASONINGS
A. RENGASAMY
NO. 15, KARPAGAM GARDEN, 2ND CROSS STREET, 3RD FLOOR, ADYAR, CHENNAI-600 020, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/02/2006
CHENNAI
BIRYANI (RICE BASED COOKED FOOD); COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; RICE; TAPIOCA AND SAGO; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; ICES; SUGAR, HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE; BISCUITS; COOKIES; BUNS; CAKES; SANDWICHES; CHOCOLATE; COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES; TEA-BASED BEVERAGES; ICE CREAM; CRACKERS; RUSKS; FARINACEOUS FOODS; DOUGH; CEREAL-BASED SNACK FOOD; FLOUR-MILLING PRODUCTS; CURRY [SPICE]; FLAVOURINGS, OTHER THAN ESSENTIAL OILS; SEASONINGS
3384185  06/10/2016
NATHULAL DANGI
trading as ;M/s New Shrinath Icecream
Plot no PAP. D158, shirona midc, nerul navimumbai 400706
Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
91 SPRING BOARD, PLOT NO.23, SECTOR 18,GURGAON,Haryana 122002
Used Since :07/04/2014

MUMBAI
Icecream/Kulfi

Anand Baaz
ICE CREAM
GOKIES
3384528  08/10/2016
WAGHMARE FOOD PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED THROUGH SARANG PRAKASH WAGHMARE trading as ;Gokies
56, Old Bagadganj, Nagpur
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDHYA THAKKAR
SHRI SAI KRUPA, 813 C DANDIGEY LAYOUT SHANKARNAGAR, NAGPUR
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
Cookies, Biscuits
AMIILMA

3384530  08/10/2016
ALAGESAN SUBRAMANIAM
3/89, A Deva Gounder Thottam, Pattanam Muniyappanpalayam, (Post), Rasipuram, Tamil Nadu - 637407
Manufacturing and Trading

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL. - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Ice cream, ice-cream, ice milk, ice cream desserts, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice
MUKUL SANEH
R/O 30, GALI NO. 01, NEAR POLICE STATION, KAPASHERA VILLAGE, SOUTH WEST DELHI, DELHI-110037.
MANUFACTURING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARUL GUPTA & ASSOCIATES
H.NO. 100/3, NEAR JAIN MANDIR, JACOBPURA, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001.
Used Since :04/08/2016
DELHI
PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, NAMKEEN MANUFACTURING INCLUDING BHUJIA, WAFERS, MIXTURE ETC
HONEYTELLA

3385060   11/10/2016

KAPIL GOYAL,

trading as ;MAIDEN INTERNATIONAL.

109, 1ST FLOOR, VARDHMAN SHOPPING KUNJ, ROHIT KUNJ, PITAM PURA, DELHI-110034, INDIA.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES

A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/10/2016

DELHI

CHOCOLATES, SWEETS AND CONFECTIONERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
3385087  12/10/2016  
SHITALBEN MAHENDRASINH RATHOD  
trading as ;D. K. FOODS  
A-8/9, SHREE BARDOLI BAGAYAT KHEDUT SAHKARI MANDLI LIMITED, TEN GIDC, BARDOLI, TAL BARDOLI, DIS - SURAT, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.  
MANUFACTURING & TRADING  
PARTNERSHIP  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES  
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002  
Used Since: 12/09/2015  
AHMEDABAD  
ICE CREAM & CANDY
KHAJOORI

3385309  13/10/2016

KUNAL MITTAL
trading as ;KUNAL MITTAL
SHIVAM COMPLEX, A.T.ROAD, BHARALUMUKH, OPP. SBI, GUWAHATI, ASSAM, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, TRADERS AND RETAILERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.

Used Since :01/10/2016

KOLKATA

CONFECTIONERY (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES).
YOUNGHEART
3385593  13/10/2016
DAMANPREET SINGH RAJPAL
trading as ;RAJPAL CONFECTIONERY
PLOT NO.51 I.D.A KUCHARAM, MANDAL TOOPRAN, MEDAK, TELANGANA STATE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, NO. 208, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, CHAPEL ROAD HYDERABAD- 500 001, ANDHRA PARDESH.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CONFECTIONERY,CANDIES AND TOFFEES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
921 CLASSIC BLUE LABEL

3386239   10/10/2016
PRADEEP KUMAR
trading as : GRM FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
PIPLI ROAD, LADWA, DISTRICT KURUSHETRA, HARYANA
MILLERS AND RICE PROCESSORS
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL MANGLA
263-264, vardhman premium mall, deepali, outer ring road, pitampura, delhi-110034
Used Since : 11/04/2011
To be associated with:
626611
DELHI
RICE
921 CLASSIC CHOCO LABEL

3386240  10/10/2016

PRADEEP KUMAR
trading as ;GRM FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
PIPLI ROAD, LADWA, DISTRICT KURUSHETRA, HARYANA
MILLERS AND RICE PROCESSORS
DIRECTOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL MANGLA
263-264, vardhman premium mall, deepali, outer ring road, pitampura, delhi-110034
Used Since :25/11/2011

To be associated with:
626611
DELHI
RICE
921 CLASSIC ORANGE LABEL

3386241  10/10/2016

PRADEEP KUMAR
trading as ;GRM FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
PIPLI ROAD, LADWA, DISTRICT KURUSHETRA, HARYANA
MILLERS AND RICE PROCESSORS
DIRECTOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL MANGLA
263-264, vardhman premium mall, deepali, outer ring road,pitampura, delhi-110034
Used Since :10/05/2011

To be associated with:
626611
DELHI
RICE
921 CLASSIC BLACK LABEL

3386242  10/10/2016
PRADEEP KUMAR
trading as ;GRM FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
PIPLI ROAD, LADWA, DISTRICT KURUSHETRA, HARYANA
MILLERS AND RICE PROCESSORS
DIRECTOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL MANGLA
263-264, vardhman premium mall, deepali, outer ring road, pitampura, delhi-110034

Used Since :15/05/2011

To be associated with:
626611
DELHI
RICE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 30

S. NARINDER SINGH
trading as ;MATTEWAL TRADING CO.
GEHRI MANDI, RAILWAY STATION, JANDIALA DISTT. AMRITSAR (PUNJAB).
MERCHANTS, MANUFACTURERS & SUPPLIERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)

Used Since: 01/04/1990

DELHI
ATTA (WHEAT FLOUR), MAIDA, MAIZE FLOUR, CORN, CORN FLOUR, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, CORN FLAKES, NUTMEGS, NOODLES, PASTA, DALIYA, SUJI, TEA, SUGAR, BESAN, SPICES, SAFFRON, SAGO, RICE, SALT, OATS, VINEGAR, BAKING POWDER, YEAST, HONEY, SAUCES, BAKERY PRODUCTS & CONFECTIONERY, NAMKEEN, BHUJIA, SWEETS, JELLIES, ICE, ICE CREAMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
Funderful

3386605   13/10/2016
BRITANNIA INDUSTRIES LIMITED
5/1A, HUNGERFORD STREET, KOLKATA - 700 017, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
CAKES; BISCUITS; BREAD; BUNS; ROLLS; BAKERY PRODUCTS; COFFEE; TEA; COCOA; SUGAR; RICE; TAPIOCA;
SAGO; ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; SAVORIES; SNACKS; COOKIES;
PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; ICES; HONEY; TREACLE; YEAST; BAKING-POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR;
SAUCES (EXCEPT SALAD DRESSINGS); SPICES.
3387015  13/10/2016
DIPKA AGRAWAL
trading as ;The Roots Organic
2334-E, Sudama Nagar, Ring Road, Near Yashlok Hospital, Indore-452009, M.P.
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :01/10/2016
MUMBAI
CEREALS AND CEREAL PREPARATIONS, CEREAL BASED FOODS PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
3387599 15/10/2016
RAKESH DHANUKA
trading as ;SHRI BALAJI PRODUCTION
DHANUKA NIWAS, RANI BAZAR, BIKANER (RAJ)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :01/04/2015
AHMEDABAD
PAPAD, MANGODI UNDER CLASS 30.
MAHESH KUMAR CHELANI
trading as ;BAPU INDUSTRIES
44-A, 45-B, SECTOR-E, SANWER ROAD, INDORE-452001.
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTABILITY
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2016

MUMBAI
SPICES, PAPAD, MASALA, VERMICELLI, FLOUR PREPARATIONS, MADE FROM CEREALS, YEAST, SALT, MUSTARD, PEPPER, VINEGAR, SAUCES, NAMKEEN, FARSAN, WAFERS, PULSES, POTATO FLAKES, KETCHUP, INSTANT FOODS, NOODLES AND OTHER PASTA PRODUCTS, BAKERY PRODUCTS, PUDDINGS AND SNACKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
3388105  16/10/2016
ICE-SPICE ICE CREAM & CAKES LLP
60, Swaminarayan Nagar Society-1, Opp. Dharuka College, Surat-395006, Gujarat
Manufacturers & Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Used Since :01/10/2016
AHMEDABAD
ICE CREAM, ICE CREAM CONFECTIONERY, ICE CREAM POWDERS, ICE CREAM CONES, ICE CREAM SANDWICHES, ICE CREAM DESSERTS, ICE CREAM DRINKS, ICE CREAM SUBSTITUTE; CAKES, PASTRY & CONFECTIONARY, BAKERY PRODUCTS; BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
3388788  17/10/2016
P.T.JANAKI RAMAN
trading as ;SASTHA AYYANAR MODERN RICE MILL
NO.46/3, RAJAMAN NAGAR, CINTAMANI ROAD, MADURAI-600009.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C.N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :01/04/2000
CHENNAI
RICE
3389126  15/10/2016
MR. MANISH JAIN
trading as; MR. MANISH JAIN
515/E, Munneem Colony, South Bhopa Road, Muzaffarnagar
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHOGLE RIZWAN SIRAJ
C-339, ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSING CO. LTD. V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037
Used Since: 02/07/2012
DELHI
Spices, flour based savory snacks and chat corner in class 30
3389368  17/10/2016
RAKESH KUMAR GERA
trading as ;M/s. INDO TRADE INTERNATIONAL
C-4, S.M.A. INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, Delhi-110033
Manufacturer and Merchant
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
CONFECTIONERY (NON-MEDIATED), TOFFEEs, CANDIES, CHEWING GUM, CHOCOLATES, SWEETS, JELLIES (FRUIT), NAMKEEN, MIXTUREs, BHUJIA, CHIPS, WAFERS, PUFFS, BALLS, CEREAL FOOD PRODUCT, SNACKS FOODS.
PRAMOD JAIN trading as M/s. DEVENDRA KE NAMKEEN

2 - C, Jangampura, Near Jawahar Marg, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh

MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Preparations made from cereals (namkeen), rice based snack foods
SLICE ON THE GO

3389703  17/10/2016
PIZZA HUT INTERNATIONAL, LLC
14841 N. DALLAS PARKWAY DALLAS TEXAS 75254 USA
Manufacturers and Merchants
A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; Pizza.
UNI CONE

3389793   17/10/2016

UNI CONE

trading as ;UNI CONE

840, P.H.ROAD, NEAR D.G.VAISHNAVA COLLEGE, ARUMBARKAM, CHENNAI-600106

M/S. UNI CONE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

HASMUKH

M/S. DMH PARTNERS, ORIENTAL BUILDING, II FLOOR, 47, ARMENIAN STREET, CHENNAI-600 001

Used Since :01/01/2011

CHENNAI

ICE CREAM, MIXTURES FOR MAKING ICE CREAM, WATER ICES AND OTHER ICE CREAM BASED PRODUCTS AND ALL OTHER FOOD STUFFS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
3389872  18/10/2016
MR. ROHAN SINGH
trading as ;THRIVEARTH
509, GREEN AVENUE, AMRITSAR-143001, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT IPR CONSULTING
F-8 & 9, 1ST FLOOR, ANSAL TOWER OPP. JWALA HERI MARKET, BLOCK A-2 PASCHIM VIHAR NEW DELHI-110063
Used Since :10/10/2012
DELHI
HONEY, CEREAL PREPARATIONS, CONFECTIONERY, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, FLOUR PREPARATIONS, SPICES, VINEGAR, MUSTARD, SALT IN CLASS 30
S.M.K BAKERY
3390507   18/10/2016
J. MUBARAK BASHA
trading as ;S.M.K BAKERY
#25, 8TH CROSS, MUKTHI NAGAR, VINAYAKA TEMPLE ROAD, K.G HALLI, BANGALORE- 560045.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BISCUITS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE.
3391035  19/10/2016
MUKESH SAVLA
trading as ;MAHARAJA FOOD GRAINS AGENCY
OFFICE NO.224, 2ND FLOOR, BLDG. NO.C-1, SOHAM PLAZA, ABOVE PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK, G.B.ROAD, MANPADA
NAKA, THANE (WEST)-400607
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/1986

To be associated with:
3391031

MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND PREPARATION MADE FROM
CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONARY, ICES, HONEY, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD,
VINEGAR, SAUCES, SPICES, ICE AND ALL OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
3391920  19/10/2016
MONGINIS FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Monginis Foods Private Limited.
B-60, Off Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai- 400 053.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/1998
To be associated with:
315651, 746537, 1023193, 1025012, 1025013
MUMBAI
Cakes, cup cakes, brownies, puddings, cookies, biscuits (all types), pastries, confectionery, marzipan confectionery,
muffins, chocolates, sugar confectionery products, candies, namkeens, savourys, faran, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice,
tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flour & preparations made from cereals, bread, bakery products; ices, honey, treacle,
yeast baking powder, salt mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, ice, baking powder & other bakery ingredients being goods
included in class 30.
Trade Mark : MONGINIS (Gujarati label)
MONGINIS FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.

trading as ; Monginis Foods Private Limited.

B-60, Off Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai- 400 053.

Manufacturers and Merchants

A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.

6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since : 01/04/1978

To be associated with:

315651, 746537, 1023193, 1025013, 1025042

MUMBAI

Cakes, cup cakes, brownies, puddings, cookies, biscuits (all types), pastries, confectionery, marzipan confectionery, muffins, chocolates, sugar confectionery products, candies, namkeens, savourys, far san, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flour & preparations made from cereals, bread, bakery products; ices, honey, treacle, yeast baking powder, salt mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, ice, baking powder & other bakery ingredients being goods included in class 30.
3391922  19/10/2016
MONGINIS FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Monginis Foods Private Limited.
B-60, Off Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai- 400 053.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/10/2016
To be associated with:
315651, 746537, 1023193, 1025012, 1025013
MUMBAI
Cakes, cup cakes, brownies, puddings, cookies, biscuits (all types), pastries, confectionery, marzipan confectionery, muffins, chocolates, sugar confectionery products, candies, namkeens, savourys, farcsan, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flour & preparations made from cereals, bread, bakery products; ices, honey, treacle, yeast baking powder, salt mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, ice, baking powder & other bakery ingredients being goods included in class 30.
Trade Mark : MONGINIS (ORIYA label)
3391923 19/10/2016
MONGINIS FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Monginis Foods Private Limited.
B-60, Off Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai- 400 053.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/1996
To be associated with:
315651, 746537, 1023193, 1025012, 1025013

MUMBAI
Cakes, cup cakes, brownies, puddings, cookies, biscuits (all types), pastries, confectionery, marzipan confectionery, muffins, chocolates, sugar confectionery products, candies, namkeens, savourys, farasan, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flour & preparations made from cereals, bread, bakery products; ices, honey, treacle, yeast baking powder, salt mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, ice, baking powder & other bakery ingredients being goods included in class 30.

Trade Mark : MONGINIS (TELUGU label)
3391924   19/10/2016
MONGINIS FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Monginis Foods Private Limited.
B-60, Off Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai- 400 053.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/1991
To be associated with:
315651, 746537, 1023193, 1025012, 1025013, 1025052
MUMBAI
Cakes, cup cakes, brownies, puddings, cookies, biscuits (all types), pastries, confectionery, marzipan confectionery, muffins, chocolates, sugar confectionery products, candies, namkeens, savourys, farssan, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flour & preparations made from cereals, bread, bakery products; ices, honey, treacle, yeast baking powder, salt mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, ice, baking powder & other bakery ingredients being goods included in class 30.
Trade Mark : MONGINIS (BENGALI label)
3391925  19/10/2016
MONGINIS FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;Monginis Foods Private Limited.
B-60, Off Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai- 400 053.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
315651, 746537, 1023193, 1025012, 1025013

MUMBAI
Cakes, cup cakes, brownies, puddings, cookies, biscuits (all types), pastries, confectionery, marzipan confectionery, muffins, chocolates, sugar confectionery products, candies, namkeens, savourys, farsan, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, coffee substitutes, flour & preparations made from cereals, bread, bakery products; ices, honey, treacle, yeast baking powder, salt mustard, pepper, vinegar, sauces, ice, baking powder & other bakery ingredients being goods included in class 30.

Trade Mark  : MONGINIS (KANNADA label)
KCB RICE

3392413    19/10/2016

M/S DURGA RICE MILLS

Ashok kumar
Surinder kumar
Ravi kumar

DURGA RICE MILLS MALOUT ROAD LINK ROAD (VILL. KORIAN WALI, FAZILKA, PUNJAB 152123

Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

HEENA KHURANA
91 SPRING BOARD, PLOT NO.23, SECTOR 18, GURGAON, Haryana 122002

Used Since : 27/09/2001

DELHI

Rice
3393056  21/10/2016
V.P.THANGARAJ
trading as ;V.P.T. RICE MUNDY
NO-2/644, SALEM ROAD, NEAR RAJAM THEATER, KOMARAPALAYAM-638 183, NAMAKKAL DIST, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.SHANMUGASUNDARAM ADVACATE
"SRI ANDAL IIAM" NO, 37-1, ARUMUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-641 045.
Used Since :12/11/2007
CHENNAI
RICE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 , 09/01/2017 Class 30

BANDAR FOODS, LLC.
C/O DAN GARBLIK, 82 RAMONA AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103, USA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :01/08/2011

To be associated with:
2384379

MUMBAI
SAUCES, CHILI SAUCES, CONDIMENTS, KETCHUPS, CHIPS, CEREAL PRODUCTS, SPICES, JELLIES, GRAVIES, PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY, NOODLES.
3394255   22/10/2016
ZILLONLIFE GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
WZ- 200-A Plot No. 49, G/F. BLK.A, Uttam Nagar NR., Canara Bank, New Delhi, Pin code- 110059
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since: 21/10/2016
DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice
EARLYBIRD
3394635   21/10/2016
IBRAHIM DANISH SHAIKH
trading as ;EARLYBIRD FOOD PRODUCTS
H NO. 1071, GAWLIPURA, CANTONMENT, AURANGABAD 431002
MANUFACTURER CUM TRADER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMEET RATHI
OFFICE NO 7/8, J HARNAM PLAZA, OPP IDBI BANK, OSMANPUR, AURANGABAD 431005
Used Since :17/10/2016
MUMBAI
DEALING IN FLOUR MADE FROM WHEAT, RICE AND OTHER CEREALS, SUGAR, RICE, TOPIOCA, SAGO, PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONARY, HONEY, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES, CONDIMENTS & SPICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
3395138   23/10/2016
RAJHANS NUTRIMENTS PRIVATE LTD.
3RD FLOOR, RAJHANS HOUSE, OPP. GITANJALI PETROL PUMP, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT-395006, GUJARAT
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Provider
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COGITO LEGAL,
112, UNIVERSITY PLAZA, NEAR VIJAY CROSS ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009
Used Since :01/04/2013
To be associated with:
2584620

AHMEDABAD
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice, Chocolates
3395139  23/10/2016
RAJHANS NUTRIMENTS PRIVATE LTD.
3RD FLOOR, RAJHANS HOUSE, OPP. GITANJALI PETROL PUMP, VARACHHA ROAD, SURAT-395006, GUJARAT
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Provider
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
COGITO LEGAL,
112, UNIVERSITY PLAZA, NEAR VIJAY CROSS ROADS, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009
Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice, Chocolates
SOREMARTEC S.A.
Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves, L-2632 Findel, Luxembourg
Manufacturers
A company organized under the laws of Luxembourg
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 30/06/2016
DELHI
Confectionery.
EVERICH

3395996  25/10/2016
EVERICH FOODS AND BEVERAGES PVT. LTD.
265-266, 3RD FLOOR, HARI NAGAR, ASHRAM DELHI-110014
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Used Since :22/08/2016

DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE AND OTHERS.
3396254  25/10/2016
MR. DHEERAJ SURESH TULSANI
trading as ; M/s. Acharmals Sweets, Namkeen And Catering
Bk.9/1, Main Bazar, Gandhinagar, Kolhapur-416119.
Manufacture & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since : 10/08/2005
MUMBAI
BREAD, PASTRY, CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTS, NAMKEEN, FARSAN, SWEETS, FLOUR & FLOUR PREPARATION
3396892   26/10/2016
T. PADEEP CHANDRA
H.NO.6-1-326/1/20, 4TH FLOOR, NEAR KHAIRATABAD GANESH, OPP: STREET OF INDIAN BANK, HYDERABAD - 500 004.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE AND HEALTH SUPPLEMENTS.
WRAPPEE
3396902   26/10/2016
SHREYANSA PATNI
YASH JAIN
trading as ;PUREVEER FOODS LLP
19, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, 5TH FLOOR, ROOM NO 19, KOLKATA - 700013.
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL (S)
Used Since :16/09/2016
KOLKATA
NOODLES, ROLLS, COFFEE AND BEVERAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS-30
BAKERS SPRING

3397536      26/10/2016
K. RAJESH

trading as : BAKERS SPRING

6/1, M.S. KOIL STREET, ROYAPURAM, CHENNAI-600 013, TAMIL NADU.

Manufacturer / Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Used Since : 15/05/2013

To be associated with:

2531926, 3397534

CHENNAI

BAKERY PRODUCTS AND PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BAKERY PRODUCTS, CONFECTIONERY, ICE CREAM, CAKES, BREAD, SANDWICHES, SNACK FOODS CONSISTING PRINCIPALLY OF BREAD, FOODS WITH A CHOCOLATE BASE, CRISP SNACK FOOD PRODUCTS MADE FROM CEREALS.
3398099 27/10/2016
ASHOK KUMAR
trading as;ASHOK KUMAR
H.NO.272, NEAR WADHWA DEPARTMENT STORE, HARI NAGAR, HISAR-125001, HRAYANA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
SPICES.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1266, 172768, 325453, 1307894, 1398343

DELHI
Cereal-based snack foods; cookies; grain-based snack foods; granola; granola snacks; granola-based snack bars; oatmeal; ready-to-eat cereals; rice-based snack foods; ready to eat cereal derived food bars.
MJTCGOLD
3398502  27/10/2016
SH. RADHE KRISHAN KUMAR,
trading as ;MAA JANKI TRADING CO.
2646, 2ND FLOOR, GALI RAGHUNANDAN, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI-110006, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/10/2016
DELHI
RICE.
3398895  28/10/2016
DURGA CONFECTIONERS PVT. LTD.
P-1, PARSKHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY (U.P.), INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTABILITY & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (MLG.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P
Used Since :15/02/2010
DELHI
TOFFEE, CANDY, CANDY TABLETS, INCLUDED IN CLASS -30
THUSAN

3399479  31/10/2016

P.C.DURAISAMY

trading as ;SAKTHI TRADING COMPANY

NO.6, MAMARATHUPALAYAM, ERODE - 638 004.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TMT LAW PRACTICE

32A, KRISHNAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONARY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE.
KARMABARI GOLD

3399910  28/10/2016
GOLECHA TRADERS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GOLECHA TRADERS PRIVATE LIMITED
DHRUBATRA, OPP BSNL ,RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX , SILIGURI- WEST BANGAL INDIA 734005
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND TRADERS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANY ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.
Used Since :01/04/2013

KOLKATA
TEA AND COFFEE
SHALIMAR CHEMICAL WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SHALIMAR CHEMICAL WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED
92E, ALIPORE ROAD, KOLKATA 700027
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA.P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since :01/07/1994
To be associated with:
755000, 755001, 966032, 989428
KOLKATA
SPICES OF ALL KINDS, CARDAMOM WHOLE, CLOVE WHOLE, BLACK PEPPER WHOLE, KALA JEERA WHOLE, JEERA WHOLE, POPPY SEED WHOLE, CORIANDER WHOLE, TURMERIC POWDER, GARAM MASALA POWDER, CORIANDER POWDER, RED CHILLI POWDER, CUMIN SEED, CUMIN POWDER AND CHAT MASALA.
3400976  02/11/2016
GANESH BALAJIRAO JADHAV
trading as :GANESH GRAH UDYOYG
AT LAKHMAPUR, TQ - MUKHED, DIST - NANDED, POST-MUKRAMABAD-PIN 431719.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PROPRIETARY FIRM
Used Since :28/10/2016
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF SPICES.
3401014  02/11/2016
JETINDER CHANANA
trading as ;W.L. CHANANA & COMPANY
1539 HANUMAN ROAD, ROHTAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI 110032
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Used Since :08/05/2014
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE CREAM, CAKE AND SNACKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
SEVEN SENSES-ORG+

3401062  02/11/2016
MR. SARTHAK KHANOR
I-60, SECTOR-41, NOIDA-201301
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVAM REGISTRATION CO.
944/3, 2ND FLOOR, FAIZ ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
Used Since :28/10/2016
DELHI
SPICES MASALA, SUJI, MAIDA, DAAL, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICALCOFFEE;
FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREAL, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE;
YEAST BAKING POWDER; SALT MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
3401174  02/11/2016
MR. POLISETTI VERRA VENKATA SATYA MALLIKHARJUNA RAO
trading as ;SRI BHAKTHANAJANEYA VARI SURUCHI FOODS
12-176, MAIN ROAD TAPESWARAM- 533340, EAST GODAVARI DISTRICT, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Plot No: 201, H No: 6-3-347/22/8, Near Sai Baba Temple, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, AP - 500 082
Used Since :01/04/1992
CHENNAI
SWEETS, SAVORIES, KHAJA, NAMKEENS, SNACKS, TRADITIONAL ANDHRA FOOD ITEMS, PREPARATIONS MADE
FROM CEREALS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
Trade Mark : SRI BHAKTHANAJANEYA VARI SURUCHI FOODS
3401321 02/11/2016
MR. OM PRAKASH MULTANI & MR. HARISH MULTANI
trading as ;Hariom Pulses
78, Industrial Area, Katni - 483501 (Madhya Pradesh)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Rice
TRUCK
3401550  02/11/2016
SHREE BALBIR FOOD PRODUCT PVT LTD
Survey No. 285, Village Khadoli, Silvassa 396 230, (Union Territory of Dadra & Nagar Haveli)
Manufacturer, Dealer & Trader
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)–400601
Used Since :05/10/2016
AHMEDABAD
Atta, maida, sooji, rava & bran
3401803  03/11/2016
SK. JAKIR ALI
MIRZA AMANAT ALI
trading as ; ANNADATA RICE MILL
VILL. BAHARAMPUR, P.O. SHYAMSUNDAR, DIST. BURDWAN, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
ARE PARTNERS BEING INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/04/2006
KOLKATA
RICE.
SLAP PERI FIRE

3402028  03/11/2016
LIGHT BITE FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;LIGHT BITE FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-32, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110035, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/10/2016

To be associated with:
3240097, 3274872

DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, Sweets, Biscuit & Namkeen, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice
SLAP SOUR CREAM

3402030  03/11/2016
LIGHT BITE FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;LIGHT BITE FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-32, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110035, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/10/2016
To be associated with:
3240097, 3274872

DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, Sweets, Biscuit & Namkeen, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice
SLAP MANGO PUNCH

3402032 03/11/2016

LIGHT BITE FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as; LIGHT BITE FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED.
B-32, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110035, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since : 01/10/2016

To be associated with:
3240097, 3274872

DELHI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, Sweets, Biscuit & Namkeen, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice
3402404  03/11/2016
PARVEEN NAVYAR
VAISHALI PALTA
ASHOK PALTA
trading as ;PARVEEN EXPORTS
GH – 71, FLAT NO. 204, SECTOR 20, PANCHKULA, HARYANA, INDIA
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA
H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001
Used Since :23/10/2016
DELHI
RICE AND SPICES
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, baking-powder, salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices
NUTRACEUTIX

3403036  04/11/2016
LIFE SPAN PVT. LTD.
#802, ANTRIKSH NISSAN, CANNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, TLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS), SPICES, ICE.
GOMAY AMRITUM

3404304 05/11/2016

M/S BHARAT JAGRAN TRUST

trading as ;M/s Bharat Jagran Trust

CP-102, C-Block ,Behind Vivekanand Inter College, Shastri Nagar, Meerut, U.P., (India)

Manufacturing and Trading Fooding items

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES

451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-09871034747,099990034747

Used Since :19/10/2016

DELHI

Flour, Rice, Turmeric for food, Edible turmeric, Spices, Baking Spices, Spice Mixes, Pepper And Curry Powder, Cloves [Spice], Mustard Powder , Masala Powder, Biscuits, Baking Powder, Coffee , Cooking Salt , Custard , Honey, Ices, Noodles , Oats , Pasta , Pastries And Pasties , Rusks, Sauces, Sugar , Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Tapioca, Sago, Artificial Coffee, Flour And Preparations Made From Cereals, Bread, Pastry And Confectionery, Treacle, Yeast, Salt & Vinegar
ABHIVYAKTI

3404313  07/11/2016
PIYUSH ANGOTRY
BHAVYA JAIN
trading as ;ARIHANT FOOD PRODUCTS
14-C, BOYS MEDICALS HOSTEL ROAD, BHOPAL, (M.P.) 462001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection, beside jai bharat restaurant, kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :03/11/2016
MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIoca, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE IN CLASS 30
3404342  07/11/2016
ANSAR RAHMAN
trading as ;GN SUPPLIER AGENCY
PLOT NO.681,SIKHARA CHANDI NAGAR,PO.KIIT,P.S.INFOCITY,BHUBANESWAR-751024,ODISHA
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
PROPRIETORSHIP.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK BUREAU
PLOT NO.360,ICE FACTORY ROAD,MANA VILLAS,COLLEGE SQUARE,CUTTACK 753 003,ODISHA,INDIA
Used Since :11/10/2012
KOLKATA
SPICES, ATTA & BESAN.
3404476  07/11/2016
NAARUDDIN AHAMMED
trading as ;GOODWAY FRESH
VALIYAKATH HOUSE, P.O. VELLANCHIRA, THIRSSUR-680 697, KERLA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.C VALSAN K
269/2002, MAXMILLIANS, 2ND FLOOR, SUNNY JUNCTION BUILDING, OPP:MALA ROAD, CHALAKUDY, THRISSUR-680307, KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :30/10/2016

CHENNAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE AND RICE PRODUCT, TAPIOCA, SAGO, BREAD, BISCUITS, CAKES, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY,ICES, HONEY, SALT, MUSTARD, PEPPER, VINEGAR, SAUCES, SPICES
SPARTAN
3404728  06/11/2016
MRS. NIDHI GOYAL
trading as ;MRS. NIDHI GOYAL
63, STREET No. 2, NORTH ESTATE, BIBI WALA ROAD, BATHINDA (PUNJAB)
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since : 10/01/2016
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
3406366  08/11/2016
MR. K.K. KUMAR KISHORE
trading as ;M/s. KICHA FOODS
NO. 6A, BHARATHIYAR STREET, MG NAGAR, THARAMANI, CHENNAI – 600113, TAMILNADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :05/08/2016

CHENNAI
TURMERIC, BLACK PEPPER, CINNAMON, CASSIA, RED CHILLY, DHANIYA, CLOVES, POPPY SEEDS, SPICES; WHOLE AND GROUNDED SPICES MASALAS; MASALA POWDER, CURRY POWDER, INSTANT FOOD MIXES, INSTANT CURRY MIX, GARAM DAL, SPICES GRINDED CURRY POWDER, GARAM MASALA, DHANIA POWDER, TURMERIC POWDER, HOT CHILLI BEAN POWDER AND SAMBAR POWDER AND RASAM POWDER
3406454 08/11/2016
RAMITA AGRAWAL
trading as ;ADARSH MARKETING
26, BEHIND SUBHASH CHOWK, NEW CLOTH MARKET, CHITTORGARH - RAJASTHAN-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/01/2005
To be associated with:
2053899
AHMEDABAD
TEA, RICE, POHA, INSTANT MIX, SOUFF, METHI, AJWAIN, JEERA, TILL, MUSTARD INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
SLIMBITE
3407373 10/11/2016
GENOMELABS BIO PVT LTD
trading as; GENOMELABS BIO PVT LTD
PLOT NO # 28, RAO AND RAJU COLONY, ROAD NO- 2, BANJARAHILLS, ASHOK NAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500 034, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIQ PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHOCOLATES, CONFECTIONERY, CHOCOLATES CONTAINING NUTRIENTS, CEREAL BARS AND ENERGY BARS, CHOCOLATE BARS, MALTODEXTRINS FOR NUTRITIONAL USE OTHER THAN MEDICAL, CHOCOLATE WAFERS, TOFFEE, TOFFEE CANDIES, BISCUITS, CAKES, CARBOHYDRATE-BASED NUTRITIONAL DRINK MIX FOR USE AS A MEAL REPLACEMENT, SWEETS (CANDY), CANDY BARS AND CHEWING GUM.
SLICE BY SLICE PIZZA

3407726   10/11/2016
UMESH NARAYANDAS MANEK
trading as ;SSLICE BY SLIICE
A/3, Gagangiri Premises Cooperative Society Limited, Off. Carter Road, Khar Danda, Khar (West), Mumbai-400052
Manufacturer and Seller
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMIT JAIN
307/309, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002.
Used Since :06/09/2016

MUMBAI
PIZZAS; Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; foodstuffs of plant origin prepared for consumption or conservation as well as auxiliaries intended for the improvement of the flavour of food; beverages with coffee, cocoa, chocolate or tea base; cereals prepared for human consumption (for example, oat flakes and those made of other cereals).
3407965  10/11/2016
DIAMOND VALLEY GARDENS PVT LTD
3/16, WEST PATEL NAGAR, GROUND FLOOR, NEW DELHI
Manufacturers & Traders
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ICE CREAM, CANDY & FROZEN DESSERTS
3408070  10/11/2016
A.R.R.VENKATACHALAM
trading as ;THE ORANGE WAREHOUSE
S.F.NO.42/1B, NH-47, BHAVANI MAIN ROAD, NASIYANUR-638 107, ERODE-DIST, TAMILNADU MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :09/11/2016
CHENNAI
Flour and Preparations Made from Cereals,Rice Based Snack Food, Rice, Suji(Wheat Product), Wheat Flour, Rawa(Wheat Product), Vermicelli, Papad(Indian Snacks), Garam Masala(Combination of Spices), Spices, Salt, Coffee, Tea, Cocoa, Sugar, Noodles, Biscuit, Bread, Chocolates, Sweets, Honey, Cakes, Garam Masala (Combination of spices for adding taste to indian Curry) ,Sambhar Powder, Vinegar , Sauces, Ginger Paste and Garlic Paste and Chikki (confectionery).
3408768  14/11/2016
MR. KIRAN SURESHBHAI SHAH
6, SAMIKARAN, 34-B, SANT JANABAI ROAD, VILE PARLE (EAST), MUMBAI - 400057, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN ADULT, AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :20/10/2011
To be associated with:
2902729, 3396335

MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES
TERRY JOY
trading as ;D’crepes Cafe
SHOP NO. 21/22, EMERALD PLAZA, BEHIND SARASWAT BANK, NEAR HIRANANDANI MEADOWS, OFF. POKRAM ROAD NO. 2, THANE (WEST), MAHARASHTRA.
Manufacturer & Merchant
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware”s Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.
Used Since :01/08/2012
MUMBAI
Coffee, tea, cocoa; crepes, flour and preparations; bread, pastries, confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; vinegar, sauces; spices; snack food; cheeseburgers; sandwiches; chips; pasta; noodle-based prepared meals; pies; pizzas; quiches; ramen; ravioli; cakes; spring rolls; beer vinegar; fruit jellies; chocolate mousses; chocolate decorations for cakes; seasonings; pancakes; edible paper, waffles, puddings; caramels; ice cream; binding agents for ice cream; chocolate-based beverages; cake batter; husked barley; oat flakes.
3411298  17/11/2016
V.SUNDARESAN
S.TAMILARASI
S.VIMAL KUMAR
K.SINDU
trading as ;SHRI VARALAKSHMI COMPANY
NO.320, (OLD NO.3/100), VIVEKANANDA STREET, NEW FAIRLANDS, SALEM - 636 016, TAMIL NADU
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES,
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI 600034
Used Since :01/04/2015
To be associated with:
2450440, 3338737, 3338738

CHENNAI
SAGO, TAPIOCA
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2450440, 3338737, 3338738
3411551  18/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
487060
MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; RICE; TAPIOCA AND SAGO; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; BREAD, PASTRIES AND CONFECTIONERY; EDIBLE ICES; SUGAR, HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES [CONDIMENTS]; SPICES; ICE
POOJA TATI
3412312  17/11/2016
SHRI DILIP AGARWAL S/O BABOO LAL JI AGARWAL
trading as ;GAJANAND SALT SUPPLIERS
MAIN ROAD, POST- GOVINDI (NAWA CITY) DISTT. NAGAUR- RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N,J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2003
To be associated with:
1812861
AHMEDABAD
SALT INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
3412455  18/11/2016
FAZAL SYEED QADRI
S-10/14b, 3rd Floor, Jogabai Extension, Jamia Nagar, Okhla, Delhi -110025
Selling spices included in class 30

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Spices included in class 30
3414261 19/11/2016
RITAMBHRA
trading as ;Little OVEnn
FLAT 3 D, VRR RESIDENCY, CHINNAPANNAHALLI MAIN ROAD, BEHIND POORVA FOUNTAIN SQUARE BUILDING, NEAR MARTHAHALLI BRIDGE, BANGALORE -560037.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :07/11/2016
CHENNAI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces, (condiments); spices; ice.
3414969  18/11/2016
HIMANSHU PANKAJ KANSARA
trading as ;Himanshu Pankaj Kansara
E-102, 1st Floor, Remi Bizcourt, Shah Industrial Estate, off Veera Desai Road, Andheri(W), Mumba - 400053
Manufacturer & Trader
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABUZAR ANSARI
HUMERA PARK, BLDG NO. 2, 408 B WING, PATHANWADI, MALAD EAST, MUMBAI - 400097
Used Since :11/11/2016

MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, COFFEE SUBSTITUTES, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, BISCUITS, CAKES, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING-POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, PEPPER, VINEGAR, SAUCES, SPICES, (CONDIMENTS),ICE. ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
LongiviTEA

3415254  21/11/2016
AIZEN LIFESTYLE PVT. LTD.
11/1, 1st Floor, Chaitanya, 5th Main, Near Karnataka Bank, Chamarajpet, Bangalore - 560018
Manufacturers And Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :21/11/2016
CHENNAI
Tea.
KAFFIJA

3417083  23/11/2016
MR. SATYAJIT CHATTERJEE
R/o. 201, Sunrose, Holy Cross Road, I. C. Colony, Borivali (West), Mumbai - 400 103, State of Maharashtra, India.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANTS / SERVICE PROVIDERS
A Proprietor Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, artificial coffee; including beverages with coffee, cocoa or chocolate base; chicory (coffee substitute), unroasted coffee, vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; coffee flavorings (flavourings).
3418063  24/11/2016
M/S. BOMBAY SWEETS & CO. LTD.
trading as ;M/S. BOMBAY SWEETS & CO. LTD.
DELTA LIFE TOWER, 8TH FLOOR, 37 GULSHAN NORTH C/A, ROAD 90, GULSHAN -2, DHAKA-1212, BANGLADESH
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :07/04/1999
To be associated with:
850168
DELHI
CHIPS, CRISPS, NAMKEENS, SNACK MIX, PUFFS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
3418249  24/11/2016

REVATHI VENKATESAN
trading as ;Nethra Organic Farm
Door NO. 7, 6th Main Road Anna Nagar, Pammal (near Vignesh Mahal),CHENNAI - 600075
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :05/11/2016

CHENNAI
HERBAL TEA
ORGOSLIM
3418326  24/11/2016
MR.R.POOVARASAN
trading as ;M/s. EDHA
No. 18/15, Rajiv Nagar, 1st street, Sammundipuram(south), Tirupur - 641603, Tamilnadu
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :21/11/2016
CHENNAI
Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice.
PURO WELLNESS PRIVATE LIMITED
BUSINESS SUITE #3, 36TH FLOOR, ST. REGIS, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
Express Towers, 23rd Floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; RICE; TAPIOCA AND SAGO; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; BREAD, PASTRIES AND CONFECTIONERY; EDIBLE ICES; SUGAR, HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE; ALL OTHER FOOD AND BEVERAGE PRODUCTS AS COVERED UNDER CLASS 30
3422344  29/11/2016
MARIA GEORGE
Flat No 2, Beacon Bldg, Plot 272, ST. Anthony Road, Chembur, Mumbai - 400071
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/02/2013

MUMBAI
Cakes, Confectionery.
BAIOCCHI

3423324   30/11/2016
BARILLA G. E R. FRATELLI - SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI
VIA MANTOVA 166, PARMA, ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A JOINT-STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, BREAD SUBSTITUTES AND OTHER BREAD PRODUCTS; CRACKERS STUFFED WITH SAVOURY CREAMS; SNACKS MADE FROM CEREALS; BISCUITS, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; BISCUITS WITH CHOCOLATE TOPPING OR CHOCOLATE FILLING; CHOCOLATE AND CHOCOLATE-BASED PRODUCTS OR PRODUCTS CONTAINING CHOCOLATE; BAKERY PRODUCTS; SNACKS AND SWEET SNACKS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING CAKES; PIZZAS AND PREPARATIONS FOR PIZZAS; ICE-CREAM; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
MULINO BIANCO
3423326 30/11/2016
BARILLA G. E R. FRATELLI - SOCIETÀ PER AZIONI
VIA MANTOVA 166, PARMA, ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A JOINT-STOCK COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1542396
KOLKATA
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, BREAD SUBSTITUTES AND OTHER BREAD PRODUCTS; CRACKERS STUFFED WITH SAVOURY CREAMS; SNACKS MADE FROM CEREALS; BISCUITS, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY; BISCUITS WITH CHOCOLATE TOPPING OR CHOCOLATE FILLING; CHOCOLATE AND CHOCOLATE-BASED PRODUCTS OR PRODUCTS CONTAINING CHOCOLATE; BAKERY PRODUCTS; SNACKS AND SWEET SNACKS; PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING CAKES; PIZZAS AND PREPARATIONS FOR PIZZAS; ICE-CREAM; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
TATHYA
3423608    30/11/2016
SMT. MADHU SHARMA
88, ANAND NAGAR, INDERLOK, DELHI-110035
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
(R)ESERVE (M)ARK
236, CHANDNI CHOWK, FATEHPURI, DELHI-110006

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, COFFEE SUBSTITUTES, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, BISCUITS (NOT FOR ANIMALS) CAKES AND PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY (NOT MEDICATED CONFECTIONERY), SWEETS, NAMKEENS, ICES, HONEY, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, SALTED PREPARATIONS, MUSTARD PEPPER, VINEGAR, SAUCES AND SPICES
3423861    01/12/2016
MUNNALAL GUPTA 
trading as ;ABHAY ENTERPRISE 
SANKAR MORE,NEHRU ROAD KHALPARA,SILIGURI,PIN-734005, WEST BENGAL 
MERCHANT, TRADERS 
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARATIYA TRADE PROTECT BUREAU 
DEY LODGE,1ST FLOOR,NAJRUL SARANI,ASHRAM PARA,SILIGURI-734 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA. 
Used Since :02/04/2016 
KOLKATA 
TEA.
INSTA VEGGIES

3424210  01/12/2016

MR M. SRINIVAS REDDY,
trading as ; M/s AZISTA INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED

Sy. No. 80-84, Melange Towers, 4th Floor, "C" Wing, Lane beside Ratna Deep Super Market, Patrikanagar, Madapur, Hyderabad- 500081 Telangana State India

Manufacturers, Marketers and Traders
B

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, BISCUITS, CAKES, PASTRIES AND CONFECTIONERY, SWEETS AND SAVORIES, FRUIT JELLIES, NOODLES, ICES, SPICES, SAUCES.
FLASHMINT

3424212  01/12/2016
MR M. SRINIVAS REDDY,
trading as ;M/s AZISTA INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Sy. No. 80-84, Melange Towers, 4th Floor, "C" Wing, Lane beside Ratna Deep Super Market, Patrikanagar, Madapur, Hyderabad-500081 Telangana State India
Manufacturers, Marketers and Traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #. 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
NON MEDICATED CANDY, CHEWING GUM, PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, BISCUITS, CAKES, PASTRIES AND CONFECTIONERY, SWEETS AND SAVORIES, FRUIT JELLIES, NOODLES, ICES, SPICES, SAUCES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 30

3425014 03/12/2016
MR. SUNIL DNYANOBA WALUNJ & MR. LAHU HARIBHAU SHELAR
trading as; Shriram Agro Industries
Sr.No.8/4, Lane No.4, Girijatmaj, Karvenagar, Pune-411052.
Manufacture & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since: 04/11/2016

MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY AND CONFECTIONERY, ICES; HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING POWDER; SALT, MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES, (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3425331 03/12/2016
M/S. LAXMINARAYAN AGRO INDUSTRY
VIJAYKUMAR B. SHARMA
PRAKASH B. SHINGHVI
trading as ;M/S. LAXMINARAYAN AGRO INDUSTRY
GATE NO. - 417, VILLAGE - DEOLA, AT AND POST GHOTI, TAL - IGATPURI, DIST - NASIK - 422402, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/08/2014
MUMBAI
BHAGAR (SEMO SEEDS AND MORIYO)
3425687  05/12/2016
TAPAN ROY
trading as : PURUSOTTAM AGROTECH
KANAI NATSHAL, SREPALLY, P.S. BURDWAN SADAR, DIST. BURDWAN, WEST BENGAL.
TRADER, MERCHANT AND DEALER.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since : 01/11/2016
KOLKATA
RICE.
3426549  06/12/2016
SHRIPAD PRABHAKAR KABNURKAR
MRS. AADITI AVADHHUT KABNURKAR
trading as; KABNURKAR TRADERS
PLOT NO. 203, SHRI SHAHU MARKET YARD, TALUKA - KARVEER, KOLHAPUR - 416005
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
JAGGERY
3426983 05/12/2016
JALAN HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
trading as ;Slimkart - Weight Loss Delivered
Office no 131-132, 1st floor, Connaught Place, Bundgarden Road, Near Wadia College, Pune 411001, Maharashtra
Manufacturer and Merchants
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/07/2015
MUMBAI
COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE; RICE; TAPIOCA AND SAGO; FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS; BREAD, PASTRIES AND CONFECTIONERY; EDIBLE ICES; SUGAR, HONEY, TREACLE; YEAST, BAKING-POWDER; SALT; MUSTARD; VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS); SPICES; ICE
3430741  11/12/2016
B. L. AGRO OILS LIMITED
B-31, ROAD NO. 2, PARSAKHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY 243502, UTTAR PRADESH.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3430739, 3430740

DELHI
SWEETS, NAMKEENS, CONFECTIONERY, BREAD, BISCUITS, PASTRY, CHOCOLATES,
TOFFEEs, CANDIES, TEA, COFFEE, SUGAR, RICE, ATTA, MAIDA, SOOJI, BESAN, BROKEN AND
PROCESSED PULSES, FOOD GRAINS, PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, PAPAD,
BHUIJA, ICE, ICE CREAM, CHIPS (CEREAL PRODUCTS), HONEY, YEAST, SALT, SPICES,
MUSTARD, BAKING POWDER, VINEGAR, CONDIMENTS, Saffron, POPCORNs, SAUCES,
BAKERY PRODUCTS, READY TO EAT SNACKS AND FOOD PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 30.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3430739, 3430740, 3430741

DELHI
SWEETS, NAMKEENS, CONFECTIONERY, BREAD, BISCUITS, PASTRY, CHOCOLATES, TOFFEES, CANDIES, TEA, COFFEE, SUGAR, RICE, ATTA, MAIDA, SOOJI, BESAN, BROKEN AND PROCESSED PULSES, FOOD GRAINS, PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, PAPAD, BHUJIA, ICE, ICE CREAM, CHIPS (CEREAL PRODUCTS), HONEY, YEAST, SALT, SPICES, MUSTARD, BAKING POWDER, VINEGAR, CONDIMENTS, SAFFRON, POPCORN, SAUCES, BAKERY PRODUCTS, READY TO EAT SNACKS AND FOOD PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 30.
3432915   14/12/2016
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
MUMBAI
Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago: flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice
3434212  17/12/2016
MRS. MINAKSHI
trading as ;Parvesh Flour Mills
PLOT NO. 501, NEW SUBHASH NAGAR, ST. NO. 0, LUDHIANA
Merchants & Manufacturers
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :16/12/2016
DELHI
Tea, Coffee, Sugar, Rice, Atta, Maida, Suji, Besan, Dalia, Confectionary, Bread, Buns, Pav, Salt, Spices, Rusk, Namkeen & Sweets;Noodles; Pasta; Sauces; Mayonnaise; Maize Flour
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
SABROSO

3434263  16/12/2016
SABROSO SNACKS PVT. LTD
trading as ;Sabroso Snacks Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No. 185, Flat No. 401, Saikrupa Apartment, Shastri Layout, Opposite Somalwar School, Khamla, Nagpur - 440025
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011

Used Since : 07/01/2016

To be associated with:
3164874

MUMBAI
Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and
confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces, (condiments), spices, ice
3434650  15/12/2016
MRS. KHUSHBOO CHHODWANI
trading as; RAJSHAHI FOOD PRODUCTS
108, MAA VIHAR COLONY, A.B. ROAD, OPP: AMITESH NAGAR, INDORE-[M.P.]
Manufacturers & Merchants.
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since: 01/05/2014
To be associated with:
2739415
MUMBAI
CHURAN, CHUTNEY, CONFECTIONERY (NON-MEDICATED), NAMKEENS, FARSANS, CHOCOLATES, BISCUITS, (NOT FOR ANIMALS) CHEESE BALLS, CHEESE BISCUITS, SPICES, MASALA, PAPAD, WADI, LOUNGES, DHANADAL, SWEETS, CHIKKI, BHUJIA, CANDY; WAFERS, TEA, COFFEE, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES (EXCEPT SALAD DRESSING) INCLUDED IN CLASS 30
3434837    16/12/2016
PANKAJ BHOMIA
Rajasthan Stores, Main Market, P.O.- Pilani 333031, Dist.- Jhunjhunu, Rajasthan
Manufacturer And Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :11/11/2016

AHMEDABAD
Spices, tea, flour and preparations made from cereals, Semolina, Wheat flour, Rice, Papadums.
S.K.F.M
3435138  16/12/2016
SHRI KESHAV FLOUR MILLS
VISHNU DATT GAUR
PRADEEP SAINI
trading as ;SHRI KESHAV FLOUR MILLS
H 1/490, RICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, KHUSHKHERA, DISTT ALWAR, RAJASTHAN-301707
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/11/2016
AHMEDABAD
FLOUR PREPARATIONS FOR FOOD
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 , 09/01/2017          Class 30

3440184    22/12/2016
BIPIN H JAIN
trading as ;BALAJI CARDAMOM COMPANY
Shop No.07,Ganraj Market, Gate No.02, Marketyard, Pune 411037, Maharashtra, India
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Sweets, Confectionery, Cereals, Saffron, Sugar, Metha, Mustard, Coconuts, Chocolates, Cardamom, Jeera, Ajwain, Til,
Khas-khas, Nutmeg, Turmeric, Black Pepper, Cloves, star Aniseed, Sunth, Dhaniya, Imli, Chutney, Idli Instant Mix, Dhokla
Instant Mix, Gulab jamun Instant Mixes & Spices.
CAMPARI
3440304  24/12/2016
VINOD KUMAR
trading as ;Surya Foods
Village Bhamiya Kalan Ludhiana
Merchants & Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :21/12/2016
DELHI
Sauces; Tea, Coffee, Sugar, Rice, Atta, Maida, Suji, Besan, Confectionary, Bread, Buns, Pav, Salt, Spices, Rusk, Namkeen & Sweets
TAIMUR RAJA
3445105  29/12/2016
J.R. RICE INDIA PVT.LTD.
5593-94, Lahori Gate, Naya Bazar, Delhi-110006
Merchant
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RICE, ATTA, MAIDA, SUJI, PORRIDGE, BESAN, RAWA, DAL (BROKEN GRAINS), FLOUR OF GRAINS, SUGAR, TAPIOCA,
SAGO, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST, BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, PEPPER, VINEGAR, SAUCES,
CONDIMENTS, SPICES.
ASHWANI KUMAR RALHAN
trading as ;TARGET ENTERPRISES
C-86 FOCAL POINT PATIALA -147001 PB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUPI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
31, AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY^ PRODUCTS AND GRAIN NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, FEED SUPPLEMENTS, MALT.
TRIVENI
CATTLE FEED

1974603   03/06/2010
KUMARI MEENAKSHI
trading as ;ANKU FEED INDUSTRY
VILLAGE RAMPURA TESIL PHUL DISTT BATHINDA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
FOOD STUFF FOR ANIMALS INCLUDING CATTLE FEED, KHAL, CHOKER & CHURI.
1974616  03/06/2010
NEELAM RANI
trading as ;BANSAL FEED INDUSTRIES
DABRI KHANA ROAD JAITON DISTT FARIDKOT PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
FOOD STUFF FOR ANIMALS INCLUDING CATTLE FEED.
AMRESH KUMAR
trading as PACI AGROVET
A/122, RAJU PARK, DEVLI ROAD, NEW DELHI - 62
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agent's address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since: 01/12/2001
DELHI
FEED SUPPLEMENT FOR LIVESTOCK, CATTLE FEED AND POULTRY INCLUDED IN CLASS - 31.
2065259   08/12/2010
T. MANOHARAN
trading as ;V.T.P. TRADERS
NO.54, VAIDHYANATHAN MUDALI STREET, TONDIARPET, CHENNAI - 600 081.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :24/09/2006

CHENNAI
CATTLE FEED FOR SALE IN THE STATE OF TAMILNADU.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF TAMILNADU, advertise the mark in the Trademark journal before acceptance and the area is restricted with the jurisdiction of Tamilnadu.
2120506  24/03/2011
MR. RAMESH KUMAR HUF
MR. MAHENDER SINGH
trading as ;M/S. VISHEAS SEEDS
64-A, OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR - 335001 (RAJASTHAN)
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA & CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/04/2004
AHMEDABAD
SEEDS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS-31.

subject to association with Application No- 1569959.
2182285  29/07/2011
RONAK SEEDS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Ronak Seeds Pvt. Ltd.
306, Akik Tower, Opp. Rajpath Club, S. G. Road, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad - 380 054. (Gujarat)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061
Used Since :01/08/2008
To be associated with:
2182279
AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURAL HYBRID CASTOR SEEDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 31.
for State of Gujarat only..
MD. MURTUZ ALI
MD. SAHABUDDIN
MD. AMIR HOSSAIN
MD. SANAULLAH

trading as ;AMIR BIRI FACTORY
VILL. BHULKI, P.O. DOMOHANA, DIST. UTTAR DINAJPUR, W.B.

MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.

Used Since : 01/04/1979

KOLKATA

PAN MASALA, MOUTH FRESHENERS, SCENTED SUPARI, BETALNUTS, SQUASHES, BARLEY,
FRESH BEANS, FRESH FRUITS, NUTS (FRUITS) AND VEGETABLES, AGRICULTURAL,
HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS, GRAINS, LIVING ANIMALS, SEEDS, LIVE
PLANTS AND FLOWER, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT, MALT EXTRACTS, BRAN OIL
CAKE, SEASAME NATURAL PLANTS INCLUDING VINE PLANTS AND FLOWERS IN CLASS 31.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 ,   09/01/2017           Class 31

SHEERO

2543528   05/06/2013
SHANTI FRAGRANCES PVT LTD.
A-63 G.T.ROAD KARNAL ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI-33
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/06/2013

DELHI
BETAL SPICES (PAN MASALA), SCENTED & SWEET SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHNERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 31.
SHERO
2543529  05/06/2013
SHANTI FRAGRANCES PVT LTD.
A-63 G.T.ROAD KARNAL ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI-33
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/06/2013
DELHI
BETAL SPICES (PAN MASALA), SCENTED & SWEET SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHNERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 31.
BAYMIX

2546061  10/06/2013
Bayer Intellectual Property GmbH
Alfred-Nobel-Strasse 10, 40789 Monheim am Rhein, Germany.
a German company, Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Nutritional substitute added with vitamins and mineral, non-medicated additives to animal foodstuffs.
2546618   11/06/2013
VENKATESHWARA HATCHERIES PVT. LTD.
VENKATESHWARA HATCHERIES PVT. LTD. VENKATESHWARA HOUSE S.NO.114/A/2, PUNE-SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE-
411030.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/04/2013

MUMBAI
FEED SUPPLEMENT FOR LIVING ANIMALS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, AND AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND
FORESTY PRODUCTS AND GRAIN NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS,
NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, MALT.
2546744    11/06/2013
SHANTI FRAGRANCES PVT. LTD
A-63 G.T. KARNAL ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI 33
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Ageents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/06/2013
DELHI
BETAL SPICES (PAN MASALA), SCENTED & SWEET SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHNERS
2548134  13/06/2013
EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
trading as ;M/S. EDIBLE PRODUCTS (INDIA) LTD.
39, KALI KRISHNA TAGORE STREET, KOLKATA - 700 007, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :03/05/1965
KOLKATA
Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes pulses; fresh fruits and vegetables: seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals malt being included in Class-31.
B-BANC

2553934  25/06/2013

POTINENI KOTESWARA RAO
PLOT NO. 692, ROAD NO.33, JUBILEE HILLS CO.OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500033, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NASARAIAH GOLLA
FLAT NO.G-1, PINKY APARTMENTS, ENGINEER S COLONY, YELLAREDDYGUDA, HYDERABAD - 500 073.

Used Since :01/01/1992

CHENNAI

NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AND ALL OTHER FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
PALETTE FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
4/1 C RECQUET COURT ROAD, CIVIL LINES, NEW DELHI
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J F ASSOCIATES
120 (OLD) LAWYERS CHAMBERS SUPREME COURT NEW DELHI

Used Since: 15/07/2015

DELHI
GRAINS AND AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR
ANIMALS; MALT.
CSA
3217520   23/03/2016
SASHIYONGDANG
trading as ;N E ENTERPRISES
G.F., D-53, GREATER KAILASH ENCLAVE II, NEW DELHI-110048
MERCAHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARAT ARORA
B-48, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE COLONY NEW DELHI-110024.
Used Since :01/12/2012

DELHI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS INCLUDING PLULSES, DALS, WHEAT, NUTS, HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS, FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES,LIVE AND ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS , NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS,FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT
ASERVO

3264495   19/05/2016

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

1102, 11TH FLOOR, HALLMARK BUSINESS PLAZA, NEAR GURUNANAK HOSPITAL, GURUNANAK HOSPITAL ROAD,
BANDRA EAST, MUMBAI-400051, MAHARASHTRA

MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS

A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

R.K. DEWAN & CO.

PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS AND BIRDS; PET FOOD; CATTLE FOOD; FISH AND POULTRY FOOD; ANIMAL FEED;
ANIMAL FOOD ADDITIVES AND SUPPLEMENTS; BEVERAGES FOR ANIMALS; ALIMENTARY PRODUCTS FOR CATTLE.
3266688 24/05/2016
PAWS & CLAWS PETCARE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PAWS & CLAWS PETCARE PVT. LTD.
H.NO. 241, POCKET-D, MAYUR VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110092, DELHI, INDIA
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA GUPTA
10, TAGORE NAGAR, DAYAL BAGH, AGRA-282005, U.P.
Used Since :01/10/2009
DELHI
FOOD STUFFS FOR ANIMALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 31.
GOATCAL

3318863  25/07/2016
VIPIN KUMAR SINGH
trading as; CATTLE CARE
ARUNA NAGAR, G.T.ROAD, ETAH, U.P.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since: 01/04/2015

DELHI
Foodstuffs For Animals
PIGCAL

3318865  25/07/2016
VIPIN KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;CATTLE CARE
ARUNA NAGAR, G.T.ROAD, ETAH, U.P.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
Foodstuffs For Animals
GOLD COAT YAFA
3343173   20/08/2016
IRIS LIFE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Iris Life Solutions Private Limited
No.11, First Floor, Sneha Nagar, First Class, Amruthahalli, Bangalore – 560092, Karnataka.
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; FOODS AND FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, BIRDS AND FISH; ANIMAL BISCUITS, MALT, EXTRACT OF MALT AND MEALS; ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS FOR THE WEANING OF ANIMALS; ANIMAL FOOD ADDITIVES AND SUPPLEMENTS; FORTIFIED FOOD SUBSTANCES FOR ANIMALS; ANIMAL FEED, ALIMENTARY PRODUCTS FOR CATTLE; FISH AND POULTRY FOOD.
SATVANSH

3343539   23/08/2016
OM AHINSAK PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NEXT TO AVSAR BANQUET, JYOTI STUDIO COMPOUND, NEAR KENNEDY BRIDGE, NANA CHOWK, GRANT ROAD,
MUMBAI: 400007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :04/06/2016
MUMBAI
RAW AND UNPROCESSED AGRICULTURAL; AQUACULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; RAW
AND UNPROCESSED GRAINS AND SEEDS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, FRESH HERBS; NATURAL PLANTS AND
FLOWERS; BULBS, SEEDLINGS AND SEEDS FOR PLANTING; LIVE ANIMALS; FOODSTUFFS AND BEVERAGES FOR
ANIMALS; MALT INCLUDED IN CLASS 31
3350839  31/08/2016
SHOBHA PRAKASH DHAMALE
At Post- Ambadvet, Tal-Mulshi, Dist-Pune, Maharashtra - 412115
Manufacturer And Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/08/2016
MUMBAI
Rice unprocessed, Wheat.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3367899  21/09/2016
STAYFIT FOODS LLP.
903, ROYAL EMPIRE, T-37 SHAASTRI NAGAR, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053.
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :22/08/2016

MUMBAI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; ALL KIND OF SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS;
FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT IN CLASS 31.
3368020  21/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :13/02/2015
To be associated with:
2162780, 3050867
MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
3368021  21/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :02/04/2003
To be associated with:
2162780, 3050867
MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Used Since : 05/04/2013

To be associated with:
2162780, 3050867

MUMBAI

ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :08/07/2006
To be associated with:
2162780, 3050867
Mumbai
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
3368024  21/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

**Proposed to be Used**
To be associated with:
3050867

**MUMBAI**
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 , 09/01/2017  Class 31

3368025  21/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :03/07/2012
To be associated with:
2162780, 3050867, 3365783
MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
3368026  21/09/2016

AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Used Since: 16/07/2016

To be associated with:
2162780, 3050867

MUMBAI

ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2162780, 3050867

MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
3368028    21/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :01/04/2003
To be associated with:
2162780, 3050867
MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :03/03/2012
MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND
FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC
AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
3368031  21/09/2016  
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD  
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS  
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ADITYA & CO.  
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
3368032    21/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2162780, 3050867

MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :23/05/2006

To be associated with:
2162778, 2162779, 2162780, 3050866, 3050867

MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD

trading as: AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD

2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS
3368739 22/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
trading as: AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
675796, 2162778, 2162780

MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 31

AJEET ANSHUL 3595

3368740 22/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Used Since: 04/06/2015

To be associated with:
675796, 2162778, 2162780

MUMBAI

ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTERY PRODUCTS: NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 31

AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since :02/06/2016

MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTERY PRODUCTS: NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Used Since: 12/06/2015

MUMBAI

ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTERY PRODUCTS: NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION, PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 31

3368750 22/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since: 21/04/2016

MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTERY PRODUCTS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION. PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 31

3368752  22/09/2016
AJEET SEEDS PVT LTD
2ND FLOOR, TAPADIA TERRACES, ADALAT ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001 STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Used Since: 25/04/2003
MUMBAI
ALL SEEDS; SEEDLINGS; AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTERY PRODUCTS: NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; FRUITS, VEGETABLES, INSECTS, BIRDS AND ANIMALS OF TRANSGENIC AND/OR GENETICALLY MODIFIED; PRODUCTION. PROCESSING PACKING OF SEEDS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; GENES, ENZYMES AND/OR PROTEINS FOR USE IN THE PRODUCTION OF SEEDS.
RANGBAAZ

3369535  23/09/2016
JAIKISH MURJANI
118/105 (II), BAMBA ROAD, GUMTI NO.5, KANPUR, U.P.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARTI NIGAM
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38 VEER SAVARKAR BLOCK DELHI-92
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
PAN MASALA, SWEET SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHNERS & FLAVOURED SUPARI
3369552  21/09/2016
GREEN CANTEEN PVT LTD
trading as ;GREEN CANTEEN PVT LTD
B-19, VINAYAK APARTMENT, SARDAR PATEL MARG, C-SCHME, JAIPUR (RAJ)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :23/02/2016

AHMEDABAD
Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt under class 31.
3371741  27/09/2016
KUBER GRAINS & SPICES PRIVATE LIMITED
52B, 2ND FLOOR, RAMA ROAD, NAIJAFGARH ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEW DELHI- 110 015.
Manufacturers/Merchants
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/04/2006
To be associated with:
1957263
DELHI
MUKHAWAS, MOUTH FRESHNER, SWEET SUPARI, PAN MASALA, MEETHA PAN MASALA, SCENTED SUPARI, BETEL NUTS, DHANADAL & SWEET SUPARI FLAVOURING MATERIALS IN CLASS 31.
NARMADA AGROBASE PRIVATE LIMITED
310, SUDARSHAN COMPLEX, NR, MITHAKHALI UNDERBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT - 380009
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since : 29/01/2013

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF CATTLE FEED.
3375577  30/09/2016
SHREE GANESH BAKERY NANDANI PVT.LTD
GAT NO. 32, 33, 36, OLD KOLHAPUR ROAD, NANDANI, TAL. SHIROL, DIST. KOLHAPUR PINCODE 416 102
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3375532
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER OF AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; RAW AND
UNPROCESSED GRAINS AND SEEDS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; LIVE
ANIMALS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; MALT
3380230 04/10/2016
MORAL PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
ROYAL ARACDE 565KA 94-2 FLOOR SNEH NAGAR ALAMBAGH, LUCKNOW, UP-226005
TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :27/09/2016
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR
ANIMALS, MALT AND OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 31
PURIMORE

3380231  04/10/2016
MORAL PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
ROYAL ARACDE 565KA 94-2 IIND FLOOR SNEH NAGAR ALAMBAGH, LUCKNOW, UP-226005
TRADING
Used Since :27/09/2016
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR
ANIMALS, MALT AND OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 31
3380495  04/10/2016
PAMREI KASHUNG
Kachai Village Ukhrul District Manipur
selling of Agriculture, horticulture forest products

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Agriculture, horticulture forest products as included in class 31
STAR FIELD

3381533 06/10/2016

NATURES MIRACLE LLP
H. NO. 4872, 1ST FLOOR, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI-110006.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP INCORPORATED UNDER THE LLP ACT.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT.
3381838  06/10/2016
NALINKUMAR Bhanubhai Patel
PRAKASH Bhanubhai Patel
NIRUBEN Bhanubhai Patel
BIJAL PRAKASH Patel
Smita Navinkumar Patel
trading as ;NAVDURGA RICE MILL
ADRODA ROAD, BAVLA, DIST. AHMEDABAD - 382 220. GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/04/1982
AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017  Class 31

3382076  06/10/2016
MR. MAHESH CHANDRA SHARMA
trading as ;SHRI RAM KRUSHI UDHYOG
MI 77 MAHAVIDHYA COLONY PHASE 2 MATHURA U.P, INDIA. India
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKUNJ V. JOSHI, ADVOCATE
B/801, MANSI COMPLEX, NEAR BAPS WASMINARAYN TEMPLE, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015
Used Since :01/04/2005
DELHI
VEGETABLE SEEDS, GRASS SEEDS, HYBRID SEEDS, GRAIN AND CEREALS SEED.
3384243 07/10/2016
VILLOO'S GREENFIELD FARMS
At & Post Theur, Taluka Haveli, District Pune, Maharashtra- 411025
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since: 01/09/2016

MUMBAI
Agricultural, Horticultural and Forestry products; Live Animals
SILVY

3385310    13/10/2016
KUNAL MITTAL
trading as ;KUNAL MITTAL
SHIVAM COMPLEX, A.T.ROAD, BHARALUMUKH, OPP. SBI, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
MANUFACTURER, TRADERS AND RETAILERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.
Used Since : 01/10/2016
KOLKATA
SILVER COATED ELAICHI
MACAU
3385311  13/10/2016
KUNAL MITTAL
trading as ;KUNAL MITTAL
SHIVAM COMPLEX, A.T.ROAD, BHARALUMUKH, OPP. SBI, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
MANUFACTURER, TRADERS AND RETAILERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.
Used Since :01/10/2016
KOLKATA
MIX MOUTH FRESHNER AND SWEET SUPARI.
3385474 13/10/2016
VALLUVAR KUZHUMAM PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as VALLUVAR KUZHUMAM PRIVATE LIMITED
1 A/3 NORTH PRADHAKSHANAM ROAD, KARUR - 639002, TAMIL NADU,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, RAW VEGETABLES, UNPROCESSED, ORGANIC FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS FOR GROWING VEGETABLES, UNPROCESSED GRAINS, LIVEFISH
SaifeLYTE C

3385528  10/10/2016

SAIFE VETMED PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Saife Vetmed Private Limited
129, F.I.E., Padpadganj Industrial Area, Delhi-110092.
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Private Limited Company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Foodstuff for animals.
3385929    13/10/2016

P.SHAKILA
trading as ;ANAND AGENCIES
C/O.SENGOTTUVELAN MILLS, KANDAMPATTY, SALEM-636005, TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600034

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CATTLE CAKE, FOOD STUFF FOR CATTLE AND POULTRY, CATTLE FEED.
3387543 17/10/2016
SH. AMIT AGARWAL
SH. VIJAY KUMAR
SH. VIRENDRA KR. AGARWAL
SH. RAJIV AGARWAL
SH. RAVINDRA KUMAR AGARWAL
SH. MANISH AGARWAL

trading as ;RAVINDRA OIL & GINNING MILLS
3-1/1, KHURJA PENCH, GARH ROAD, HAPUR-245101 (U.P.) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD

Used Since :01/04/1978

DELFHI

ACRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES,
LIVE ANIMALS, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR
ANIMALS, MALT.
3387909  15/10/2016
RANJIT SINGH
MANJINDER SINGH
trading as ; RANJIT THIND FARM
VILLAGE PARTAP PURA, P.O. LOHARAN, DISTT. JALANDHAR (PB.)
MERchants & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/07/2012
DELHI
GUANGZHOU NUTRIERA BIOTECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
No.7, Three Street Private Industrial Zone, Fulong Road, Fuchong Village, Shawan Town, Panyu District, Guangzhou
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
N-30, GROUND FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017
Used Since :27/04/2016

DELHI
fish spawn; fish, live; fodder; cattle food; yeast for animal consumption; stall food for animals; by-products of the processing of cereals, for animal consumption; pet food; fish meal for animal consumption; animal foodstuffs;
GUANGZHOU NUTRIERA BIOTECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
No.7, Three Street Private Industrial Zone, Fulong Road, Fuchong Village, Shawan Town, Panyu District, Guangzhou
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
N-30, GROUND FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017
Used Since :27/04/2016
DELHI
fish spawn; fish, live; fodder; cattle food; yeast for animal consumption; stall food for animals; by-products of the processing of cereals, for animal consumption; pet food; fish meal for animal consumption; animal foodstuffs.
MILKGEN 8000
3389199   17/10/2016

CARGILL, INCORPORATED
15407 McGinty Road West, Wayzata, MINNESOTA 55391, U.S.A.
Manufacturers
A Delaware Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Used Since : 30/11/2008

DELHI
Animal feed, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seed natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, non medicated additives for foodstuffs for animals, malt.
MILKGEN 10000
3389200 17/10/2016
CARGILL, INCORPORATED
15407 McGinty Road West, Wayzata, MINNESOTA 55391, U.S.A.
Manufacturers.
A Delaware Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :30/09/2013

DELHI
Animal feed, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seed natural plants and flowers, foodstuffs for animals, non medicated additives for foodstuffs for animals, malt.
DAYAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
trading as ;DAYAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
DELHI ROAD, PARTAPUR, MEERUT..
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AALOK KANSAL, ADVOCATE.
50, CHATANYA PURAM, NAUCHANDI GROUND, MEERUT, (U.P.).
Used Since :01/10/2014
DELHI
FOOD STUFF FOR ANIMALS, BIRDS AND FISHES.
3391034  19/10/2016
MUKESH SAVLA
trading as ;MAHARAJA FOOD GRAINS AGENCY
OFFICE NO.224, 2ND FLOOR, BLDG. NO.C-I, SOHAM PLAZA, ABOVE PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK, G.B.ROAD, MANPADA NAKA, THANE (WEST)-400607
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/1986
To be associated with:
3391032
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT, (ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 31)
3391415  20/10/2016
SHRI SUBRATA ROY SAHARA
SHRI O.P. SRIVASTAVA
SHRI J.B. ROY
trading as ;SAHARA INDIA
SAHARA INDIA BHAWAN, 1, KAPOORTHALA COMPLEX, ALIGANJ, LUCKNOW-226024
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Used Since :01/01/2016
To be associated with:
865215, 865911, 865945, 3391271, 3391320, 3391367
DELHI
GRAINS AND AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER
CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUHS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS;
FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT
3395483 24/10/2016

MRS. PREETI TIWARI

trading as ;M/s Anchits Products
52/1-13-01, Gaura. Raibareli Road, Lucknow (U.P.).
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 110 006
Used Since :01/08/2016

DELHI
Supari, meethi supari, pan masala and mouthfreshner.
3395513    25/10/2016
TEJRAM
DHARAM PAUL
NEERAJ KUMAR
NUTESH KUMAR
trading as ;TEJRAM DHARAM PAUL
93, CHANDERLOK, PITAMPURA, DELHI 110034
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Used Since :01/06/2016
To be associated with:
3273152, 3305818, 3331093, 3374502
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS, FRESH FRUITS OF ALL KINDS, VEGETABLES, SEEDS,
NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MOUTH FRESHENER, PAN MASALA INCLUDED IN
CLASS 31.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 31

3397367 26/10/2016

KHADEER BASHA.K
GATE NO-4, SHOP NO T/A 142, T/G-25 ANNA FRUIT MARKET KOYAMBEDU CHENNAI - 600092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since: 25/10/2008

CHENNAI

AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS FLOWERS AND ETC SERVICES
3398046  27/10/2016
PRESTIGE GREEN INDIA CORPORATION LTD.
PGI HOUSE BADARPUR, NEAR RTO OFFICE, BUDAUN, U.P.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD PASHU AAHAAR.
KANAW SEEDS PVT. LTD.
210, NEW MAHADEV VAS, AT & POST - RUPAL, DIST - GANDHINAGAR - 382 630, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, MARKETERS AND TRADERS
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS INCLUDED IN CLASS-31.
THUSAN
3399480    31/10/2016
P.C.DURAISAMY
trading as ;SAKTHI TRADING COMPANY
NO.6, MAMARATHUPALAYAM, ERODE - 638 004,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMT LAW PRACTICE
32A, KRISHNAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
GRAINS AND AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS;
MALT
Sthita
3399746  28/10/2016
HARINATH ENTERPRISES
Pramod Kumar Panda
Ashish Sharma
Amit Roperia
Shop No. 04, City Hospital Complex, Behind PNB, Dabra Chowk, Hisar-125001, Haryana
Manufacturers & Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Used Since :01/10/2016
DELHI
Unprocessed grains and pulses
3401609  02/11/2016
LAKSHMAN GIRI
TUMARIYA TOLA, WORD NO 3, RAXAUL EAST CHAMPARAN, BIHAR-845305.
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :05/04/2006
KOLKATA
ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS.
LAKSHMAN GIRI
TUMARIYA TOLA, WORD NO 3, RAXAUL EAST CHAMPARAN, BIHAR-845305.
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Used Since: 05/04/2006
KOLKATA
ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS.
3402236  04/11/2016

AMIT JAIN
SHILPA JAIN
trading as ;NUTRI AGRO RESOURCES (LLP)

FLAT NO. 14, 4380/4-B, MURARI LAL STREET, ANSARI ROAD, DARYAGANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.

Used Since :17/10/2016

DELHI
FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES, LIVE ANIMALS.
3402431    03/11/2016
SUPREME POLYTUBE LTD.
trading as ;SUPREME POLYTUBE LTD.
506, AGGARWAL CYBER PLAZA - I, NETAJI SUBASH PLACE, DELHI - 34
Merchants & Manufacturers
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIA COMPANY LAW
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants
and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
DOMESTO VET PHARMA PVT. LTD.
AZAD NAGAR, NEAR CHAUDHARY BANSI LAL PARK, LOHARU ROAD BHIWANI-127021 (HARYANA)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Used Since: 12/03/2014

AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES;
LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR
ANIMALS, MALT.
ALGALIFE

3403081  04/11/2016
LIFE SPAN PVT. LTD.
#802, ANTRIKSH NISSAN, CANNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001
MARKETING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURE PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; MALT.
TAMASSURYA

3405117   07/11/2016
MR. BABU LAL CHAURASIA.
trading as ;RAJAT CHEMICAL.
28/2, GALI NO.-17, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/11/2016
DELHI
Scented Supari, Sweet Supari, Mouth Freshners, Pan Masala and Pan Chutney included in Class 31.
MR. RAVI D. KARANI, MR. RAJESH D. KARANI, MRS. HEMALATA R. KARANI, MR. NITIN T. KARANI & MR. HIREN trading as ;Karani Spices
44-2-26, Pragati Industrial Estate, Narsampet Road, Warangal - 506 013 (Telangana)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt
VAYU BLOSSOMS
3406349  08/11/2016
REMYA DEEPAK
trading as ;VAYU BLOSSOMS
#427, 10th cross, 21st main, jp nagar phase-2, behind venkateshwara temple, Bangalore-560078, Karnataka
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :31/10/2016
CHENNAI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; RAW AND UNPROCESSED GRAINS AND SEEDS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; LIVE ANIMALS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; MALT
MAGICAL FEED SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
57, Shakti Apartment, Ashok Vihar Phase - 3, North West Delhi, New Delhi - 110052.
Manufacturer, Merchant, Importer and Exporter

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS,
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Foodstuffs for Animals including Aquatic Animals; Malt; Feed Supplement for Animal including Aquatic Animals like Fish / Prawns and Live Animals; Yeast for Animal Consumption; Egg laying poultry (Preparations for - ) Cattle, Aquaculture& Poultry Feed / Food; Agricultural, Horticultural and Forestry Products and Grains not included in other classes; Live and Fresh Animals including Aquatic Animals like Shrimp and Fish; Poultry, live; Fresh Fruits and Vegetables; Seeds, Natural Plants and Flowers; as included in Class – 31.
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
395945, 487059

MUMBAI
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS; MALT; RAW AND UNPROCESSED GRAINS AND
SEEDS
NaturePinks

3412514  19/11/2016

CHANDRASEKHAR G S
trading as ;Chandrasekhar G S

H. No. 1-9-28/4/1/A, Lane opposite SBI, Ramnagar, Hyderabad, Telangana, PIN: 500020
Manufacturer/Trader
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006

Used Since :12/02/2014

CHENNAI

Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt
R. ASHOKAN
trading as ; M/S. ROYAL TRADERS
310, A. P. M. C. BUILDING, MARKET YARD, UNJHA-384 170, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/04/2003

AHMEDABAD
AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; LIVE ANIMALS; FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; SEEDS, NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS; FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, MALT
GVR NUTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GVR NUTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
"VALLABHA", MAIN ROAD, KARANJA CHOWK, HINGANGHAT - 442 301. DISTT:- WARDHA. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
BODY INCORPORATE UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
"WHITE HOUSE", STATION ROAD, GANDHI WARD, HINGANGHAT - 442301. DISTT:- WARDHA. MAHARASHTRA. INDIA.
Used Since :05/11/2016
MUMBAI
Grains & pulses; Grain(Cereals); Pulses, Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; Natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; malt.
3426893 02/12/2016
CHAITANYA JAIN
trading as :CUDDLE UP DIET PRODUCTS PVT LTD
2704/2614, LOTHIAN ROAD, KASHMIRI GATE, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHANNA REGISTRATION CO
13-A RAJPUR ROAD CIVIL LINES DELHI
Used Since :15/11/2016
DELHI
FOODSTUFF FOR ANIMALS INCLUDING PET FOOD, CHEWS AND TREATS FOR DOGS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 , 09/01/2017 Class 31

PET-A-SURE

3426894 02/12/2016
CHAITANYA JAIN
trading as : CUDDLE UP DIET PRODUCTS PVT LTD
2704/2614, LOTHIAN ROAD, KASHMIRI GATE, DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHANNA REGISTRATION CO
13-A RAJPUR ROAD CIVIL LINES DELHI
Used Since :15/11/2016
DELHI
FOODSTUFF FOR ANIMALS INCLUDING PET FOOD, CHEWS AND TREATS FOR DOGS.
BAIL KOLHU

3430743   11/12/2016
B. L. AGRO OILS LIMITED
B-31, ROAD NO. 2, PARSAKHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY 243502, UTTAR PRADESH.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
PAN MASALA, SUPARI, SWEET SUPARI, KATHA, CHUNA, ELAICHI, SAUNF, MOUTH FRESHNER, PAN CHATNI, PULSES (UNPROCESSED), AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS AND GRAINS NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, LIVING ANIMALS, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, SEEDS, MALT, MUSHROOMS, LIVE PLANTS AND FLOWER, FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS, OIL CAKE, AND CATTLEFEED.
DESI RED

3432709  14/12/2016
M/S DOCTOR SEEDS PVT. LTD.
trading as M/s Doctor Seeds Pvt. Ltd.
46, Sunder Nagar Lal Bagh, (Behind MBD Neopolis Mall) Ferozepur Road, Ludhiana-142028. (Punjab)
Merchant & Manufacturers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :27/01/1998

DELHI
Seeds
KUNWARI

3432710    14/12/2016
M/S DOCTOR SEEDS PVT. LTD.

trading as ;M/s Doctor Seeds Pvt. Ltd.

46, Sunder Nagar Lal Bagh, (Behind MBD Neopolis Mall) Ferozepur Road, Ludhiana-142028. (Punjab)

Merchant & Manufacturers
A Company duly regd. under the companies act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

Used Since : 27/01/1998

DELHI

Seeds
HIMSHIKHA

3432712    14/12/2016
M/S DOCTOR SEEDS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s Doctor Seeds Pvt. Ltd.
46, Sunder Nagar Lal Bagh, (Behind MBD Neopolis Mall) Ferozepur Road, Ludhiana-142028. (Punjab)
Merchant & Manufacturers
A Company duly regd. under the companies act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :27/01/1998

DELHI
Seeds
HARMAN
3432714  14/12/2016
M/S DOCTOR SEEDS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s Doctor Seeds Pvt. Ltd.
46, Sunder Nagar Lal Bagh, (Behind MBD Neopolis Mall) Ferozepur Road, Ludhiana-142028. (Punjab)
Merchant & Manufacturers
A Company duly regd. under the companies act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BASSI & ASSOCIATES
4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
Used Since :27/01/1998
DELHI
Seeds
MOHIT PATEL
trading as: Utsav Agritech Pvt Ltd
140, Sampat Archade, Ghisaji Patel Nagar, Bicholi Mardana Indore(M.P)-452001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AKHIL KACHOLIA
1/7 MAHESH NAGAR OPP. SONTU MONTU SCHOOL, INDORE
Used Since: 15/04/2013

MUMBAI
Wheat seed, Fresh soya beans.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
HITESH PATEL
trading as ;Sampat Agritech Pvt Ltd
140, Sampat Archade, Ghisaji Patel Nagar, Bicholi Mardana Indore(M.P)-452001
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AKHIL KACHOLIA
1/7 MAHESH NAGAR OPP. SONTU MONTU SCHOOL, INDORE
Used Since :13/04/2011

MUMBAI
Wheat seed, Fresh soya beans

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
MIRABILLIA
3432832  14/12/2016
EUROPEAN FOODS INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;EUROPEAN FOODS INDIA PVT. LTD.
182/63 INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, CHANDIGARH-160002.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/10/2016
DELHI
Agricultural, Horticultural & Forestry Products & Grains not included in other Classes; Live Animals; Fresh Fruits & Vegetables; Pulses, Seeds, Live Plants & Flowers; Foodstuffs for Animals; Malt.
3432916  14/12/2016
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
MUMBAI
Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed grains and seeds; fresh fruits and vegetables natural plants and flowers; live animals: food stuffs for animals; malt
Damodar

3433234  13/12/2016

M/S. TRIMURTI PLANT SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; M/s. TRIMURTI PLANT SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED

Flat # 101, 1st Floor, MGR Estates, # 6-3-456/C, Dwarakapuri Colony, Punjagutta, Hyderabad Telangana 500082

Manufacturers
Company registered in India by Indian citizens

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. SIVA PRASAD
A. Siva Prasad Flat#304, Rainbow Towers, Plot No.12-59, P and T Colony, Boduppal, Ghatkesar Mandal, R.R.District- T.S. 500092

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Seeds and Agricultural Products
FARMS

3434494  17/12/2016

MS. ADITI AMIT DESHMUKH
trading as ;Ms. ADITI AMIT DESHMUKH

Unit No. 4, Ground Floor, Peninsula Chambers, Peninsula Corporate Park, GK Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai –400013
MANUFACTRER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE

CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Used Since :01/07/2015

MUMBAI

Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals, malt,BETEL SPICES (PAN MASALA), SCENTED & SWEET SUPARI, MOUTH FRESHNERS, SILVER COATED ELAICHI, PROCESSED BETEL NUTS, CARDAMOM SEEDS
AQUASHOP

3435716  15/12/2016

IFB AGRO INDUSTRIES LIMITED
PLOT NO. IND-5, SECTOR–I, EAST KOLKATA TOWNSHIP, KOLKATA - 700 107

Manufacturers and traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Used Since :31/03/2010

KOLKATA
Aqua health care products for shrimps and fish cultivation
CHACHA CHAUDHARY
3436024   19/12/2016
SH. JOHNY KAPOOR
trading as ;M/S KAPOOR KARYANA STORE
MUKTSAR ROAD, NEAR GURUDWARA BHAR SAHB, GURU HARSALI, DISTT. FEROZEPUR, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
CATTLE FEED.
CARGO
3436026    19/12/2016
SH. RAJINDER KUMAR
SH. ASHISH GUPTA
SMT. RITA RANI
trading as ;M/S SHRI BALA JI INDUSTRIES
AGWAR PONA, JAGRAON, DISTT. LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :16/05/2015
DELHI
CATTLE FEED INCLUDING KHAL, ALL BEING FOODSTUFFS FOR ANIMALS INCLUDED IN CLASS-31.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
VIRODEX

3436203  15/12/2016
TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED.
trading as ;Tata Chemicals Limited.
Bombay House, 24, Homi Mody Street, Fort, Mumbai 400 001.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fresh pulses, organic fresh herbs, organic fresh fruits and vegetables, quinoa, unprocessed seeds, natural plants and flowers, animal feeds and pet foods, wheat, foodstuffs for animals, malt, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains, living animals being goods included in class 31.
MEDIPLEX

3436205  15/12/2016
TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED.
trading as ;Tata Chemicals Limited.
Bombay House, 24, Homi Mody Street, Fort, Mumbai 400 001.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fresh pulses, organic fresh herbs, organic fresh fruits and vegetables, quinoa, unprocessed seeds, natural plants and flowers, animal feeds and pet foods, wheat, foodstuffs for animals, malt, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains, living animals being goods included in class 31.
ACCUBLEND

3436206   15/12/2016
TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED.
trading as ;Tata Chemicals Limited.
Bombay House, 24, Homi Mody Street, Fort, Mumbai 400 001.
Manufacturers and Merchants
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fresh pulses, organic fresh herbs, organic fresh fruits and vegetables, quinoa, unprocessed seeds, natural plants and flowers, animal feeds and pet foods, wheat, foodstuffs for animals, malt, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains, living animals being goods included in class 31.
Niyati

3443259  27/12/2016
M/S. TRIMURTI PLANT SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s. TRIMURTI PLANT SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat # 101, 1st Floor, MGR Estates, # 6-3-456/C, Dwarakapuri Colony, Punjagutta, Hyderabad Telangana 500082
Manufacturers
Company registered in India by Indian citizens

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. SIVA PRASAD
A. Siva Prasad M.A., LL.B. S/o. A. Gopala Krishna Murthy, Turmella (V), Amarthaluru (M), Guntur Dist., Andhra Pradesh - 522312

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Seeds and Agricultural Products
SYNGRAIN

3445957  28/12/2016
TIERRA SEED SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
Malaxmi Courtyard, Survey No. 157, Khajaguda Village, Golconda Post, Hyderabad - 500 008, Telangana, India.
Manufacturer & Service Provider
Registered under Indian Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOUTAM BHATTACHARYYA
K&S Partners | Intellectual Property Attorneys, Ivy Terrace, First Floor, East Wing, Plot no. 119, Kavuri Hills, Madhapur, Hyderabad 500 081, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products; Live animals; Fresh fruits and vegetables; Natural plants and flowers; Foodstuffs for animals; Malt; Raw and unprocessed grains and seeds included in Class 31.
2128551  11/04/2011
MR. UDAY BINDUMADHAV DESHPANDE
trading as ; M/S. DESHPANDE TRADING CO.
SHOP NO. 1, MEGHDOOT APARTMENT, ALKAPURI CO. OP. HSG. SOCIETY, PLOT NO. 22, POUD KRD, KOTHRUD, PUNE - 411 038.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/ DEALER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSi FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
KOKAM JUICE, AVLA JUICE, BEVERAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 32
THIS IS SUBJECT TO CONFINING SALES ONLY IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA..
2141644  09/05/2011
P. RAMAPPA MALENADU
LATHA V DANDELI
NARESH R MALENADU
GIRISH R MALENADU
trading as ;MALENADU BEVERAGES
NO. 122/49, D BLOCK, ADHONI COMPLEX, NEW COTTON MARKET, HUBLI - 580 029, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
OCEANO

2146389  19/05/2011
FANIDHAR ENTERPRISE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; FANIDHAR ENTERPRISE PRIVATE LIMITED
10/11, ORCHID MALL, NR. GORDHAN PARTY PLOT, THALTEJ - SHILAJ ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 059, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K. SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

MINERAL, AERATED AND PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, SOFT DRINKS, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, SODA WATER;
VEGETABLE JUICE (BEVERAGES), SHARBAT, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER
PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, DEALCOHOLICED DRINKS AND BEERS BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 32.
2163381  21/06/2011
S. ANTONY PACKIA DEVADOSS
trading as ;S. ANTONY PACKIA DEVADOSS
NO.#3/425, WEAT MUGAPPAIR, CHENNAI-600037.
MANUFACTURER, DISTRIBUTOR AND WHOLESALER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. RAVI, ADVOCATE.
AP.1396, 31ST STREET, VI SECTOR, K.K. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 078.

Used Since :02/02/2007

CHENNAI
MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND OTHER NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
2192499  18/08/2011
DINESH BHIMJI SHAH
SHANTILAL VERSHI SAVLA
MANSUKHLAL PANACHAND SAVLA
trading as ;HILL TOP BEVERAGES
NO.73/39-40, 23RD CROSS, DODDANNA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE MAIN ROAD, VISHWANEEDAM POST, BANGALORE-560091,
KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/02/2003
CHENNAI
SWEET BEERS, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES AND SYRUPS.
USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.No Exclusive RIGHTS OVER THE
DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
2192500  18/08/2011
DINESH BHIMJI SHAH
SHANTILAL VERSHI SAVLA
MANSUKHLAL PANACHAND SAVLA
trading as ;HILL TOP BEVERAGES
NO.73/39-40, 23RD CROSS, DODDANNA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE MAIN ROAD, VISHWANEEDAM POST, BANGALORE-560091, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Used Since :01/02/2003
CHENNAI
SWEET BEERS, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES AND SYRUPS.
2201499  07/09/2011
HU-SEM BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
trading as ;HU-SEM BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
19/30, K.A.COMPLEX, 1ST FLOOR, LAKSHMI TALKIES ROAD, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI-600030.
MANUFACTURER(S) / MERCHANT(S)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
FRUIT JUICE.
2209592  23/09/2011
FARRUKH MAHMOOD KHAN
trading as ;HAYAAT WATER INDUSTRIES
5-28-119/P/2, STANDARD SILK MILLS COMPOUND, WEST OF OVER BRIDGE, PAITHAN ROAD, AURANGABAD-431 005, MAHRASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :18/08/2011
MUMBAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
2375792 07/08/2012
DR. VITTHAL KISAN CHOUDHARI
trading as ;CHoudhari Agro
A/P. NAIGAON, TAL.-HAVELI, DIST.-PUNE-412110.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :09/07/2012
Mumbai
MINERAL, AERATED AND PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES,
SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES AND DE-ALCOHOL ICED DRINKS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 32.
2543685  05/06/2013
M.SARAVANAN
trading as ;VMS FOOD MARKETING
NO:17/96, AGRAHARAM STREET, PALACODE-636808, DHARMAPURI DIST.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THARA & THARA
19, OLD NO. 9/1, THIRU VI KA BRIDGE ROAD, ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES.
2545360    07/06/2013
EUREKA FORBES LIMITED
B1/B2, 701, MARATHON INNOVA, OFF GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS/MERCHANTS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :31/12/1982
To be associated with:
2024361, 2024366, 2306557, 2306567, 2306572, 2350405, 2350415, 2370393
MUMBAI
MINERALS AND AERATED WATERS, SOFT DRINKS, SHERBETS, JUICES, SQUASHES, SYRUPS CONCENTRATE, NON-
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, BEER, ALE AND PORTER, MINERAL AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS AND
PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES IN CLASS 32
TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH 2024361,2024366,2306557,2306567,2306572,2350405,2350415,2370393 AND REMOVE THE
SYMBOL “R” FROM THE TRADE MARK BY FILING TM-16.
2546617  11/06/2013
VENKATESHWARA HATCHERIES PVT. LTD.
VENKATESHWARA HATCHERIES PVT. LTD. VENKATESHWARA HOUSE S.NO.114/A/2, PUNE-SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE-411030.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES;
SYRUP AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
AVINASH JAGDALE
PLOT NO. A-96, TALOJA INDUSTRIAL AREA, VILLAGE PENDHAR, TALOJA, TAL. PANVEL, DIST. RAIGAD, NAVI MUMBAI-410208
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/04/2012
MUMBAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, MINERAL AND AERATED WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 32.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 , 09/01/2017  Class 32

AQUATECH CRYSTAL WATERS PVT. LTD
VINAYAK, 128/1B, PAUD ROAD, KOTHRUD, PUNE-411038 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :30/05/2013

MUMBAI
MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER AND OTHER NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, SYRUP AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 32
2549634  17/06/2013
HARMEET KHANNA
AMARJEET SINGH KHANNA
trading as ;A.S. INDUSTRIES
C -49 LAWRENCE ROAD INDL AREA NEW DELHI 110035
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :02/04/2004

DELHI
NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, SYRUPS, JUICES, ESSENCES AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS.
2549803    17/06/2013
SUMERU BEVERAGES PVT. LTD.
SR. NO.35/1/1A, GOKUL NAGAR, OPP. PARAMOUNT GARDEN BUILDING, KATRAJ-KONDHWA ROAD, PUNE-411046.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
MUMBAI
MINERAL WATER, SODA WATER, MASALA SODA, JEERA SODA IN CLASS 32
PARLE AGRO PVT. LTD.
WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY SAHAR-CHAKALA ROAD, PARSIWADA, ANDHERI-(EAST), MUMBAI- 400099
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER AND EXPORTER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEOLEGAL ASSOCIATES
World Trade Centre, 12th floor, 4C 1, Cuffee Parade, Mumbai-400005

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FRUIT JUICES, NECTAR, SYRUPS, FRUIT DRINK, SWEETENED CARBONATED WATER, SWEETENED CARBONATED BEVERAGE, FLAVOURED CARBONATED BEVERAGE, MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, MASALA SODA, READY TO SERVE FRUIT BEVERAGES, NON ALCOHOLIC FRUIT BASED BEVERAGES AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES)
2654721  06/01/2014
PARLE AGRO PVT. LTD.
WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY SAHAR-CHAKALA ROAD, PARSIWADA, ANDHERI-(EAST), MUMBAI- 400099
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER AND EXPORTER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEOLEGAL ASSOCIATES
World Trade Centre, 12th floor, 4C 1, Cuffee Parade, Mumbai-400005

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FRUIT JUICES, NECTAR, SYRUPS, FRUIT DRINK, SWEETENED CARBONATED WATER, SWEETENED CARBONATED BEVERAGE, FLAVOURED CARBONATED BEVERAGE, MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, MASALA SODA, READY TO SERVE FRUIT BEVERAGES, NON ALCOHOLIC FRUIT BASED BEVERAGES AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES)
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779 , 09/01/2017 Class 32

2654725 06/01/2014

PARLE AGRO PVT. LTD.
WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY SAHAR-CHAKALA ROAD, PARSIWADA, ANDHERI-(EAST), MUMBAI- 400099
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER AND EXPORTER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEOLEGAL ASSOCIATES
World Trade Centre, 12th floor, 4C 1, Cuffee Parade, Mumbai-400005

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
FRUIT JUICES, NECTAR, SYRUPS, FRUIT DRINK, SWEETENED CARBONATED WATER, SWEETENED CARBONATED BEVERAGE, FLAVOURED CARBONATED BEVERAGE, MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, MASALA SODA, READY TO SERVE FRUIT BEVERAGES, NON ALCOHOLIC FRUIT BASED BEVERAGES AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES)
KAMANDALU

2950685 25/04/2015
SANDIP SHIVAJI KHALKAR, AARATI SANDIP KHALKAR
trading as ;BHARTIYA AQUA
Bhartiya Aqua Company, Shop No - 3, Patil Villa, Sector 1E, Kalamboli, Tal Panvel, Dist Raigad, Navi Mumbai - 410218
Manufacturer and Trader
Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Used Since :26/01/2015

MUMBAI
Beers, mineral and aerated waters, and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages
McDowell’s No. 1 Trio

3282771    10/06/2016
UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED
trading as ;UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED
UB TOWER, 24, VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE-560 001, INDIA.
Manufacturers and Merchants/Traders
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1125258

CHENNAI
Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages
3285364  15/06/2016
HARDWOOD PRIVATE LIMITED
80 Robinson Road #17-02, Singapore 068898
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
N-30, GROUND FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
health drinks containing minerals and vitamins not for medicinal purposes, health herb-based drinks not for medicinal purposes, vegetable juices (beverages); vegetable drinks, milk of almond, whey beverages, ginger ale beverages; soya-based beverages; malt-based beverages; traditional spices-based healthy drinks not for medical purposes; beverages based on the composite of rice and kaempferia galanga.L; ginger drinks; beverages based on the composite of turmeric and tamarind; honey-based beverages; energy drink; isotonic drink; mineral water being beverages; syrups for beverage; beer; lemonades; soda water; aerated water (non-alcoholic); fruit juices; fruit juice beverages (non-alcoholic—)
Melties Cola Treat

3304470  08/07/2016
lachman tejumal khetwani
PRAVEEN LACHMAN KHETWANI
trading as ;ELITE FOOD PRODUCTS
PLOT NO. A-6/4, M. I. D. C. MURBAD, DIST. THANE-421401 [M.S.]
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :15/01/2015
MUMBAI
FRUIT BEVERAGES AND FRUIT JUICES; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, BEERS, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 32
INSTMOND

3341241  19/08/2016

SHRI NARAIN AGARWAL
E/08, Venus Apartment, 48, R. G. Thadani Marg, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai – 400018 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Milk of Almonds, Non-alcoholic Beverages, Preparations for making Beverages, Whey Beverages, non-alcoholic Cocktails, Fruit extracts; Fruit juice beverages (Nonalcoholic), Fruit juices, Honey-based beverages Nonalcoholic, Isotonic beverages, Kvass, Lemonades, Preparations for making Liqueurs, Mineral water, Non-alcoholic beverages, fruit extracts, fruit juice beverages, honey-based beverages; Orgeat, Pastilles for effervescing beverages, Powders for effervescing beverages, Sarsaparilla, Sherbets, Smoothies, Soda water, Sorbets, Syrups for beverages, Syrups for lemonade, Table waters, Lithia Water, Seltzer Water, Waters, Whey beverages
AMITESH SHARMA trading as ;N cold pressed - #Stay Commited
Filmy Tadka No 6, Shivam Road, Opp Indian Oil Petrol Pump, Nallakunta, Hyderabad - 500044, Telangana.
Manufacturer and Merchants
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; FRUIT BEVERAGES AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
3344422  24/08/2016
VARUN GARG
C-1, MODEL TOWN EAST, GHAZIABAD, UP 201001
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :01/07/2016
To be associated with:
3199708
DELHI
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
3350872  31/08/2016
ROHIT BANSAL
House No. 370, Phase-7, Mohali, Punjab-160055
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAARTHI BHATIA
5/19, Kirti Nagar Industrial Area, New Delhi-110015.
Used Since: 01/08/2016

DELHI
Beers, mineral and aerated waters, and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
RAJEEV MAHENDRU trading as ;K.K. ENTERPRISES
39-40, GREEN CITY, CHABHAL ROAD, AMRITSAR 143001

TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MOHIT NANDA ADVOCATE
10-A THE MALL (RAM KUNJ) ADJOINING EMINENT MALL, MALL ROAD, AMRITSAR.

Used Since :01/08/2016

DELHI

BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
3364460    19/09/2016
CMJ BREWERIES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;CMJ BREWERIES PVT. LTD.
FERNDALE COMPLEX,CMJ HOUSE,BLOCK III,KEATING ROAD,SHILLONG-793001,INDIA
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, RETAILER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3027767
KOLKATA
BEER.
3367930   21/09/2016
PUNJAB SIND DAIRY PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED.
AG-2, CAMA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, WALBHATT ROAD, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, PACKER, TRADER, EXPORTER, IMPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GURPREET SINGH HARPAL SINGH SAHNI
04, GOMANTAK SAMAJ SADAN, 345, V. P. ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 004.
Used Since :01/04/2016
To be associated with:
2564905
MUMBAI
NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUIT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS, MINERAL WATER, OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES AND OTHER PREPARATION ITEMS.
3371358   24/09/2016
MRS.PADMA PADMAKAR KULKARNI
trading as ;P.P.K.Food Products
Gat No-434/1,Rvi(Shirdi),Tal-Rahata,Dist.-Ahmednagar-423109.
Manufacture & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
c/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :15/06/2016
MUMBAI
FRUIT JUICES & FRUIT PRODUCTS
AVINASH GAWANDE
VITTHAL MANDIR JAWAL, VITTHAL MANDIR CHAUK, ASEGAON DEVI, YAVATMAL-445101
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 20/09/2016
MUMBAI
MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS AND BEVERAGES, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES AND PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING JUICES AND BEVERAGES COMING UNDER CLASS 32
SHREE GANESH BAKERY NANDANI PVT.LTD
GAT NO. 32, 33, 36, OLD KOLHAPUR ROAD, NANDANI, TAL. SHIROL, DIST. KOLHAPUR PINCODE 416 102
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3375533

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER OF BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; FRUIT BEVERAGES AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

JUICES, FRUIT EXTRACTS, SHARBATS AERATED WATER, NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, NECTARS, BEVERAGES & SYRUPS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES AND BEERS.
Patanjali Santulan
3376017    30/09/2016
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD.
D-38, INDUSTRIAL AREA, HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI {INDIA }

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
JUICES, FRUIT EXTRACTS, SHARBATS AERATED WATER, NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, NECTARS, BEVERAGES & SYRUPS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES AND BEERS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 32

PATANJALI AYURVED LTD.
D-38, INDUSTRIAL AREA, HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP.MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. [INDIA]

Used Since :01/05/2016

DELHI

JUICES, FRUIT EXTRACTS, SHARBATS AERATED WATER, NON ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, NECTARS, BEVERAGES & SYRUPS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES AND BEERS.
Abrajj

3379597  03/10/2016
T.M. JEBAPRASATH
trading as ;Abrajj
Paruthi Villai Kuzhithurai Post, Kanyakumari - 629163, Tamil Nadu
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; FRUIT BEVERAGES AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
DOTS THE HANGOVER

3382894  07/10/2016

K. PATEL PHYTO EXTRACTIONS PVT. LTD.
A-101, ALAKNANDA ANNASAHEB VARTAK MARG, TPS III, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES;
SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
AKAO

3382968  06/10/2016
RAJIV KUMAR GUPTA S/O SHRI KAILASH CHANDRA GUPTA
trading as ;Rajiv Kumar Gupta S/o Shri Kailash Chandra Gupta
Mohalla Nanak Baksh, Post-Ganjundwara, Distt. - Kasganj, U.P.- 207242, (India)
Manufacturing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 099990034747
Used Since :21/09/2016
DELHI
Concentrates for making soft drinks, Concentrates or syrups or powders used in the preparation of soft drinks, Essences
for use in making soft drinks, Mineral Water, Aerated Water, Fruit Drinks And Fruit Juices, Soda Water, Energy Drinks,
Isotonic Non-Alcoholic Drinks, Non-Alcoholic Drinks, Soft Drinks, Vegetable Drinks, Cola Drinks & Coffee-Flavored Soft
Drinks, Malt Extracts For Making Beer, Root Beer, Craft Beers, Fruit Drinks
SAIDHAM

3383671   09/10/2016

DARSHAN LAL GARG
ANITA GUPTA

trading as; LAXMI RICE MILLS

BALLAMGARH ROAD, MUKTSAR-152026 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since: 01/04/1995

DELHI

3385565  12/10/2016
MR. VIRENDRA KUMAR
trading as ;NARAYAN BEVERAGES
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, AERATED WATERS, SOFT DRINK, SYRUP, JUICE, BEERS; MINERAL AND OTHER NON-
ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING
BEVERAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 32.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
RANGERS BARREL

3385918   13/10/2016

GRAVITAS DISTILLERIES & BREWERIES PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 307, 3RD FLOOR, BUILDING NO. 4056-4057, NAYA BAZAR COLONY, NORTH DELHI-110006.
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JURIS NEXTGEN
E-56, LGF, GREATER KAILASH ENCLAVE-PART-I, NEW DELHI-110048.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEERS, MINERALS AND AERATED WATER AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUITS AND FRUIT JUICES,
SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES INCLUDED IN CLASS 32
JOYOUS SPIRITS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
306, GANPATI PLAZA, M.I. ROAD, JAIPUR- 302001, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :17/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS.
JOYOUS SPIRITS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
306, GANPATI PLAZA, M.I. ROAD, JAIPUR-302001, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 17/06/2016

AHMEDABAD
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS.
JOYOUS SPIRITS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
306, GANPATI PLAZA, M.I. ROAD, JAIPUR- 302001, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since : 17/06/2016

AHMEDABAD
BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS.
3387777 14/10/2016
ESTHOSESON AGRO PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Manufacturers and Traders
1101, Adarsh Nagar, Shramik CHS Ltd., Opp. Moriya Land Mark, Link Road, Jogeshwari (W), Mumbai - 400102, India
Manufacturers and Traders
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fruit juices, Fruit beverages, Fruit based beverages and drinks, Fruit extracts (Non – alcoholic), Aerated fruit juices,
Concentrated Fruit Juices, Concentrates for making fruit juices and drinks, Frozen fruit based beverages and drinks, Fruit
Juice Bases, Fruit flavoured beverages & drinks, Fruit flavoured soft drinks, Fruit nectars, Iced Fruit Beverages, Non-
alcoholic beverages containing fruit juices, Energy Drink, Sports Drinks, Sports Drinks containing electrolytes, Protein-
enriched sports beverages
3389607    18/10/2016
BALAJI SHRIPATI PAWAR
ARUN SHRIPATI PAWAR
trading as ; VAISHNAVI FOOD INDUSTRIES
GAT NO.3, VILLAGE MORDA, TAL. TULJAPUR, DIST.-OSMANABAD - 413501
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :05/10/2016
MUMBAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER.
3391416  20/10/2016
SHRI SUBRATA ROY SAHARA
SHRI O.P. SRIVASTAVA
SHRI J.B. ROY
trading as ;SAHARA INDIA
SAHARA INDIA BHAWAN, 1, KAPOORTHALA COMPLEX, ALIGANJ, LUCKNOW-226024
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932
Used Since :01/01/2016
To be associated with:
865216, 865250, 3391272, 3391321, 3391368
DELHI
BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; FRUIT BEVERAGES AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
3391483  20/10/2016
DURAI SAMY,LP
trading as : CORNICHE FOOD AND BEVERAGES
SURVEY NO.124/1, 217, KARUR MAIN ROAD, KALAPAARAI KAADU, LAKKAPURAM POST, ERODE DISTRICT, PIN -638002
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since : 20/10/2016

CHENNAI
PACKED DRINKING WATER
3399584  01/11/2016
SANJAY RAMCHANDRA GAYKAWAD
SHANKAR D. JANGAM
SANJAY S. PARTE
DHONDIRAM H. JADHAV

trading as ; MAHABLESHWAR MADHOTPADAK SAHKARI SOCIETY LTD.
MADHUSAGAR, MAHAD ROAD, AT POST - MAHABALESHWAR, SATARA - 412806.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
TRUST

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW SOLUTIONS
Survey No. 13/6, Near More Park, Shivane, Taluka-Haveli, Dist.-Pune-411 023
Used Since :25/05/1955

MUMBAI
FRUIT JUICES, FRUIT SYRUPS, CRUSHES AND FRUIT DRINKS
OXYJAY

3399753  28/10/2016
RAMDAS NIURUTTI DHANDE
trading as ;Oxyjay
AT POST - MUKNE, PADALI DESHMUKH, TALUKA - IGATPURI, DISTRICT - NASHIK - 422403. MAHARASHTRA
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Used Since :01/10/2016
MUMBAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
3399754  28/10/2016
REKHA NANDKUMAR DESHMUKH
trading as ;Delice
FLAT NO. 1,2, FLORA APPT, NEAR DHANVANTRI HOSPITAL, TILAK WADI, NASHIK - 422002 MAHARASHTRA
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Used Since :01/10/2016

MUMBAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER
VRITIKAS’ DENGOOKARE

3400103   27/10/2016
TARA PRAKASH TIWARI S/O. DR. R. C. TIWARI
trading as ;VRITIKA HERBOTECH
1082, KISAN MARG, BARKAT NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJ.)
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
Single firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2010

To be associated with:
1720042

AHMEDABAD

Juice Water And Non Alcoholic Drinks, Fruit Drinks And Syrups, Drinking Preparations For Tea, Syrups, Mineral And Other Preparation For Making Beverages In Class 32.
3401230 02/11/2016
YUVAM FOODS AND BEVERAGES PRIVATE LIMITED
OFFICE NO.116, VIPUL TRADE CENTRE, SOHNA ROAD, GURGAON-122018, HARYANA
Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since: 01/10/2016
DELHI
Beers, Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverage, fruit beverage and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages.
SAIDEEP

3401885  04/11/2016
TUSHAR SHAMRAO TANAWADE
trading as ;SHALINI FOOD PRODUCTS
P. O. NIROWADA, SWADIL, SAWANTWADI, SINDHUDURG, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES, SHARBATS, SOFT DRINK LIQUID, CONCENTRATE, BEVERAGES AND SYNTHETIC, NON ALCOHOLIC JUICES, BEVERAGES, SQUASHES
3402237   04/11/2016
AMIT JAIN
SHILPA JAIN
trading as ;NUTRI AGRO RESOURCES (LLP)
FLAT NO. 14, 4380/4-B, MURARI LAL STREET, ANSARI RAOD, DARYAGANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :17/10/2016
DELI
MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUITS DRINKS AND FRUITS JUICES, SOFT DRINKS, CARBONATED WATER
3402432  03/11/2016
SUPREME POLYTUBE LTD.
trading as ;SUPREME POLYTUBE LTD.
506, AGGARWAL CYBER PLAZA - I, NETAJI SUBASH PLACE, DELHI - 34
Merchants & Manufacturers
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIA COMPANY LAW
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHUR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
LIFE SPAN PVT. LTD.
#802, ANTRIKSH NISSAN, CANNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

DELI

BEERS, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
3404940 06/11/2016

V. KUNHIMOHAMED

trading as ;Bun Club

Varikkodan house, P.O.Kodur, Malappuram District, Pincode - 676504, Kerala, India

Manufacturer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

UPRIGHT LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NO.9/437-B6, CHALATH TOWER, OPP.COURT COMPLEX GATE, COURT ROAD, KOZHIKODE - 673 001. KERALA

Used Since: 31/10/2013

CHENNAI

Mineral Water, Soda, Beer, Fruit Juice, Non alcoholic beverages
GVK4
3405247 07/11/2016
MR. GURRAM VAMSHI KRISHNA
trading as ;M/s. VAISHNAVI FOODS & BEVERAGES
4-35-224/3 & 4, BALAKRISHNA NAGAR, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD- 500045, TELANGANA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Plot No: 201, H No: 6-3-347/22/8, Near Sai Baba Temple, Dwarakapuri Colony, Panjagutta, Hyderabad, AP - 500 082
Used Since :03/11/2016
CHENNAI
PACKAGED DRINKING WATER.
3406233  08/11/2016
MR. RAVI D. KARANI, MR. RAJESH D. KARANI, MRS. HEMALATA R. KARANI, MR. NITIN T. KARANI & MR. HIREN trading as ;Karani Spices
44-2-26, Pragati Industrial Estate, Narsampet Road, Warangal - 506 013 (Telangana)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Beers, mineral and aerated waters, and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages
3409391  14/11/2016
TECH ANUGRAH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TECH ANUGRAH PRIVATE LIMITED
FF-102, SATYAM OPP, ZENITH TINS, CHHANI, VADODARA - 390024, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINVENT IP
BHAVIK B. PATEL, A/9, AMRUTA SOCIETY, NIZAMPURA, VADODARA - 390 002 - GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MINERAL AND OTHER AERATED WATERS, SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, SHARBATS AND SHAKE, PREPARTIONS AND CONCENTRATES FOR MAKING JUICES, SHABATS, SHAKE & DRINKS, OTHER NONALCOHOLIC DRINKS, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
3409392 14/11/2016
TECH ANUGRAH PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as TECH ANUGRAH PRIVATE LIMITED
FF-102, SATYAM OPP, ZENITH TINS, CHHANI, VADODARA - 390024, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINVENT IP
BHAVIK B. PATEL, A/9, AMRUTA SOCIETY, NIZAMPURA, VADODARA - 390 002 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MINERAL AND OTHER AERATED WATERS, SOFT DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, SHARBATS AND SHAKES, PREPARTIONS AND CONCENTRATES FOR MAKING JUICES, SHABATS, SHAKE & DRINKS, OTHER NONALCOHOLIC DRINKS, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
3411553  18/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI 400055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
395946, 487058

MUMBAI
BEERS; MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES; FRUIT BEVERAGES AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
FooFoo

3411877  17/11/2016

ARUN INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
1058, PRIYADARSHNI NAGAR, DISTRICT- HOSPITAL ROAD, UNNAO-209801, UTTAR PRADESH.
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-I, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.
Used Since :16/11/2016

DELHI
Mineral and aerated waters, and other non-alcoholic Drinks Fruit Drinks and Fruit Juices Syrups and other Preparations for making Beverages and all those are including in class 32.
QUENCHHO

3412285  17/11/2016
AISH ADVENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED trading as; Aish Adventures Private Limited
A-1/17, Sector-8, Rohini, Delhi-110085
Manufacturers, Traders and Dealers
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPTI TULSIANI
E-354, DOUBLE STOREY, RAMESH NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Beers; Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; Fruit beverages and fruit juices; Syrups and other preparations for making beverages
AISH ADVENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Aish Adventures Private Limited
A-1/17, Sector-8, Rohini, Delhi-110085
Importers, Traders and Dealers
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPTI TULSIANI
E-354, DOUBLE STOREY, RAMESH NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110015.
Used Since : 16/01/2006
DELHI
Beers; Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; Fruit beverages and fruit juices; Syrups and other preparations for making beverages
3415417    21/11/2016
R. ASHOKAN
trading as ;M/S. ROYAL TRADERS
310, A. P. M. C. BUILDING, MARKET YARD, UNJHA-384 170, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2003
AHMEDABAD
MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES; SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES
CHISEL
3420071  26/11/2016

CHISEL FITNESS LLP
36 NR CHAMBERS, OPPOSITE CATHEDRAL HIGH SCHOOL, RICHMOND ROAD BANGALORE

Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX CHAMBERS
A-317, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-24

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Sports drinks; energy drinks; Protein-enriched sports beverages; Concentrates, syrups or powders used in the preparation of sports and energy drinks
GuruSagar

3423583  30/11/2016
PRAMOD S. MUTHA
trading as ;Sagar Aqua
Plot No. 24 ,Moha , Yavatmal - 445001
manufacturer & traders

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/11/2016

MUMBAI
Mineral And Aerated Waters, And Other Non-Alcoholic Drinks; Fruit Drinks And Fruit Juices; Syrups And Other Preparations For Making Beverages.
BAIL KOLHU

3430744    11/12/2016
B. L. AGRO OILS LIMITED
B-31, ROAD NO. 2, PARSAKHERA INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAREILLY 243502, UTTAR PRADESH.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE CALCUTTA TRADE MARK CO.
303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used
DELI
BEER, MINERAL AND AERATED WATER, FLAVOURED WATER, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, FRUITS DRINKS AND FRUIT JUICES, SOFT DRINKS, BEVERAGES (NON-ALCOHOLIC), SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES.
3430868  12/12/2016
NAIVEDYAM DINING PVT. LTD.
Nandan, Plot 89, Sector 21, Yamuna Nagar, Nigdi, Pune - 411044
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :12/12/2016
MUMBAI
Aerated mineral water
3432917  14/12/2016

RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006

MUMBAI
Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices: syrups and other preparations for making beverages
3434158   16/12/2016
S M JALEEL & COMPANY LTD.
OTAHEITE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SOUTH OROPUCHE, SAN FERNANDO, TRINIDAD & TOBAGO.
Manufacturer And Merchant
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2808259

CHENNAI
Flavoured Water, Waters [beverages] containing non-alcoholic fruit extracts or essences, aerated waters, other non-alcoholic water beverages.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
SABROSO
3434264  16/12/2016
SABROSO SNACKS PVT. LTD
trading as ;Sabroso Snacks Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No. 185, Flat No. 401, Saikrupa Apartment, Shastri Layout, Opposite Somalwar School, Khamla, Nagpur - 440025
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE - 411011

Used Since :07/01/2016

To be associated with:
3164875

MUMBAI
Beers, mineral and aerated waters, and other non-alcoholic drinks, fruit drinks and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages
FARMS

3434495  17/12/2016
MS. ADITI AMIT DESHMUKH
trading as ;Ms. ADITI AMIT DESHMUKH
Unit No. 4, Ground Floor, Peninsula Chambers, Peninsula Corporate Park, GK Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai -400013
MANUFACTRER AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO. 6, FLAT NO. 5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI 400 067.

Used Since :01/07/2015
MUMBAI

Beers, mineral and aerated waters, and other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages AND Mineral water, on-alcoholic beverages, sparkling fruit juice drinks, beverages containing vegetable juices
2050153 04/11/2010
SURENDRA SINGH H BHATI
C/O JITENDRA S JANGIR, B-504 GURUDEV COMPLEX, OPP.- PNB MEERA ROAD, MUMBAI (EAST) 401107,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS).
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 33

Priority claimed from 14/04/2011; Application No. : 616554 ;Switzerland
2218605 12/10/2011
AMIDEL SARL
trading as ;AMIDEL SARL
C/O MULTIFIDUCIAIRE FRIBOURG S. A, RUE FAUCIGNY 5, 1700 FRIBOURG, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS,TRADERS
A COMPANY UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITERLAND
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS); SPIRITS; VODKA; ALL THE AFORESAID GOODS ORIGINATING FROM POLAND
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
2358843    05/07/2012
GRUPPO CEVICO SOC. COOP AGRICOLA
VIA FIUMAZZO, 72 48022 LUGO (RA) ITALY.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A REGISTERED COOPERATIVE SOCIETY UNDER THE LAWS OF ITALY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAS & CO.
1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WINES, SPIRITS, LIQUEURS AND ALCOHOLIC COCKTAIL MIXES
Lionsgate Double BLUE

2542036  03/06/2013
GOLD WATER DRINKS PVT. LTD
trading as :GOLD WATER DRINKS PVT. LTD
NO.8-2-120/115, FLAT NO. 301, SHANGRILLA PLAZA, ROAD NO-2, BANJARAHILLS, HYDERABAD-500033, A.P, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.
Used Since :28/05/2013

CHENNAI
ALCOHOL, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, ALCOHOLIC ESSENCES, ALCOHOLIC EXTRACTS, LIQUEUR, BITTERS, BRANDY,
COCKTAILS, GIN, RUM, VODKA, WHISKY, WINE.
2545192 07/06/2013
ZEPHYR HOSPITALITY PVT. LTD
B-9/6395 VASANT KUNJ NEW DELHI 70
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.
Used Since :01/01/2007
DELHI
ALCOHOLICBEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
2551345    20/06/2013
VIIKING TOBACCO CO. PVT. LTD.
JMJ HOUSE, ORCHARD AVENUE, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS), ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 33

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD VIKING EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2789831  12/08/2014
UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED
trading as ;UNITED SPIRITS LIMITED
UB TOWER, 24, VITTAL MALLYA ROAD, BANGALORE-560 001, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.
Used Since :01/02/2010
To be associated with:
787074, 1936857
CHENNAI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS).
2861563    12/12/2014

ALLIED BLENDERS AND DISTILLERS PRIVATE LIMITED
394-C, LAMINGTON CHAMBER, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400004
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Used Since :01/01/1988

To be associated with:
489582, 1501160, 1501163, 1623354, 1623356, 1623357, 1623358, 1623359, 1623360, 1623361, 1623363, 1661288, 1739858, 1788987,
1819779, 2159743, 2222590, 2432324

MUMBAI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS) WINES, SPIRITS AND LIQUEURS; WHISKY, RUM, VODKA, GIN, BRANDY,
COUNTRY LIQUOR INCLUDED IN CLASS-33

Transliteration : OFFICERS
RAVIKUMAR DISTILLERIES LTD.,
trading as ;RAVIKUMAR DISTILLERIES LTD.,
NO.17, KAMARAJ SALAI, PUDUCHERRY - 605 011
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HOLLA ASSOCIATES
#193, 'KASHI BHAVAN', 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE-560009.
Used Since :13/08/2004
CHENNAI
WINE, SPIRITS, LIQUORS, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OF ALL KINDS
3344423  24/08/2016
VARUN GARG
C-1, MODEL TOWN EAST, GHAZIABAD, UP 201001
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :01/07/2016
To be associated with:
3199709
DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES(EXCEPT BEERS)
PRIVILEGE INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
HDIL TOWER, A WING, 3RD FLOOR, ANANT KANEKAR MARG, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051.
MANUFACTURERS / MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT,1956.
Used Since :25/08/2016
MUMBAI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES.
IMPERIAL BLACK

3363728  15/09/2016

Pernod Ricard
12 Place des Etats- Unis 75016 Paris (France).
Manufacturers and Merchants
a French Societe anonyme

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Used Since :09/08/2016

To be associated with:
751781, 1682732, 2471714

DELHI
Alcoholic beverages (except beers)
CMJ BREWERIES PVT. LTD.
trading as CMJ BREWERIES PVT. LTD.
FERNDALE COMPLEX, CMJ HOUSE, BLOCK III, KEATING ROAD, SHILLONG-793001, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, TRADER, RETAILER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17, REHMAN VILLA, DR. S.K. BHUYAN ROAD, DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST), GUWAHATI 781 001, ASSAM.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3027768

KOLKATA
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
SHREE GANESH BAKERY NANDANI PVT.LTD
GAT NO. 32, 33, 36, OLD KOLHAPUR ROAD, NANDANI, TAL. SHIROL, DIST. KOLHAPUR PINCODE 416 102
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3375534

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
3379504 04/10/2016
UMESH D. BAKHTA
trading as ;PHOENIX ALCOBEVZ
H. NO-100, PUNOLA UCASSAIM, BARDEZ, GOA-403507
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400055.
Used Since :26/03/2008
To be associated with:
1378473
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
UMESH D. BAKHTA
trading as; PHOENIX ALCOB EVZ
H. NO-100, PUNOLA UCASSAIM, BARDEZ, GOA-403507
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400055.
Used Since : 20/09/2016
To be associated with:
2721590
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
UMESH D. BAKHTA
trading as ;PHOENIX ALCHEMY
H. NO-100, PUNOLA UCASSAIM, BARDEZ, GOA-403507
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400055.
Used Since :06/10/2006
To be associated with:
1378472
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3384514    08/10/2016
COSMICA CIA. LTDA.
Panamerican Norte s/n km 7 1/2, Cuenca, Ecuador.
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.
HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RUM
3386398  13/10/2016
JOYOUS SPIRITS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
306, GANPATI PLAZA, M.I. ROAD, JAIPUR-302001, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 17/06/2016

AHMEDABAD
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
3386399 13/10/2016
JOYOUS SPIRITS (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
306, GANPATI PLAZA, M.I. ROAD, JAIPUR- 302001, RAJASTHAN.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since: 17/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS)
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT EXCLUSIVE OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
3391417  20/10/2016
SHRI SUBRATA ROY SAHARA
SHRI O.P. SRIVASTAVA
SHRI J.B. ROY
trading as ;SAHARA INDIA
SAHARA INDIA BHAWAN, 1, KAPOORTHALA COMPLEX, ALIGANJ, LUCKNOW-226024
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932
Used Since :01/01/2016
To be associated with:
865217, 865251, 865285, 3391273, 3391322, 3391369
DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS).
GEMFIELDS

3394828  24/10/2016
SSURA SPIRITS PVT. LTD
trading as ;SSURA SPIRITS PVT. LTD
NO.56, BMS PLAZA, 3RD CROSS, 1ST BLOCK 3RD PHASE (OPP.KATTIGUPPE WATER TANK), BSK 3RD STAGE, BENGALURU - 560 085,
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INPRO TRADE MARK SERVICES.
NEW NO.19,(OLD NO.16), JAYALAKSHMIPURAM - 1st STREET, NUNGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI 600034

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
WHISKY
3400053  28/10/2016
PHOENIX BEVERAGES
PANKAJ GOEL
SHAKUNTALA BHOLA
B-68/1B, NARAINA IND AREA, PHASE -II, NEW DELHI - 110028
Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIKHA GUPTA & ASSOCIATES
106,SHRIRAM COMPLEX,C-20,EAST KRISHNA NAGAR,DELHI-110051
Used Since :10/10/2016
DELHI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND DRINKS
SWIFT
3400865  01/11/2016
B SRINIVASA RAYALU trading as ;BIOTECH SPIRITS
NO. 1288, 14TH MAIN, HAL II STAGE, INDIRA NAGAR, BANGALORE 560 038, KARNATAKA
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAGHURAM CHADALAVADA
NO-37/12, FLAT NO-2, PARIMALAM APARTMENTS, V STREET, DR.SUDBARAYAN NAGAR, KODAMBKAM, CHENNAI-600 024.
Used Since :01/04/2008

CHENNAI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEER)- BRANDY, FENNY, GIN, RUM, TEQUILLA, VODKA, WHISKY AND WINES
THE STEAMSHIP COLLECTION

3401733 03/11/2016
THE OLD BUSHMILLS DISTILLERY COMPANY LIMITED
2 DISTILLERY ROA BUSHMILLS, CO ANTRIM NORTHERN IRELAND BT57 8XH.

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF NORTHERN IRELAND

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WHISKEY
AMIT JAIN
SHILPA JAIN
trading as ; NUTRI AGRO RESOURCES (LLP)
FLAT NO. 14, 4380/4-B, MURARI LAL STREET, ANSARI ROAD, DARYAGANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.

Used Since : 17/10/2016

DELHI
WINES, SPIRITS, LIQUEURS
3402433  03/11/2016
SUPREME POLYTUBE LTD.
trading as ;SUPREME POLYTUBE LTD.
506, AGGARWAL CYBER PLAZA - I, NETAJI SUBASH PLACE, DELHI - 34
Merchants & Manufacturers
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIA COMPANY LAW
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHUR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
CASKMATES
3406401  08/11/2016
IRISH DISTILLERS LIMITED
Simmonscourt house, Simmonscourt Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, ireland
Manufacturers & Merchants
A company incorporated under the laws of Ireland
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE,
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Alcoholic beverages (except beers)
3406638 10/11/2016
NAKASHATRA DISTILLERIES BREWARIES LIMITED
AT/POST: ANGAR, TALUKA: MOHOL, DISTRICT: SOLAPUR, MAHARSTRA 413214
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A LTD. COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARCHANA SINGH
c/o- deejay distilleries pvt. ltd, b-1, daffodil, hiranandani Gardens, powai, mumbai-400076
Used Since :30/01/2015

MUMBAI
WHISKY, BRANDY, GIN RUM AND VODKA WINES, SPIRITS (BEVERAGES), LIQUORS (SPIRITUOUS) INCLUDING IN CLASS 33
3411554  18/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI 400055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
395947, 2041906

MUMBAI
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES [EXCEPT BEERS]
Firmino's

3413807   19/11/2016
BHARATH RAMANUJ
trading as ;Blue Moon Distilleries
Plot no. SB3 and 4, Cuncolim Industrial Estate, Cuncolim, Salcete, Goa - 403703
Manufacturer And Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :19/11/2016

MUMBAI
Spirits and liquors.
VALDIVIESO

3414135  21/11/2016

VINA VALDIVIESO S.A.,
JUAN MITJANS No 200, MACUL, CASILLA 189-D, SANTIAGO, CHILE.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE CHILE BUSINESS CORPORATION ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L & M INTERNATIONAL
A-48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092

Used Since :01/11/2016

DELHI

ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES INCLUDING WINE, SPIRITS, LIQUORS, WHISKY, BRANDY, RUM, VODKA, GIN AND SCOTCH INCLUDED IN CLASS 33.
HINDVA
3416460  22/11/2016
KEYUR HIMMATBHAI KHENI
SANJAYBHAI PRAVINBHAI KHENI
LAXMIBEN MANJIBHAI PATEL
trading as ;HINDVA BUILDERS
1st Floor, Shantiniketan, Opposite Raspan Party Plot, Near Kunj Mall, Sukan Bungalow Cross Road, Nikol, Ahmedabad - 382350.
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Alcoholic Beverages (Except Beers) such as Whisky, Rum, Vodka, Wine, Brandy, Liqueurs, Spirits, Cocktail, Gin, Champagne, Cognac, Tequila, as included in Class – 33.
3432918    14/12/2016
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006
MUMBAI
Alcoholic beverages (except beers)
1482196  28/08/2006
SURESH KUMAR AGRAWAL
trading as ;SHIVNATH AYURVED NI KetAN
GANESH NAGAR, REVENUE COLONY ROAD, GONDIA, MAHARASHTRA.
SERVICES.
Used Since :01/01/2000
MUMBAI
GUDAKHU SMOKERS ARTICLES MATCHES, TOBACCO, MATCHES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS - 34.
SURENDRA SINGH H BHATI
C/O JITENDRA S JANGIR, B-504 GURUDEV COMPLEX, OPP.- PNB MEERA ROAD, MUMBAI (EAST) 401107, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
TOBACCO; SMOKERS ARTICLES MATCHES
2161458  17/06/2011
SUBHASH BHAGWANRAM CHAUDHARY
HASMUKHBHAI GIRDHARLAL PANCHAL
MADHU NISHITKUMAR
trading as ;BENUTS FOOD PROCESSORS
26/202, Bombay Housing, Nr. Nutan Mill, Saraspur, Ahmedabad
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
ALL INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDUS
C/443, B.G.TOWER, O/S. DELHI DARWAJA, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD 380004
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PAN MASALA CONTAINING TOBACCO AND GUTKHA
2315821  16/04/2012
MD. MURTUZ ALI
MD.SAHABUDDIN
MD. AMIR HOSSAIN
MD. SANAULLAH
trading as ;AMIR BIRI FACTORY
VILL.BHULKI,P.O.DOMOHANA,DIST.UTTAR DINAJPUR,W.B.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.
Used Since :01/04/1979
KOLKATA
BIDIES, CIGAREHES, CIGAR, ASHTRAYS, CASES OF CIGAR, CIGAREHES NOT OF HOLDERS
AND OTHER SMOKER ARTICLES MATCHES, CHEWING TOBACCO, TOBACCO POUCHES,
PANDARPURI TOBACCO ,GUTKHA, KHAINI, ZARDA, GUDAKHU, JAIFRANI PAHI IN CLASS 34.
DIVYA DHARMESH PATEL

trading as ;DIVYA TRADERS CORPORATION

118, NARAYAN UDYOG BHAVAN, LALBAUG INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GANESH NAGAR, LALBAUG, MUMBAI 400 012.

MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS

INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

KHAINI, JAFRANI ZARDA, PANDHARPURI, ZARDA, SCENTED TOBACCO, GUTKHA, PAN MASALA, MAVA, SUPARI

INCLUDING IN CLASS 34
2550239   18/06/2013
MAHABOOB PASHA
trading as ;JAWA AND TVS BEEDI WORKS
NO. 2648, M.K. D.K. ROAD, BANNIMANTAP EXTENSION, MYSORE 570001, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Used Since :24/08/2005
CHENNAI
BEEDI AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS, SMOKERS ARTICLES, MATCHES
VIDHAN

2551375  20/06/2013
SHRI DEVENDRA KUMAR GUPTA
44 NORTH VIJAY NAGAR COLONY AGRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAJ, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.
Used Since :01/06/2013

DELHI
CHEWING TOBACCO, SCENTED KHAINI, PAN MASALA ZARDA MIX (GUTKHA), TOBACCO (RAW OR MANUFACTURED), SMOKING ARTICLES, MATCHES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 34.
3207666  10/03/2016
DHIRAJ KUMAR S/O SRI MUKUND LAL
trading as ;RUDRA BIDI PRODUCTS
Aaraji No.417/1, Moh.Konia, P.O.Konia, Varanasi-221007 (U.P.)
Production and Marketing
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAWAHAR L SHASTRI
1st Floor Maidagin, varanasi
Used Since :04/01/2016
DELHI
Bidi
3217682  23/03/2016
MOONDUST PAPER PVT. LTD.
9/18, GROUND FLOOR, SOUTH PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PREMIER REGISTRATION SERVICE.
8/1, RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060
Used Since :01/02/2016
DELHI
ASHTRAY; CIGARETTE PAPER BOOKLET; CIGARETTE CASE; CIGARETTES; CIGARETTES CONTAINING TOBACCO SUBSTITUTES; POCKET MACHINE FOR CIGARETTES; LIGHTERS; MATCHBOXES; PIPE TOBACCO; TOBACCO POUCHES; TOBACCO; CARD BOARD FILTER TIPS FOR CIGARETTE; ACETATE FILTERS FOR CIGARETTE; BOOKLETS OF ROLLING PAPER; CRUSHING TRAY; TOBACCO SHREDDER; CONE FILLER; CONE ROLLER; TOBACCO MOLASSES; ELECTRIC VAPORISER; PRE-ROLLED SMOKING CONE; PACKED HERBS FOR SMOKING; BUTANE GAS CONTAINERS FOR LIGHTER; TOBACCO JARS; BLUNT PAPER; PRE-ROLLED BLUNT SMOKING CONE; ROLL OF CIGARETTE PAPER; BOOKLETS OF FLAVOURED ROLLING PAPER; PRE-ROLLED FLAVOURED SMOKING CONE
3275786  02/06/2016
SHASHANK SHARMA
27/3 Shakti Nagar, Delhi-110007
TRADER AND MANUFACTURER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO.460, KOHAT ENCLAVE PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
Used Since :31/05/2016
DELHI
CIGARETTE ROLLING PAPER AND ALL OTHER SMOKING ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 34.
334424  24/08/2016
VARUN GARG
C-1, MODEL TOWN EAST, GHAZIABAD, UP 201001
PRODUCTION, TRADING AND DEALING
Used Since : 01/07/2016
To be associated with:
3199710
DELHI
TOBACCO, SMOKERS' ARTICLES, MATCHES
3368849  22/09/2016
RAJU AGRAWAL
MUKESH AGRAWAL
trading as ;R.M. MARKETING CO.
NEAR SHIV SHAKTI MARRIAGE HALL, MELA ROAD, LAKHIMPUR KHERI, U.P
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :05/09/2016
DELHI
TOBACCO, GUTKA, KHANI, PAN MASHALA, SMOKERS' ARTICLES, MATCHES
3382490    06/10/2016

JOY IMPEX
PRISHITA V. CHANGANI
PARMANAND J. CHANGANI
202/MIDWAY APARTMENT, B-WING, OPP.LUCAS SERVICE CENTRE, APPASHABE MARATHE MARG, ABOVE ORBIT TOURS & TRAVELS PRABHADEVI, MUMBAI-400025, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MATCH BOX (MATCH STICK)
AKAO

3382967  06/10/2016
RAJIV KUMAR GUPTA S/O SHRI KAILASH CHANDRA GUPTA
trading as; Rajiv Kumar Gupta S/o Shri Kailash Chandra Gupta
Mohalla Nanak Baksh, Post-Ganjundwara, Distt. - Kasganj, U.P. - 207242, (India)
Manufacturing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 099990034747
Used Since: 21/09/2016

DELHI
Gutka, Chewing Tobacco, Tobacco Water Pipes, Tobacco Pouches, Cigar Cutters, Smoking Articles Including Cigarette And Bidis, Khaini, Zarda, Snuff Boxes, Chewing Tobacco And Snuff, Lighters For Smokers, Chemical Flavorings For The Preparation Of Tobacco, Molasses tobacco
HI-TEK GOLD
3389285  17/10/2016

M/S. KALYANI PRODUCTS.
trading as ;M/s. KALYANI PRODUCTS
# 301, WILMOTT APARTMENTS, WEST MAREDPALLY, SECUNDERABAD - 500025, TELANGANA STATE.,
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Used Since :13/10/2016

CHENNAI
GUTKHA, ZARDA, QUIWAM, SNUFF, JAFRANI AND CHEWING TOBACCO
HI - TEK

3389286   17/10/2016
M/S. KALYANI PRODUCTS
trading as ;M/s. KALYANI PRODUCTS
# 301, WILMOTT APARTMENTS, WEST MAREDPALLY, SECUNDERABAD - 500025, TELANGANA STATE.,
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Used Since :13/10/2016

CHENNAI
GUTKHA, ZARDA, QUIWAM, SNUFF, JAFRANI AND CHEWING TOBACCO
3391418  20/10/2016
SHRI SUBRATA ROY SAHARA
SHRI O.P. SRIVASTAVA
SHRI J.B. ROY
trading as ;SAHARA INDIA
SAHARA INDIA BHAWAN, I, KAPOORTHALA COMPLEX, ALIGANJ, LUCKNOW-226024
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT 1932
Used Since :01/01/2016
To be associated with:
865218, 865252, 865286, 865914, 865948, 3391274, 3391323, 3391370
DELHI
TOBACCO, SMOKERS, ARTICLES, MATCHES.
AMER

3395514  25/10/2016
TEJRAM
DHARAM PAUL
NEERAJ KUMAR
NUTESH KUMAR
trading as ;TEJRAM DHARAM PAUL
93, CHANDERLOK, PITAMPURA, DELHI 110034
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MADAMSER & CO.
FLAT NO. E (GF), SAGAR APTS., 6, TILAK MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
Used Since :01/06/2016
DELHI
TOBACCO, SMOKER'S ARTICLES MATCHES, CHEWING TOBACCO, ZARDA, KHAINI, SNUFF, JAFARANI ZARDA INCLUDING IN CLASS 34.
AFZAL

3400637  28/10/2016

SOPARIWALA EXPORTS
MR. ABDUL KADER ABDUL LATIF
MR. MOHAMMED SIDDIQUE ABDUL GAFFAR
MR. ARIF FAZLANI
MR. MUHAMMED IRFAN FAZLANI
MR. FAISAL FAZLANI
MR. IQBAL FAZLANI
MR. IMRAN YUNUS ABDUL GAFFAR
MR. ASIF ABDUL KADER
MR. NADEEM FAZLANI
MR. HAMZA FAZLANI
MRS. JAMEELA FAZLANI

trading as ; SOPARIWALA EXPORTS

NIRMAL, 21ST FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021, MAHARASHTRA

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A registered partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since : 30/09/1977

To be associated with:
2310512, 2310513, 2310518, 2310521, 2310523

MUMBAI
TOBACCO AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS; GUTKHA.
Nexus

3401578  02/11/2016

VST INDUSTRIES LIMITED (AN INDIAN COMPANY)
Azamabad, Hyderabad-500 020, Telangana, India
Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cigarettes.
PROVO

3401579    02/11/2016

VST INDUSTRIES LIMITED (AN INDIAN COMPANY)
Azamabad, Hyderabad-500 020, Telangana, India

Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cigarettes.
3402239  04/11/2016
AMIT JAIN
SHILPA JAIN
trading as ;NUTRI AGRO RESOURCES (LLP)
FLAT NO. 14, 4380/4-B, MURARI LAL STREET, ANSARI ROAD, DARYAGANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :17/10/2016
DELHI
TOBACCO, SMOKERS REQUISITES & MATCHES.
3402434 03/11/2016
SUPREME POLYTUBE LTD.
trading as ;SUPREME POLYTUBE LTD.
506, AGGARWAL CYBER PLAZA - I, NETAJI SUBASH PLACE, DELHI - 34
Merchants & Manufacturers
A COMPANY Duly INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIA COMPANY LAW
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAi RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3404572  07/11/2016
INVICON DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD
trading as ;INVICON DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD
D.NO.7-2-1740, K.S.S.P WAREHOUSE NO.14 AND 15, OPP: FIRE STATION, SANATHNAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 018 (T.S) INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CIGARETTE, GUTKHA, ZARDA, BEEDIES, MATCHES AND ALL OTHER TOBACCO PRODUCTS
TAMASSURYA

3405118  07/11/2016

MR. BABU LAL CHAURASIA.
trading as ;RAJAT CHEMICAL.

28/2, GALI NO.-17, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032, INDIA.

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/11/2016

DELHI

Chewing Tobacco, Smoking Tobacco, Bidi, Cigarette, Zarda, Khaini, Pan Masala, Snuff, Qiwam, Zafrani Patti, Cigar and Match Box included in class 34.
3411555  18/11/2016
LUPIN LIMITED
KALPATARU INSPIRE, 3RD FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI 400055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
395948, 487056
MUMBAI
OBACCO; SMOKERS ARTICLES; MATCHES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1779, 09/01/2017 Class 34

3414607 19/11/2016
ASHFAK ISMAIL KHATRI
trading as ;Shakti Shipping International
125/B, Panchvati Society, Near Meena Apartment, Opposite Panchvati College, Jamnagar - 361002, Gujarat, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Indian Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Tobacco (Indian Assorted Finest Quality, Blended With Permitted Spices & Flavors)
HINDVA

3416461  22/11/2016
KEYUR HIMMATBHAI KHENI
SANJAYBHAI PRAVINBHAI KHENI
LAXMIBEN MANJIBHAI PATEL
trading as ;HINDVA BUILDERS
1st Floor, Shantiniketan, Opposite Raspan Party Plot, Near Kunj Mall, Sukun Bungalow Cross Road, Nikol, Ahmedabad - 382350.
Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Tobacco (Raw or Manufactured); Smokers' Articles; Matches including Safety Matches and Wax Matches; Lighters for Smokers; as included in Class 34.
NEWMAN

3425219  02/12/2016
VST INDUSTRIES LIMITED (AN INDIAN COMPANY)
Azamabad, Hyderabad-500 020, Telangana, India
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cigarettes.
3428782  07/12/2016
GODFREY PHILLIPS INDIA LIMITED
49, Community Centre, Friends Colony, New Delhi-110025, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1924118, 2876678, 3010911
DELHI
Cigarettes and tobacco products
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.
GODFREY PHILLIPS INDIA LIMITED
49, Community Centre, Friends Colony, New Delhi-110025, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA DODD
113, UDAY PARK, NEW DELHI-110049.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
473358, 1038905, 1924118, 2876678, 3428782

DELHI
Cigarettes and tobacco products
RELIANCE BROADCAST NETWORK LIMITED
401, 4TH FLOOR, INFINITI MALL, LINK ROAD, OSHIWARA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053

Merchants and Service Provider
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIK NAIK AND CO.
116, MITTAL TOWERS, B-WING, MUMBAI-400 021.
Used Since :24/09/2006

MUMBAI
Tobacco; smokers’ articles; matches